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Prefae

This is a written version of leture notes for the ourse on Nulear and Subnulear

Physis, presented in the third year of the �rst degree ourse in Physis during

the periods 2002�05 and 2011 to the present in Como. However, they have been

augmented and edited with the aim of being self-ontained and thereby of more

general use. They are thus primarily intended for use by students who already have

a basi knowledge of lassial eletromagnetism, quantum mehanis and speial

relativity.

An important part of the training of any serious physis student, irrespetive

of possible intentions as to a future areer in physis, is that of problem solving. To

this end, a large and hopefully omprehensive olletion of exerises is provided,

together with solutions. The level of integration within the text is also hopefully

suh that students will �nd it as natural as possible to treat these notes not

merely as a �reader� but as a omplete training in the basis of nulear and partile

physis or, more simply, a preparation that will engender the �exibility of approah

assoiated with the mentality typially aquired by physiists in general.

Turning now more spei�ally to the motivation behind the hoie of ontent

and aims of the spei� presentation, beyond the obvious intent of providing a basi

introdution to nulear and partile physis from both experimental and theoretial

standpoints, the nature of the subjet matter treated lends itself to a onsolidation

of many of the preeding physis ourses. In partiular, together with the ourses

on the struture of matter, nulear physis represents a �rst playground in whih

to beome more familiar with the physial impliations of quantum mehanis. In

addition, the natural requirements of partile physis of high-energy experiments

leads to the inlusion of a relativisti desription. One should also not forget the

role of eletromagnetism as one of the fundamental interations.

A more general aspet of this ourse is the emphasis plaed on the use of the

onept of symmetry in physis. This, more noble issue, of the searh for similarity

and unity in the fundamental laws of nature is, perhaps, the most vital and far-

reahing lesson of all. It is probably no exaggeration to say that every major

break-through in physis has been triggered by the reognition of some ommon

denominator between two or more apparently unrelated phenomena, or of the
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equivalene of a priori unonneted approahes or viewpoints. Or at the very

least the observation that som apparent symmetry of Nature is not fully satis�ed.

On a more humanist note, at the time of writing this prefae, the �rst major

international on�it of the third millennium was under way in Iraq. Without

wishing in any way to trivialise the horror of war, nor to appear too naïve in regard

of its auses, until humanity as a whole learns to appreiate the importane and

beauty, not to say vitality, of unovering similarities and ommon traits between

the peoples of the world, there will never be peae among mankind.

Before turning to the onrete task of studying nulear and partile physis

let me spend a little more time on questions that may be regarded as somewhat

philosophial, but whih nevertheless have some bearing on the ativity that awaits

us. One of the di�ulties assoiated with studies at the boundaries of human

knowledge is the distintion between real fundamental theory and more mundane

model desription. It is often neessary to start with a model in order to make

progress. Unfortunately, if deeper understanding is too slow in arriving, by dint

of familiarity what was one merely onjeture beomes aepted as fat without

real proof. While the pratised eye of the seasoned researher should disern the

di�erene, for the inexperiened student this is often impossible. In the text (and

more so during my in-lass letures) I attempt to larify where hard proven theory

is being applied and where a merely well-worn model is being propounded. It may

also be helpful to review the opinions of two great thinkers of the past.

On experiment and theory

It is, for me, an unfortunate fat of modern physis (not to say modern life) that

ompartmentalisation or speialisation fores researhers very early in their areers

to take on the epithet of �experimentalist� or �theorist�.

∗
The problem is then that,

having donned the mask of one or other harater, identi�ation with the hosen

role often beomes so pre-eminent as to limit ontat with the other. To my mind,

this is a great loss for both areas.

The following is an exerpt from the work of Roger Baon (Franisan monk and

ontroversial theologian, onsidered to be one of the most in�uential philosophers

of the thirteenth entury), taken from the Paul Halsall's Medieval Sourebook:

�On Experimental Siene, 1268

Having laid down the main points of the wisdom of the Latins as regards

language, mathematis and optis, I wish now to review the priniples of

wisdom from the point of view of experimental siene, beause without

experiment it is impossible to know anything thoroughly.

∗
I prefer to de�ne myself a phenomenologist, thus shunning either label as too exlusive. This

means, however, that experimental olleagues usually onsider me a theoretiian while many

theoretiians would also loate me outside their de�ned sphere of ativity.

http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/sbook.html
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There are two ways of aquiring knowledge, one through reason, the other

by experiment. Argument reahes a onlusion and ompels us to admit it,

but it neither makes us ertain nor so annihilates doubt that the mind rests

alm in the intuition of truth, unless it �nds this ertitude by way of

experiene. Thus, many have arguments toward attainable fats, but

beause they have not experiened them, they overlook them and neither

avoid a harmful nor follow a bene�ial ourse. Even if a man that has

never seen �re, proves by good reasoning that �re burns, and devours and

destroys things, nevertheless the mind of one hearing his arguments would

never be onvined, nor would he avoid �re until he puts his hand or some

ombustible thing into it in order to prove by experiment what the

argument taught. But after the fat of ombustion is experiened, the

mind is satis�ed and lies alm in the ertainty of truth. Hene argument is

not enough, but experiene is.

This is evident even in mathematis, where demonstration is the surest.

The mind of a man that reeives that learest of demonstrations

onerning the equilateral triangle without experiment will never stik to

the onlusion nor at upon it till on�rmed by experiment by means of the

intersetion of two irles from either setion of whih two lines are drawn

to the ends of a given line. Then one reeives the onlusion without

doubt. What Aristotle says of the demonstration by the syllogism being

able to give knowledge, an be understood if it is aompanied by

experiene, but not of the bare demonstration. What he says in the �rst

book of the Metaphysis, that those knowing the reason and ause are

wiser than the experiened, he speaks onerning the experiened who

know the bare fat only without the ause. But I speak here of the

experiened that know the reason and ause through their experiene. And

suh are perfet in their knowledge, as Aristotle wishes to be in the sixth

book of the Ethis, whose simple statements are to be believed as if they

arried demonstration, as he says in that very plae.�

Roger Baon

On simpliity�Oam's Razor

Okham's Razor (�Oam� is the latinisation) desribes the priniple, espoused by

William of Okham (yet another Franisan monk and ontroversial theologian,

onsidered to be one of the most in�uential philosophers of the fourteenth entury),

that: �Pluralitas non est ponenda sine neesitate�, whih may be translated as:

�Entities should not be multiplied unneessarily.� In other words, the simplest

theories with least parameters, partiles or states should preferred over those in

whih there is unneessary proliferation. Put more simply, but still in Latin, � lex

parsimoniae�. Sir Isaa Newton also espoused suh an approah: �Truth is ever to
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be found in simpliity, and not in the multipliity and onfusion of things.�

The notion of the �razor� or �simpliity� lies in the observation that for any

given set of fats there is an in�nite number of theories that ould explain them.

A data set of ten points may almost always be desribed by a ten-parameter

�t, but suh a desription almost never onveys any real physial understanding,

whereas a suessful one- or two-parameter desription most probably ontains

real physis. One should therefore disard unneessary ompliation in favour of

simpliity (often related to a pereption of the beauty of a theory).

Progress in physis is, of ourse, often made by renewing or even overthrowing

long-standing priniples or theories; however, this should not in any way be taken

as in ontradition with Okham's razor. It attempts no preditions as to future

diretions, but merely advoates, at any given moment, use of a minimal theory.

�You an reognize truth by its beauty and simpliity. When you get it

right, it is obvious that it is right � at least if you have any experiene �

beause usually what happens is that more omes out than goes in.�

Rihard P. Feynman

And, on the other hand, our true guide an only be the hard fats of the real

physial world:

�It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn't matter how smart

you are. If it doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong.�

Rihard P. Feynman

Finally, in preparing these notes, I have let my approah be guided by the

following observation, whih might be viewed as a synthesis of all of the above

onsiderations:

�It an sarely be denied that the supreme goal of all theory is to make the

irreduible basi elements as simple and as few as possible without having

to surrender the adequate representation of a single datum of experiene.�

Albert Einstein

This is often interpreted as Einstein's razor, or (paraphrased as) �everything should

be made as simple as possible, but no simpler �; i.e. it is taken as a warning to avoid

oversimpli�ation, even in the name of ommuniation.
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Chapter 1

Introdution to Part I

1.1 Supplementary reading for Part I

A (very short) list of suggested supplementary reading material follows. The book

by Povh et al. is partiularly reommended for its style (very di�erent to that of

the present notes), larity and relevane also for the seond ourse in this series.

Beyond this, eah hapter presented here ontains a more or less omplete list of

the works ited (both original papers and review artiles), whih may be onsulted

for further study.

We should also mention the numerous, ontinually updated, review artiles

(not forgetting the mountain of tehnial information) ontained in the Partile

Data Group (PDG) biennial publiation (urrent version: Patrignani et al., 2016,

also aessible online at http://pdg.lbl.gov/).

Reading list

Alonso, M. and Finn, E.J. (1968), Quantum and Statistial Physis (Addison�

Wesley).

Cottingham, W.N. and Greenwood, D.A. (1986), An Introdution to Nulear Phys-

is (Cambridge U. Press), 1st. edition.

Enge, H.A. (1966), Introdution to Nulear Physis (Addison�Wesley).

Krane, K.S. (1987), Introdutory Nulear Physis (John Wiley & Sons), 3rd. edi-

tion.

Patrignani, C. et al., Partile Data Group (2016), Chin. Phys. C40 [10℄, 100001.

3
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Povh, B., Rith, K., Sholz, C. and Zetshe, F. (1995), Partiles and Nulei

(Springer�Verlag).

Wihmann, E.V.H. (1967), Quantum Physis, vol. 4 of the Berkeley Phys. Course

(MGraw�Hill).

Wong, S.S.M. (1998), Introdutory Nulear Physis (John Wiley & Sons), 2nd.

edition.

1.2 Conventions and notation

We shall indiate de�ning equations using the notation �:=�, where it is understood
that the right-hand side de�nes the left-hand side, while the notation �=̂� will be
used to indiate equivalene though not neessarily strit equality (suh as between

operators).

1.2.1 Fators of 2π and �bar� notation

The momentum-spae measure naturally onjugate to dx is dp/(2π) and in most

ases the Dira δ-funtion for momenta is also aompanied by a 2π fator; thus,

2πδ(p). Sine suh 2π fators generally simplify in the �nal expressions, for larity

of the intermediate steps by avoiding suh inessential fators, we shall adopt the

following extensions to the usual �bar� notation (in analogy with the standard ~

and ommon λ̄):

d̄ :=
d

2π
and δ̄ := 2π δ(p). (1.2.1)

In partiular then, one has

∫
d̄p′ δ̄(p′ − p) = 1. (1.2.2)

1.2.2 Natural units

For larity of notation, we shall also generally adopt the universal �natural� units

of the high-energy physiist, in whih ~ and c are set to unity and therefore dis-

appear from all expressions. However, it will oasionally be useful, in order to

fully appreiate the quantum or relativisti nature of a given situation to render

the dependene on these two parameters expliit; in suh ases ~ and c will be
temporarily reinstated. Indeed, this restoration may always be ahieved by noting

the dimensions of the objet under study: within the natural system all physial
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quantities have dimensions of powers of energy (say) and multipliation by suitable

powers of ~ and c will regain the true physial dimensions.

1.2.3 Errors

Measurable physial quantities obtained experimentally are always presented with

orresponding errors. These are of two types: statistial and systemati. The

�rst relates to the fat that all measurements are arried out using a number of

sample data and then, in some way, averaged. The statistial preision of suh

an average improves with the number of data values obtained (to be preise, as

the inverse square-root). Systemati errors are more di�ult to ontrol and an

only be estimated on the basis of knowledge of the experimental setup and the

theoretial analysis. In any ase all experimental (and many theoretial) quantities

are presented together with both statistial and systemati errors; for example,

gµ − 2

2
= (11659208.9± 5.4± 3.3)× 10−10, (1.2.3)

where onventionally the �rst error is statistial and the seond systemati. It is

sometimes useful to ombine the two and also ompatify the notation as follows:

gµ − 2

2
= 11659208.9(6.3)× 10−10, (1.2.4)

where the statistial and systemati errors have been ombined in quadrature

∗
and

plaed in parenthesis as signi�ant �gures.

1.2.4 Indies and vetors

As a �nal question of notation, to aid with identi�ation of indexed objets, we

shall attempt to adhere as stritly as possible to the following onvention: letters

from the middle of the Greek alphabet µ, ν, ρ, σ, λ will be used to indiate

Lorentz four-vetor indies (and thus run from 0 to 3); the Latin letters i, j, k, l
will usually stand for purely spatial indies (running from 1 to 3); the beginning of
the Greek alphabet α, β, γ will be used as Dira-spae indies (i.e. in Dira spinors

or gamma-matrix elements); and the beginning of the Latin alphabet a, b, c will
typially be used for internal spaes of various types. Unindexed four vetors will

be printed in a normal math-itali font while unindexed three vetors will appear

in bold fae.

∗
The overall �nal error, ombined in quadrature, is ǫ=

√
ǫ2
stat

+ǫ2
syst

.
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1.3 Aims and philosophy

This �rst part of the leture series is loosely aimed at and tied to the topi of

nulear physis. However, as already hinted in the prefae, a more general goal is

to be borne in mind. Here the nature of nulear physis in partiular lends itself

to the exempli�ation and onsolidation of muh of the assumed prior study of

quantum mehanis.

As noted in the prefae nulear and partile physis (just as the study of on-

densed matter) provides a natural quantum mehanis playground for the begin-

ner, in whih to experiment with early notions and methods. With this in mind,

the author has endeavoured to stress the role played by quantum physis in the

desription of nulear properties and phenomenon:

�Nature isn't lassial, dammit, and if you want to make a simulation of

nature, you'd better make it quantum mehanial, and by golly it's a

wonderful problem, beause it doesn't look so easy.�

Rihard P. Feynman in �Simulating Physis with Computers�

Furthermore, we shall attempt to put tha question of rigour into perspetive:

the study of physis, by the very nature of the subjet, has at least as muh to do

with experimental on�rmation as with abstrat mathematial onstruts.

�Pure mathematis is just suh an abstration from the real world, and pure

mathematis does have a speial preise language for dealing with its own

speial and tehnial subjets. But this preise language is not preise in

any sense if you deal with real objets of the world, and it is only pedanti

and quite onfusing to use it unless there are some speial subtleties whih

have to be arefully distinguished.�

Rihard P. Feynman in �New Textbooks for the `New' Mathematis�

Let us be lear on this issue: the �nal aim of Physis is to desribe and understand

an experimentally aessible reality. That said, however, mathematial simpliity

has always been onsidered an important guide in the hoie of theoretial path

to be followed. Indeed, the art of being a physiist might be summed up as the

ability to walk the tightrope between an all-too-human desire or need to �desribe�

the world and the sienti�ally neessary onstraint of self-onsisteny or logi.

While it would be easy to provide a list of examples of what has now beome

known as �pathologial siene� and thus merely stress the futility of unbridled

fantasy, the many examples of the need to be apable of suspending belief in

urrent dogma should not be forgotten either. While the author has no wish here

to beome embroiled in a deontologial disussion, it is probably worthwhile to

brie�y remind the reader of onrete situations in whih even eminent physiists

were led astray. One of the most elebrated examples of the tragedy that may ensue

from inautious insistene on fantasy-driven lines of researh is perhaps the ase of
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N-rays (Blondlot, 1905), whih was onsumed in the early years of the twentieth

entury on the wake of the many disoveries of new forms of radiation.

∗
On the

other hand, Feynman's desription of deeply inelasti sattering proesses in 1972

ould reasonably have been onsidered untenable in the light of the immense fores

then assumed to be at work inside the nuleon while Pauli had this to say of Dira's

antimatter:

�Dira has tried to identify holes with antieletrons . . . We do not believe

that this explanation an be seriously onsidered.�

Wolfgang Pauli

Thus, at the end of the day, although Einstein probably had good reason to

laim: �Common sense is the olletion of prejudies aquired by age eighteen.�,

ompletely unbridled �ights of fantasy rarely lead to real progress, indeed,

�Philosophy is written in this grand book (I mean the universe) whih

stands ontinually open to our gaze, but it annot be understood unless

one �rst learns to omprehend the language in whih it is written. It is

written in the language of mathematis, and its haraters are triangles,

irles, and other geometri �gures, without whih it is humanly impossible

to understand a single word of it; without these, one is wandering about in

a dark labyrinth.�

Galileo Galilei

With this last (rather famous) quote, I also wish to underline the importane of,

alas oft-negleted, basi and solid mathematial training, whih is vital for all

physiists�theoretiians and experimentalists alike.

1.4 A prefae on nulear physis

Let me now make a few remarks that will hopefully plae the area of nulear

physis into a perspetive from whih the student might better understand the

problems to be faed in approahing the subjet.

Nulear physis, it must be admitted, is still rather far from having a omplete,

fundamental and well-de�ned theory�that is, as ompared to the theory we have,

say, of the atom, via quantum mehanis and the eletromagneti interation.

What we possess is a series of models based in part on theoretial notions (suh

as, indeed, quantum mehanis) and in part on phenomenology or observation.

∗
The exposure by Wood (1904) of the non-existene of N -rays, has been laimed (probably

erroneously) to have led to the madness and death of Blondlot, their �disoverer.� This episode

and others are also doumented and disussed within the framework of pathologial siene by,

for example, Langmuir (1904) and Gardner (1957).
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Put bluntly, the latter means many formulæ are that way simply beause that

is what agrees with the data. The vision we have of the nuleus is of a ball (of

radius a few femtometres) made up of other little balls (the nuleons�protons and

neutrons). The latter are held together by the so-alled �strong nulear fore� of

whih, unfortunately we know very little in onrete terms.

That is to say, we believe that at a fundamental or elementary level the nulear

or strong interation is desribed by a quantum �eld theory known as quantum

hromodynamis (QCD). This theory desribes a world of quarks

∗
interating

via the exhange of gauge �elds alled gluons, photoopying, as it were, quantum

eletrodynamis (QED) and its photon. Unfortunately, the nature of QCD is suh

as to render it impervious to perturbative treatment (our main tool for desribing

quantum dynamis) exept in the high-energy regime (above the sale of around

1GeV). Sine the natural sale of the nuleus is that of only a few MeV (i.e.,

the typial binding energy of a single nuleon), this means we should seek other

instruments. Sine there are essentially no other methods of a fundamental nature,

we are thus left in an unfortunate situation: it is a though we were trying to study

the struture of moleules or rystals without �rst having a working knowledge of

hydrogen and other atoms.

1.4.1 A simple model

Let us explore the analogy between nulei and moleules a little further. After

all, as we shall see shortly, the best model we have for the nuleus is based on

a piture similar to that of eletrons bound in an atom (indeed, we speak of the

atomi nuleus). Sine atoms are eletrially neutral, the fore between, say two

hydrogen atoms in an H2 moleule may be desribed in terms of the van der Waals

fore. This fore may be viewed as the result of an eletromagneti fore �eld that

somehow �leaks out� of the neutral system. In quantum mehanis suh a fore

may be explained generially (i.e., with little knowledge of the preise nature of

the underlying interation) as the attration one �nds between two potential wells,

see Fig. 1.1. In other words, owing to the tunnel e�et a partile �trapped� inside

one of the wells atually partially �sees� a larger volume: that of the seond well�

and the oupation of the available volume inreases with dereasing separation.

Aording to the Heisenberg unertainty priniple, the minimum momentum and

therefore minimum kineti energy (the so-alled zero-point energy) is determined

by the dimensions of the on�ning potential. Putting this all together, we see

that the energy of the system is lowered as the wells approah eah other�thus

∗
Note that while, aording to Gell-Mann, the spelling of the word �quark� was taken from James

Joye's Finnegan's Wake the pronuniation he himself hose was that whih rhymes with �talk�

and not �park� (see Gell-Mann, 1995, p. 180).
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p e− p e−

V (x)

Figure 1.1: The van der Waals fore in an H2 moleule seen as being generated via the

interation between two potential wells in QM.

implying an attrative fore. In nulear physis we imagine a similar mehanism

to be at work, due to the underlying QCD theory of quarks and gluons.

1.4.2 The problem with QCD

Considerable di�ulty is posed, however, by the experimental observation that

quarks (and gluons) are never found outside the on�nes of a hadron (i.e. a qqq
system suh as a baryon or a qq̄ meson), a property known as on�nement. We

should thus in any ase talk in terms of objets suh as pions (being the lightest)

as somehow providing the nulear glue. Yukawa (1935) hypothesised a potential

of the following form:

U
Y

(r) ∝ e−µr

r
, (1.4.1a)

f. the standard Coulomb potential

U
C

(r) ∝ 1

r
, (1.4.1b)

where µ, the inverse range of the resulting fore, is just the mass of the exhange

objet (in our ase mπ∼140MeV). There are, however, many suh partiles, only

a little more massive, that should be inluded and so a omplete theory along these

lines rapidly beomes unmanageable.

Moreover, if one does aept this view, given our knowledge of moleular phys-

is, there is an immediate question: why are nulei always more or less spherial
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and never hain-like? This is an example of how phenomenologial input is, on the

one hand, vital but, on the other, also louds the issue of fundamental preditions:

the theory does not predit spherial nulei, this property must be put in by hand.

Similarly, there are many other aspets of nulear physis that are neessarily in-

serted ad ho and that annot therefore be explained. Moreover, in parametrising

the strutures and e�ets observed, natural biases are inserted, whih an then

only reappear in the �preditions� that might be made.
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Chapter 2

A Brief Review of Modern Physis

In this hapter we shall review very brie�y a seletion of fundamental aspets of

quantum mehanis and speial relativity, with a partiular eye to their relevane

in the understanding of nulear and partile physis. Note that the appendies also

ontain further topis that are of relevane to this ourse, but with whih many

readers will already be su�iently familiar. In the next few setions it is hoped to

provide the student, not only with more and useful tools, but also with an insight

that will help and omplement the later studies presented in these hapters.

As quantum mehanis has to do with the laws of physis at very small sales

(we shall disuss the de�nition of small shortly) while the nuleus and its om-

ponents are indeed very small, it is inevitable that quantum mehanis will play

a very important role in our understanding of many aspets of the dynamis in-

volved. Moreover, sine the study of the nuleus, its substruture and the various

elementary partiles found in the universe requires ever-inreasing energies, we

shall often have to deal with the problem of objets moving relativistially (i.e.,

with veloities lose to that of light). In the following setions then we shall try to

present physially intuitive pitures for the relevant aspets of these two branhes

of modern physis and also lay down some of the foundations for their appliation

to the subjet matter at hand.

2.1 Quantum mehanis

While we annot hope and do not wish to present here a detailed derivation of

any of the prinipal results of quantum theory

∗
, we shall endeavour to provide an

intuitive framework that will allow the student to appreiate some of the subtleties

involved and, more importantly, to understand its relevane to the dynamis of

∗
Indeed, it is, of ourse, assumed that the student has at least a basi prior knowledge of quantum

mehanis, its foundations and mathematial development.

13
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real physial objets. It will, moreover, be helpful to remember that the theory of

quantum behaviour is not merely a mathematial onstrut, but a dedution from

experimental observations that do not �nd explanation within the lassial laws

of physis. Thus, the spirit of these letures is embodied in the saying: �The proof

of the pudding is in the eating.� We shall normally sari�e mathematial rigour

in exhange for a learer physial piture providing it is, at any rate, known to be

orret.

Let us begin this review by examining two fundamental harateristis of the

quantum-mehanial desription of physis:

• wave-orpusle duality,

• quantisation.

Both emerge naturally in a wave-mehanial desription of the motion not only

of eletromagneti radiation, but also of matter (i.e., the partiles of whih the

universe is omposed). Indeed, it might be argued that the term quantum is

something of a misnomer and that one ought simply to talk of wave mehanis;

all else follows.

∗

2.1.1 Wave-orpusle duality

The dual nature, often presented as some sort of ontraposition, is quite simply a

question of sale. On the sale of a football pith the ball itself may be onsidered

as point-like while on the sale of a proton it would appear as an immense universe.

†

A loalised wave paket may thus appear as a point-like partile (i.e. as having

orpusular dynamis) on some large sale; however, if examined on a su�iently

small sale, it will have all the behaviour (interferene, di�ration et.) of lassial

radiation, see Fig. 2.1. In other words, a photon in the visible region behaves as a

point-like objet when it is registered on a photographi plate, but if it enounters

an obstale with dimensions the order of a fration of a miron, its wave nature

emerges. Spei� examples are:

orpusle: the photoeletri e�et�absorption and emission times are longer

than the temporal duration of a wave paket.

wave: Young's double-slit experiment�the slit spaing is of the order of the

wavelength used;

∗
After all, one does not usually speak of the quantisation of musial notes produed by a piano,

a �ute, violin or guitar strings.

†
The title �The Fly in the Cathedral� of a book by Cathart on early nulear disoveries is meant

to emphasis preisely this point.
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λ←−−−→ l
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Figure 2.1: A typial wave paket; the overall length l of the paket determines the sale

at whih it will start to appear point-like while the wavelength λ determines the sale at

whih wave mehanis will ome into play. Note that l and λ may be very di�erent.

Now, all of the above may be repeated in onsideration of the behaviour of neutrons

of suitable energy in appropriate irumstanes.

Indeed, the important point is that all this is found in almost perfet arbon

opy for the ase of matter �elds, suh as eletrons, protons, neutrons et. In this

ase one has the Einstein�de Broglie relations:

E = hν and p = h/λ

= ~ω, = ~k, (2.1.1)

where ω≡2πν is the angular frequeny and k=2π/λ is the wave-number. In units

more ongenial to the nulear or partile physiist, Plank's onstant is

~ ≃ 6.58211928(15)× 10−16 eV · s (1 eV ≃ 1.6× 10−19 J). (2.1.2)

This again brings us to the onept of sale: the Plank onstant e�etively �xes

a sale for quantum mehanis. As an example, if the energy involved is of order

1 eV (e.g., the eletron binding energy in an atom), then quantum mehanis will

ome into ation when the time sales are of the order of or less than 10−16 s.

2.1.2 The fundamental onstants of Nature

There are three fundamental onstants of Nature having dimensions: ~ (Plank's

onstant), c (the speed of light in the vauum) and G (Newton's gravitational
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onstant); eah therefore sets the sale for di�erent types of dynamis. They an

also be ombined in various ways, for example,

∗

~c ≃ 197 MeV · fm ≃ 1.97 keV · Å. (2.1.3)

Moreover, sine quantum mehanis is a wave mehanis, we may talk of resolution.

Hene, aording to the above produt, to resolve the struture of a nuleus (i.e.

at the femtometre sale) we need a beam energy of order at least about 200MeV.
In other words, this is the energy for whih (photon) wavelengths are of order 1 fm
or less. The speed of light, aording to the speial theory of relativity, may be

used to onvert mass into the equivalent rest energy, E=mc2, and thus it beomes

natural to desribe partile masses in terms of eletronvolts. In this onnetion it

may be useful to reall a few fundamental energy and length sales in physis, see

Table 2.1; the standard pre�xes are as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.1: A olletion of energy and length sales relevant to atomi, nulear and

partile physis.

1eV=1.6×10−19J ··· atomi E
binding

1keV=103eV ··· soft X-rays

1MeV=106eV ··· nulear E
binding

, hard X-rays

1GeV=109eV ··· nuleon rest mass (energy equivalent)

1TeV=1012eV ··· aelerators (e.g., LHC, Tevatron & RHIC)

1Å=10−10m ··· atomi radius

1fm=10−15m ··· proton or nulear radius

Now, an interesting exerise an be performed using all three fundamental

onstants: sine there are only three fundamental dimensions, length, time and

mass, by hoosing suitable multipliative ombinations of the three, we may de�ne

a �fundamental� length, time, mass and also energy. These sales take on the

names Plank length, time, mass and energy (e.g. m
P

), the last being the most

ommonly quoted (as if it were a mass though):

m
P

∼ 1019 GeV. (2.1.4)

Exerise 2.1.1. Derive the ombination of ~, c and G required to form two para-

meters with dimensions of length and time.

∗
We note in passing that ~c also orresponds to preisely one unit of angular momentum.
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Table 2.2: Standard SI pre�xes ommonly used in atomi, nulear and partile physis.

pre�x symbol fator pre�x symbol fator

milli m 10−3
kilo k 103

miro µ 10−6
mega M 106

nano n 10−9
giga G 109

pio p 10−12
tera T 1012

femto f 10−15
peta P 1015

Exerise 2.1.2. What is the physial signi�ane of, say, m
P

?

2.1.3 Dimensional analysis

The above now naturally brings us to the topi of dimensional analysis. The

onept should already be familiar from lassial mehanis, where one an derive,

for example, the form of the expression for the period of a pendulum as a funtion

of its length and g (and also show that the period is independent of its mass).

In quantum mehanis, we only have the onstants ~ and c to provide dimension,

along with any natural parameters of the system under study (e.g., its size or the

entre�of�mass energy), and this often allows us to make rather general statements

with little or no prior knowledge of the underlying theory.

A good example is a rather general derivation of the high-energy behaviour

of sattering ross-setions. Let us assume that the only dimensional parameters

a given theory ontains will be partile masses and that the oupling onstants

(suh as α
QED

≃1/137) will all be dimensionless. The form of the ross-setion σ
(physially an area) for a general proess an then be easily derived:

σ = e�etive area to be �struk�

= [L2] ∝
(
~c

E

)2

, (2.1.5)

where E should be something like the entre�of�mass energy. Note that we have

exploited the fat that E≫m and that all masses may thus be negleted. In other

words, in the absene of any other natural energy parameter, a ross-setion at

high energies must sale as

σ ∝ E−2. (2.1.6)

Sine σ gives us the interation probability of a laboratory ollision, we immedi-
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ately see one of the negative aspets of the push to ever-higher energies: the

number of events produed dereases as the inverse square of the energy. On the

other hand, we also have λ∼~c/E so that higher resolution requires higher energy.

This is the soure of an impending risis in high-energy physis: at the energies

required to resolve the strutures of interest we shall eventually not be able to

produe a useful number of events in a feasible time span.

2.1.4 Quantisation

We now turn to another fundamental aspet of wave mehanis: quantisation. The

onept should already be familiar, not only within the framework of quantum

mehanis itself, but also from the lassial theory of waves. The desription of

the vibrations of the strings of a musial instrument is an example of quantisation.

All that is neessary is a on�ned system desribed in terms of waves. Then,

sine ν and λ have a diret quantum mehanial orrespondene with energy and

momentum, the boundary onditions (provoked by the on�nement) selet disrete

frequenies and/or wavelengths and thus naturally lead to the quantisation of

energy levels, momentum, angular momentum et.

In quantum mehanis one of the �rst onrete examples is Bohr's desription

of the hydrogen atom. In an inexat but funtional desription of the eletron as

being in orbit around the nuleus (or proton), the yli boundary onditions on

the wave-funtion (i.e. it must be single valued) lead to the following ondition:

nλ = 2πr (n ∈ N), (2.1.7)

where λ is the de Broglie wavelength assoiated with the eletron motion and r is
the (notional) radius of its orbit. Note that this may be rewritten as

L = pr = n~ (n ∈ N), (2.1.8)

where L is just the orbital angular momentum. We shall justify a posteriori the

use of non-relativisti kinematis and thus write the equation of motion as

α~c

r2
=

m
e

v2

r
. (2.1.9)

Eliminating r from the previous two equations gives:

E
B

=
α2m

e

c2

2n2 =
13.6 eV

n2 . (2.1.10)

It is now easy to see that the kineti energy of a bound atomi eletron is muh
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less than its rest mass and that it is thus non-relativisti.

2.1.5 Di�ration

In the foregoing we have pointed out that quantum mehanis implies a wave-like

behaviour of partiles suh as eletrons, neutrons and even entire nulei. Rather

spetaularly, one an even perform di�ration experiments using �slow� neutrons

inident on rystals.

∗
Reall the Bragg ondition for onstrutive interferene:

2a cos θ = nλ (n ∈ N), (2.1.11)

where a is the separation of the rystal planes, θ is the angle of inidene and λ
is the wavelength used. If we are to use suh an e�et to study the rystal-plane

separation, then we learly require λ to be smaller than a. Translating to units

more appropriate to atomi physis, we have reall ~c∼2keV ·Å. We thus require

beams with momenta of order 2keV, whih in the ase of neutrons implies kineti

energies of order 2meV.

Exerise 2.1.3. Make a detailed estimate of a suitable neutron energy in order

for di�ration e�ets to be observed in a typial rystal?

2.1.6 Heisenberg's unertainty priniple

The Heisenberg unertainty priniple is a diret onsequene of the wave-like

nature of matter and radiation. And, in fat, the answer to the question �Is it

possible (at least in priniple) to simultaneously measure or know any set of vari-

ables to arbitrary preision (limited only by apparatus)?� in quantum mehanis

is very de�nitely (and importantly) �no�.

Now, already in lassial mehanis all physial quantities exist in onjugate

pairs and in quantum mehanis these mutually exlude perfet measurement.

Standard examples are x and px or φ and Lz; the ase t and E should always be

onsidered on a slightly di�erent footing owing to the di�erent nature of time (it is

a parameter rather than a free variable), nevertheless it does still onstitute a limit

on preise measurement. The following are examples of the physial onsequenes

of this priniple:

• Energy onservation may be violated for very short periods, i.e., provided

the time interval ∆t and the amount of energy violation ∆E are suh that

∗
The 1994 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded �for pioneering ontributions to the development

of neutron sattering tehniques for studies of ondensed matter� jointly with one half to Ber-

tram N. Brokhouse �for the development of neutron spetrosopy� and one half to Cli�ord G.

Shull �for the development of the neutron di�ration tehnique.�
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∆t∆E<~. This is easily understood in physial terms: in suh a short time

it would be impossible to verify an energy violation of suh a small entity.

A onsequene is the possibility of transitions via lassially prohibited (or

so-alled virtual) intermediate states, suh as in the tunnel e�et.

• Perfetly linear or ollinear motion is not possible sine this would imply

simultaneously having ∆x⊥=0 and ∆p⊥=0. The phenomenon implied by

this restrition goes under the name of Zitterbewegung.

For the physiist, the relevane of all this goes beyond the mere observation of

any spei� phenomena and touhes upon the very dynamis to be desribed.

Partiles interating with one another �su�er� the same unertainties: for example,

two partiles interating in a limited region of spae need not loally onserve

momentum (within the limits outlined above) provided that overall, when observed

at large distanes, onservation is obeyed. Likewise, for su�iently short time

periods, energy onservation may also be violated and so on.

Let us now quikly examine two spei� ases to exemplify the question.

Position measurement

Let us imagine a rather shemati apparatus for measuring position: a simple lens

aimed at olleting light sattered by an eletron (see Fig. 2.2). Suppose the initial

momentum of the eletron is known with arbitrary preision. Then, the question

is: �Can we measure its position while retaining the knowledge we already possess

of its momentum?�

sreen

lens

θ

λ

photon

eletron

Figure 2.2: Position measurement via a shematised optial method leading to the

standard Heisenberg unertainty.

From the lassial theory of optis, we know that the resolution with whih the
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position of the eletron an be determined is

∆x >∼
λ

sin θ
, (2.1.12)

where λ is the wavelength of the light used to �illuminate� the eletron and θ is

the semi-angle subtended by the lens with respet to the eletron. The angu-

lar aperture of the lens also limits the angle at whih the photon is re�eted or

sattered, although, of ourse, we have no way of knowing in what preise dire-

tion it atually travels. Thus, the di�usion proess provides a momentum kik to

the eletron along the x-axis of maximum magnitude pγ sinθ, whih thus beomes

the unertainty in the �nal momentum of the eletron. From Einstein's relation

pγ =h/λ, we have

∆px >∼
h

λ
sin θ. (2.1.13)

Multiplying the two unertainties, we �nally obtain

∆x∆px >∼ h. (2.1.14)

Notie that by varying the wavelength used and/or the aperture of the lens,

we may alter the individual resolutions of position and momentum but there is no

way to improve on the Heisenberg limit on the two.

While this may seem an aademi exerise, the reader is reminded that many

forms of investigation are little more than a variation on the apparatus just de-

sribed. Indeed, an important example is provided by the experiments performed

at the Stanford Linear Aelerator Center (SLAC) in the late sixties. In order

to examine the internal struture of the proton (i.e., at length sales of order

1
10
fm), the sattering of high-energy eletrons o� hydrogen targets was studied.

The proess is essentially eletromagneti and involves the exhange of a (vir-

tual) photon between the interating eletron and proton; the latter is thus ef-

fetively �observed�. The momentum transfer is ∆p∼pγ<∼ pe. Realling then that

~c∼200MeV · fm, we immediately onlude that the required beam energy is ap-

proximately 2GeV, whih is indeed that used.

Veloity (momentum) measurement

As a seond and �nal example, let us examine a possible method for veloity

measurement based on the well-known Doppler e�et. Consider an atom in an

exited state of energy E∗
and in a well-determined position. Suppose we now wish

to determine its veloity v by observing the frequeny of the emitted photon on

de-exitation. If the ground-state energy is E, then the natural emission frequeny

will be hν0=E
∗−E.
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The Doppler e�et auses the measured frequeny to shift aording to the

approximate (non-relativisti) formula (v is in the diretion of the observer)

ν ≃
(
1 +

v

c

)
ν0, (2.1.15a)

or inverting

v ≃
(
ν

ν0
− 1

)
c, (2.1.15b)

where c is just the veloity of light. Now, in order to measure a frequeny with

preision ∆ν it is neessary to arry out observations for an interval of at least

τ ≃1/∆ν (i.e., at least one omplete period must be observed), whih naturally

introdues an unertainty on the instant of emission of the same time lapse. In

suh an interval the momentum of the atom hanges by δp=h/λ=hν/c and hene

the veloity hanges by an amount δv=hν/mc. Given the time interval, the

unertainty on the �nal position of the atom is then

∆x ≃ δv τ =
hν

mc
τ. (2.1.16)

At the same time the unertainty in the veloity measurement implies an uner-

tainty in the �nal momentum of order

∆p = m∆v ≃ mc

ν0
∆ν ≃ mc

ν0τ
. (2.1.17)

One again, up to unimportant numerial fators, the produt of the two uner-

tainties agrees with the Heisenberg inequality.

Mathematial derivation

More formally, the above limits on determination may be obtained by onsidering

a partile desribed (aording to a wave-mehanial formalism) by a Gaussian

wave paket (for simpliity, we suppress the irrelevant time variation):

ψ(x) = A exp

[
−1
2

(
x− x0
∆x

)2
]
cos

(
2πx

λ0

)
, (2.1.18)

where λ0 is the prinipal wavelength. However, we know that to form a paket of

�nite spatial extension, a range of wavelengths must be present.

Reall that the wave-number k=2π/λ and that p=~k. The Fourier transform
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of the wave-funtion to wave-number (or momentum) spae is then

ψ̃(k) =

∫ +∞

−∞
dx e ikx ψ(x) ∝ exp

[
−1
2

(
k − k0
∆k

)2
]
, (2.1.19)

where k0=2π/λ0 and ∆k=1/∆x. This last equality then implies

∆x∆k = 1, (2.1.20)

whih multiplying by ~ beomes

∆x∆p = ~. (2.1.21)

Finally, sine it an be shown that the Gaussian is the indeed �best ase�, the

equality beomes the following general inequality:

∆x∆p ≥ ~. (2.1.22)

2.1.7 Classial eletromagnetism

Before leaving the topi of quantum mehanis let us brie�y examine the lassial

theory of eletromagnetism in the light of the development and interpretation

of quantum mehanis. The Lorentz fore on a harged partile moving in an

eletromagneti �eld is given by

F = q

(
E +

1

c
v

∧
B

)
, (2.1.23)

where q is the harge of the partile. Suh a fore may be derived from the following

Hamiltonian:

H
EM

=
1

2m

(
p− q

c
A
)2

+ qV. (2.1.24)

The eletromagneti salar and vetor potentials V and A generate the �elds E
and B thus:

E = −∇V − 1

c

∂A

∂t
(2.1.25a)

and

B = ∇
∧
A. (2.1.25b)

Choosing now the so-alled radiation gauge, de�ned by V =0, the general solu-
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tion of these equations is simply

A(x, t) = 2ξA0 cos(k·x− ωt+ φ), (2.1.26)

with |k|=2π/λ, the wave-number. The arbitrary phase φ has no physial meaning

and we may set it to zero here. Using this solution we may alulate the energy

density

ρE(x, t) =
1

8π
(E2 +B2)

=
1

π
k2A2

0 sin
2(k·x− ωt). (2.1.27)

In other words, we see that the energy density is proportional to |A|2. For a large
number of photons, we may divide this expression by Eγ =hν, the single-photon
energy, and thus obtain the number density for the photons in the radiation wave

so-desribed. This leads naturally to a probabilisti interpretation when applied to

a single photon: we may identifyA(x,t) with the probability amplitude to �nd the

photon at position x at instant t. Thus, in a sense, the interpretation of quantum

mehanis is really a simple extension of notions already present in the lassial

wave theory of eletromagnetism.

Let us make one last omment: great are should always be exerised when

onsidering the physis of what atually ours in Nature. All aspets of a problem

should be onsidered before arriving at a onlusion. For example, a ommon

soure of onfusion is the fat that the wave-funtion in quantum mehanis may be

non-zero outside the lassially permitted region. This does not, of ourse, imply

that one has a �nite probability of diretly deteting the partile at a lassially

prohibited point in spae�this would violate the onservation of energy! So the

warning is that, in some sense, the interpretation is often none other than a lassial

analogy, whose sole purpose is to allow human minds to piture and express in

words what is happening. However, as always, analogies an be dangerous and

should never be taken too seriously.

2.2 Speial relativity

In 1887 Mihelson and Morley published the results of their attempts to measure

the veloity of the Earth with respet to the æther (the medium in whih light

was assumed to propagate and whih should then represent a universal and �xed

frame of referene). The surprising fat was that the Earth's veloity appeared to

be preisely and onstantly zero.

∗
The interpretation of these �ndings led Einstein

∗
The disovery led to the award of the 1907 Nobel Prize for Physis to Albert A. Mihelson.
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(1905) to formulate the Priniple of Relativity.

∗
This work was a synthesis of the

Lorentz ontration and time dilation in a unifying piture of the so-alled Lorentz

transformations, in whih it is the veloity of light that is a �xed point of referene:

i.e., the measured speed of light is the same c for all inertial observers. Reall

that the Mihelson�Morley experiment uses a double-arm spetrometer in whih

interferene e�ets of light are studied. Let us therefore �rst quikly see separately

how time and spae are a�eted in moving (inertial) frames by onsidering the

motion of light.

2.2.1 Time dilation

In order to study the e�et of motion on time, we need a lok. Sine it is the

entral role played by light that fores all onsequenes, let us onstrut a light

lok by onsidering a beam re�eted between two mirrors separated from one

another by a distane l, see Fig. 2.3. The lok is taken to be moving in a diretion

v

mirrors l

Figure 2.3: The shematised light lok used in onsidering the e�et of time dilation

in a moving frame.

perpendiular to the light beam it ontains and we shall onsider one omplete yle

(or �tik�) of the lok, in whih the light beam travels bak and forth between the

two mirrors.

De�ning τ , the period (or referene �seond�) of one suh yle in its rest-frame

(i.e., the frame in whih the lok is stationary), we learly have cτ =2l. In an

inertial frame moving with veloity v with respet to the lok's rest-frame the

light beam must follow the longer path indiated by the dotted line in Fig. 2.3.

However, aording to the priniple of relativity, in this frame the measured ve-

loity of light must still be c and therefore, if s is the total path length, we must

∗
Note that Albert Einstein was awarded the 1921 Nobel Prize for Physis for his 1905 paper on

the photoeletri e�et.
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have cτ ′= s, where τ ′ will be the period in the moving frame. Clearly, τ ′ 6= τ as

the paths are neessarily of di�erent lengths (for v 6=0) while, by hypothesis, the

pereived veloity must be the same. From the geometry of the setup we have

s=2
√
(vτ ′/2)2+ l2 and therefore

cτ ′ = 2

√
(vτ ′/2)2 + l2. (2.2.1)

Now, substituting for l and rearranging, we obtain

τ ′ = τ/

√
1− v2/c2. (2.2.2)

It is onvenient to de�ne

∗

β :=
v

c
and γ :=

1√
1− β2

. (2.2.3)

We then have τ ′=γτ and the lok appears to slow down in the moving referene

frame as seen from the stationary frame�an e�et known as time dilation.

2.2.2 Spatial (Lorentz) ontration

Next, onsider the same lok but now moving with veloity v in a diretion parallel
to the internal light beam, see Fig. 2.4. We shall now use the lok as a standard

v

mirrors

l

Figure 2.4: The shematised light lok used in onsidering the e�et of Lorentz spatial

ontration in a moving frame.

metre of length l in the moving frame, but as seen from the stationary frame we

must now allow for a possible hange in its length, whih we shall thus all l′.

Exerise 2.2.1. Show that similar onsiderations to the preeding lead to a spatial

ontration sine the length of the moving metre is given by:

l′ = l/γ. (2.2.4)

∗
Note that we also often use β (and even oasionally γ) to indiate a partile veloity.
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That is, objets appear shorter (in the diretion of motion) in a moving frame�an

e�et known as Lorentz spatial ontration.

2.2.3 Lorentz transformations

The preeding two results may be ombined into a single transformation law for

so-alled Lorentz boosts (i.e. veloity shifts), see Table 2.3. Note that the non-

Table 2.3: A omparison of the Lorentz and Galileo transformation laws for inertial

frames (the boost is taken along the positive z-axis), the variables refer to spae�time

separations between events.

Lorentz Galileo

ct′ → γ(ct−βz) ct

x′ → x x

y′ → y y

z′ → γ(−βct+z) −vt+z

relativisti limit β→0 (γ→1) is equivalent to c→∞ while keeping v=βc �xed and
�nite. With a little are, it is then easy to show that the Galilean transformations

are just the non-relativisti limit of the Lorentz ase.

Exerise 2.2.2. Show that in the non-relativisti limit the Lorentz transformations

do indeed orretly redue to Galilean transformations.

2.2.4 Four-vetors

A very onvenient notation is the Lorentz ovariant four-vetor formalism, whih

we shall now introdue. First, a little exerise:

Exerise 2.2.3. Show that the quantity c2t2−x2
is invariant under Lorentz trans-

formations (i.e. that it is a salar quantity).

Sine c2t2−x2
thus behaves as a salar under Lorentz transformations , it is

onvenient to de�ne a spae�time four-vetor as follows:

xµ := (ct,x) (2.2.5a)

and (µ= 0,1,2,3)
xµ := (ct,−x), (2.2.5b)

where, note, x0 :=x
0≡ ct. The �rst form is known as a ontravariant vetor and

the seond ovariant.

∗
The salar produt of suh four-vetors may then be de�ned

∗
To avoid possible onfusion, we have x=x1=−x1, y=x2=−x2 and z=x3=−x3.
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as

x2 = x·x = xµxµ = xµx
µ := (ct)2 − x2. (2.2.6)

Aording to the sign of x2 we say that the four-vetor xµ is time-like (positive)

or spae-like (negative) and in the speial ase of x2=0 we say it is light-like. For

two events to be ausally related they must have a time-like separation.

It should be obvious that the distintion between upper and lower indies is

vital to this notation. The relation between the two types of vetors is de�ned in

terms of the metri tensor

gµν = gµν :=




1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1


 , (2.2.7)

using whih we may write

xµ = gµνxν , xµ = gµνx
ν

(2.2.8)

and salar produts may now be expressed in a more symmetri fashion:

x·y = xµyµ = xµy
µ = gµνx

µyν = gµνxµyν . (2.2.9)

One an show that a generi suh salar produt is invariant. Let is �rst write

the Lorentz transformation in matrix form: de�ne Λµ
ν suh that

x′µ = Λµ
νx

ν . (2.2.10)

For a boost v (veloity) of the referene frame along the positive z-axis say (spatial
rotational invariane is manifest), we then learly have

Λµ
ν =




γ 0 0 −γβ
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−γβ 0 0 γ


 =




coshχ 0 0 − sinhχ
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

− sinhχ 0 0 coshχ


 , (2.2.11)

with tanhχ≡β. So now

x′·y′ = gµνx
′µy′ν

= gµνΛ
µ
ρx

ρΛν
σy

σ

= Λµ
ρΛµσx

ρyσ

= gρσx
ρyσ = x·y, (2.2.12)
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where we have used the fat that cosh2χ−sinh2χ=1 and thus Λµ
ρΛµσ= gρσ. Note

that from this last identity the invariane of gµν also follows trivially.

There is one further useful invariant tensor, the Levi�Civita or alternating

symbol:

εµνρσ =





+1 if (µνρσ) is an even permutation of (0123),

−1 if (µνρσ) is an odd permutation of (0123),

0 otherwise.

= −εµνρσ (2.2.13)

Note that with this sign onvention ε0123=+1 and ε0123=−1.∗

Exerise 2.2.4. Show that the Levi�Civita alternating tensor εµνρσ is indeed in-

variant under (proper) Lorentz transformations.

Other onventions

Let us now simply list two other four-vetor onventions that may be found in

various texts. The simplest variation is to introdue an overall sign into the metri

tensor gµν , thus

g̃µν = g̃µν =



−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 . (2.2.14)

Another form, whih has the virtue of eliminating the need for upper and

lower indies, is to introdue an imaginary time as the fourth (rather than zeroth)

omponent:

xµ = xµ ≡ (x, ict) ≡ (x1, x2, x3, x4). (2.2.15)

The obvious drawbak is, of ourse, that suh a onvention introdues spurious

omplexity into quantities that are in fat real.

Other spei� four-vetors

We an now de�ne various other spei� four-vetors using, e.g., the de Broglie

and Einstein relations for length�momentum and time�energy respetively. We

thus have

pµ := (E/c,p). (2.2.16)

∗
Beware that in some textbooks the opposite sign onvention is adopted.
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This de�nition of the energy�momentum vetor immediately returns Einstein's

relation for the energy, momentum and mass of a partile:

p2 = E2/c2 − p2 = m2c2. (2.2.17)

Trivially, we have that for p=0, E=mc2 while for p 6=0, E=γmc2, moreover

pc=βE (where β :=v/c).
Another useful four-vetor is the four-gradient:

∂µ ≡ ∂

∂xµ
:=

(
∂

c∂t
,−∇

)
. (2.2.18)

Note the minus sign in front of the spae part. From whih we have the Laplae

operator of Minkowski spae, known as the d'Alembert operator (represented by

�) or more simply the d'Alembertian or wave operator:

� = ∂µ∂µ = gµν∂ν∂µ =
1

c2
∂2

∂t2
− ∂2

∂x2
− ∂2

∂y2
− ∂2

∂z2

=
1

c2
∂2

∂t2
−∇2 =

1

c2
∂2

∂t2
−∆. (2.2.19)

Analogously, we may de�ne a four-momentum derivative

∂

∂pµ
:=

(
c
∂

∂E
,− ∂

∂p

)
. (2.2.20)

Natural units

At this point it beomes natural to use the two universal onstants derived from

quantum mehanis and speial relativity, ~ and c respetively, to de�ne a system
of natural units�to do this we simply set ~=1= c. Thus, t and x are now measured

in the same units (say seonds, with a multipliative fator of c to onvert times

into lengths) as too are E, p and m (in GeV, say). Finally then, one an also

measure time, say, in GeV−1
. An important onversion fator is the produt

already introdued

~c = 197 MeV · fm. (2.2.21)

Similarly, the onversion between E2
and ross-setion is given by

(~c)2 = 0.389 GeV2 ·mb. (2.2.22)

Note that these quantities then set the natural sales for quantum mehanial

and/or relativisti e�ets.
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2.2.5 Lorentz-invariant phase spae

The �nal topi of this setion is the integration measure in momentum spae�used

in the desription of �nal-state momenta distributions. In partiular, we note that

there is a need for a Lorentz-invariant de�nition of phase spae. This is rather

obvious: experimental onditions may take any one of three possible and ommon

on�gurations:

(i) �xed target with high-energy beam,

(ii) high equal-energy olliding beams,

(iii) asymmetri high-energy olliding beams

and one last important ase

(iv) partile deay in �ight.

Only in the seond ase is the (preferred) entre�of�mass system immediate, in

the others a Lorentz boost must be performed. There are ountless examples of

all four ases in the experimental study of high-energy partile physis.

The obvious problem is the transformation of the sub-volume in momentum

spae d3p=dpxdpydpz : while a boost along the z-axis leaves dpxdpy unaltered,

dpz must be transformed orretly. Note that the ross-setion itself (being de�ned

in the transverse plane with respet to the beam diretion) is automatially in-

variant. Thus, while we ould in priniple aept a non-invariant de�nition of the

phase-spae element together with a non-invariant di�erential ross-setion, this

does involve an unneessary ompliation of adding referene to a partiular sys-

tem when de�ning or measuring di�erential ross-setions. It makes sense then to

seek an invariant de�nition of the phase-spae element, with whih also to de�ne

an invariant di�erential ross-setion.

As noted above, the problem lies with the piee dpz and one might be tempted

to try a form suh as d3p/pz. Now, the Lorentz transformation for pz is

pz = γ(βE∗ + p∗z), (2.2.23)

where we are using E∗
, p∗z (and therefore also β∗

and γ∗) for the partile in the

observer's system while β and γ indiate generi boosts of the system (without

loss of generality always in the z-diretion though). Di�erentiating the above, we

obtain

dpz = γ(βdE∗ + dp∗z). (2.2.24)

For a real (on-shell) partile E∗2=p∗2+m2
and thus, for p∗x and p

∗
y �xed, we have

2E∗dE∗ = 2p∗zdp
∗
z. (2.2.25)
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Substituting for dE∗
in the previous expression, we have

dpz = γ(βp∗z/E
∗ + 1) dp∗z, (2.2.26)

from whih we �nd

dpz
pz

=
(βp∗z/E

∗ + 1)

(βE∗/p∗z + 1)

dp∗z
p∗z
. (2.2.27)

This is evidently not invariant. However, onsider now the transformation applied

to E∗
:

E = γ(βp∗z/E
∗ + 1)E∗, (2.2.28)

We may thus ahieve our objetive with the following:

dpz
E

=
dp∗z
E∗ . (2.2.29)

It is instrutive to examine another approah to the problem. We start from the

observation that the natural four-vetor phase spae d4p is automatially invariant.

Exerise 2.2.5. Show that d4p is invariant under general Lorentz transformations.

Sine we are dealing with real �nal-state partiles, we must enfore the (four-

vetor) mass-shell ondition p2=m2
. Given that this is an invariant equation, the

simplest and most general realisation is via a Dira δ-funtion: δ+(p2−m2), where
`+' indiates that only the positie-energy solution is to be onsidered. Thus, the

produt d4p δ+(p2−m2) also remains invariant.

Exerise 2.2.6. Expand d4p δ+(p2−m2) in terms of the individual spae�time

omponents and thus use the δ-funtion to perform the energy integral. The result

should be as above (with an extra fator 2 in the denominator).

The �nal, generally adopted, expression for the so-alled Lorentz-invariant

phase spae (LIPS) is therefore

dLIPS =
d3p

(2π)32E

∣∣∣∣
E

2
=p

2
+m

2

=
d4p

(2π)4
2πδ(p2 −m2), (2.2.30)

where the 2π fators are onventional. Note that the hosen form makes no expliit

referene to a partiular diretion and is therefore invariant under boosts in any

diretion. A partiularly onvenient, though little-used, onvention allowing tidier

expressions exploits the following de�nitions:

d̄ := d/2π and δ̄ := 2πδ, (2.2.31)
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from whih we have

dLIPS =
d̄3p

2E
= d̄4p δ̄(p2 −m2). (2.2.32)
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Chapter 3

Nulear Struture

3.1 Nulear masses

Before turning to an examination of the various models desribing the struture of

nulei, and in partiular their masses and related binding energies, let us disuss

the general method used for measuring suh small masses.

3.1.1 Nulear reations

First of all, note that whereas absolute measurements are understandably not easy,

the preision obtained on relative masses is rather high; one need only measure

the energy released in nulear transitions. A typial example of a reation used in

this manner is

Mg26
12 + p → Na23

11 + α, (3.1.1)

where, we reall, the notation is suh that XA

Z desribes a nuleus orresponding

to the hemial element X, ontaining A nuleons (protons and neutrons) of whih

there are Z protons (oasionally, a redundant following lower index N indiates

the number of neutrons, where, of ourse, N =Z−A). Formally, one refers to the

various nuleus types as nulides, nulei of the same mass number A as isobars

and of the same Z (i.e., orresponding to the same hemial element) as isotopes.

Nulear physiists often prefer a more ompat notation for reations, in whih

Eq. (3.1.1) may be represented by

Mg26 (p, α) Na23 , (3.1.2)

where the �rst objet inside the brakets (p here) is understood to be the projetile
and the seond (α here) a typially small objet e�etively ejeted.

Now, provided the �nal nuleus is produed diretly in the ground state (whih

35
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is heked by observing that, e.g., no photons are emitted); then, given that the

masses of the proton and the α-partile are known, we an determine the mass

di�erene between the two nulei diretly from the hange in kineti energy, thus

Q = ∆T = ∆mc2, (3.1.3)

where Q is the so-alled Q-value (or energy released) of the reation, ∆T is the

variation in total kineti energy and ∆m is the overall mass di�erene between the

initial and �nal states. Sine kineti energies (whih here are typially of order

MeV) may be measured with a preision of the order of keV, one immediately sees

that the preision on the relative mass is of order one part per� million.

Exerise 3.1.1. Using relativisti kinematis show that in a two-to-two-body re-

ation the exat formula for the laboratory threshold kineti energy (the minimum

energy required for the proess to proeed) for a projetile inident on a �xed target

is given by

E
kin

= −Q
4∑

i=1

mi/2m2,

where the projetile is partile 1, the target 2 and the two �nal-state partiles 3

and 4 while Q is the energy released (it is negative for an endothermi reation).

Show also that in the non-relativisti limit (|Q|≪m1+m2) this redues to the more

standard

E
kin

= −Q(1 +m1/m2).

To what does the extra energy required (−Qm1/m2) orrespond?

Consider the ase m1=0 and try to understand why E
kin

=−Q in that limit.

What is its value in the (relativisti) ase |Q|≈m2?

3.1.2 Nulear mass units

This is a good point to introdue the standard unit for desribing atomi or nulear

masses: the atomi mass unit (amu or more simply u). From the preeding dis-

ussion, it should be lear that it is better to de�ne nulear masses (we here shall

use nulear and atomi interhangeably although there is an obvious di�erene

∗
)

relative to some �xed standard mass. The hosen standard is the mass of an atom

∗
Clearly, at a ertain level of preision orretions should be applied to aount for the masses

of the atomi eletrons and their binding energies.
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of C12
and we thus de�ne

1 u := 1
12
m C

12

≃ 1.66× 10−27 kg

≃ 931.494 MeV. (3.1.4a)

This may be ompared with the proton and neutron masses:

mp ≃ 938.3 MeV, (3.1.4b)

mn ≃ 939.6 MeV. (3.1.4)

Note that the o�ially quoted mass values are then usually rather more preise

when presented in atomi units (u) rather than as absolute values suh as MeV.

Exerise 3.1.2. Why is the atomi mass unit smaller than both the proton and

neutron masses?

3.1.3 Mass spetrosopy

The standard tehniques for nulear-mass measurement exploit the Lorentz fore,

F =Q(E+B
∧
v) on a moving harged partile (e.g., an ionised atom) and the fat

that the radius of urvature of the partile trak in the presene of magneti or

eletri �elds is preisely related to its mass. For a partile of massM and eletri

harge Q (we ignore any possible intrinsi magneti moment) moving in eletri

or magneti �elds E and B, the two radii of urvature are

rE =
M

Q

v2

E
, (3.1.5a)

rB =
M

Q

v

B
. (3.1.5b)

For �xed, known radius of urvature and �eld strength, together with a measure-

ment of the partile veloity, one ould use either of these equations to determine

the mass. However, by using the two in parallel it is possible to eliminate the

veloity and thus simplify the measurement:

M

Q
=

rE

r2B

E

B2 . (3.1.6)

This leads us to an apparatus known as the double-fous spetrometer, see Fig. 3.1.

The ions of varying veloities �rst pass through a ollimator and then into the
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Figure 3.1: A shemati representation of the double-fous spetrometer.

�rst arm of the spetrometer. Here only those of the veloity orresponding to

formula 3.1.5a pass. The seond arm, reeiving a monohromati beam, only

passes ions if their mass orresponds to formula 3.1.5b. Thus, by varying the �eld

strength of one or other arm until ions are deteted at the end of the system, the

mass may be determined from formula 3.1.6. A ontinuously updated experimental

database is published by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

(for the latest version, see Meija et al., 2016).

3.1.4 Nulear masses and binding energies

Armed with a (rather large) table of isotopi masses, we an now examine the

behaviour or variation with respet to Z and A. The simplest plot we an imagine

is that of the masses of the most stable isotopes as a funtion of A. Let us

�rst remark that the absolute mass itself is of little theoretial interest; the more

relevant quantity is the binding energy, whih may easily be extrated from its

de�nition:

B(A,Z) := Zmpc
2 + (A− Z)mnc

2 −mA,Zc
2, (3.1.7)

where mp,n are the free proton and neutron masses andmA,Z is the nulear mass in

question. It is also useful to fator out the �size� of the single nuleus and therefore

plot B/A, the average biding energy per nuleon, as a funtion of A, see Fig. 3.2.
Two aspets of the plot are obvious: �rstly, it rises fairly linearly from zero

for small A and, seondly, reahes an approximate plateau for values of A around
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Figure 3.2: The variation of (β) stable nulear binding energies (per nuleon) with

respet to A.

that of iron (A=56).∗ It then falls very slowly for higher A. The �rst observation
implies a total binding energy that grows as A2

(for small A), whih is reminisent

of the ase of a growing uniform spherial distribution of eletri harge (although

there the fore would be repulsive) or mass in gravity. We might thus imagine that

eah nuleon �binds� to all the others with more or less uniform strength. However,

the seond observation indiates that the binding energy essentially saturates (at

nearly 9MeV per nuleon) for large enough A.
If we now add to this the experimental fat that nulear density is very onstant

with respet to atomi number and mass,

†
then we may interpret this as indiating

a �nite range for the nulear fore, in suh a way that it is limited to essentially

the nearest neighbours. In other words, eah nuleon in the bulk only interats

with the others that it atually touhes and therefore an only bring a onstant

ontribution (i.e. independent of A) to the total binding energy. This is already

an important observation: unlike the eletrostati (and gravitational) fore, with

the typial Coulomb behaviour, the nulear fore has a rather sharp ut-o� at a

distane of the order of 1 or 2 fm.

The modern theory of the nulear or strong interation explains this in terms

of a phenomenon alled on�nement. It is now believed that the interation under-

lying the nulear fore is desribed by a gauge theory similar to eletromagnetism

but with two important di�erenes: the natural strength is more than an order of

∗
Note that the atual peak of binding energy is for Ni62

, whih has B/A=8.8MeV.
†
We shall disuss the experimental evidene later in the ourse.
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magnitude larger and the arriers of the fore (the gluons, whih are the equivalent

of the photon in eletromagnetism) are themselves harged�note that here we are

speaking not of the eletri harge, but of what is known as the olour or strong

harge. The nature of the theory is then believed to be suh that an essentially

in�nite energy would be required to free any objet arrying olour harge and that

therefore the only free objets we �nd in Nature are olour neutral. In partiular,

the gluon is not allowed to propagate over the same long distanes as the photon

and the fore has therefore an e�etively �nite range.

3.2 The liquid-drop model

The onstant density or inompressibility of nulear matter ombined with the

�nite range of the interation naturally leads to analogy with a liquid drop.

The liquid-drop model was �rst proposed by Gamow and later developed by

Bohr and Wheeler, who in 1939 established the equivalene between a nuleus

and a liquid drop. Water is known to be highly inompressible and the binding

via so-alled hydrogen bonds leads to a short-range interation, i.e. involving only

nearest neighbours. A spherial nuleus has the largest binding energy. Moreover,

if the surfae-tension energy of the nuleus is greater than the eletrostati Cou-

lomb repulsion between the positively harged protons then the nuleus is stable,

otherwise it may deform and deay via �ssion. Thus, von Weizsäker (1935) was

led to propose a semi-empirial mass formula based on the liquid-drop model,

whih might reasonably be expeted to work well for nulei near to and above the

saturation point. For simpliity, we shall present this as a formula for the binding

energy (the di�erene being the overall sign and the baseline).

The �rst and, a priori , presumably dominant term should be that of the bulk

binding ontribution, whih, being proportional to the volume (in a liquid drop),

is usually represented as

B
vol

= cvA, (3.2.1)

where cv is a (positive) onstant giving the bulk binding strength. Here and in the

following we shall introdue a series of (positive) phenomenologial onstants that

should then be �xed by an overall �t to the data. Note that impliit in this term is

the empirial fat that the proton�proton, proton�neutron and neutron�neutron

strong interation fores are essentially idential (f. the gravitational fore).

∗

In order of importane, it turns out that the next ontribution is due to the

Coulomb repulsion between the protons. The (negative) Coulomb energy of a

∗
We shall see later that this is related to what is known as the isotopi-spin (or isospin) symmetry

between protons and neutrons.
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uniform distribution of Z harges in a sphere of radius R is

E
Coulomb

= −3
5

Z(Z − 1)

R

e2

4πǫ0
. (3.2.2)

Let us make a short aside here and onvert the ompliated fration involving the

harge into something more readily remembered. It is standard pratie to de�ne

the so-alled �ne struture onstant as

α :=
e2

4πǫ0

1

~c
≃ 1

137
. (3.2.3)

For typial nulear Z and R, the above expression does not estimate well the

absolute size of the e�et�obviously, the assumption, among others, of uniformity

is rather dubious�and so the following simple parametrisation is usually adopted

B
Coulomb

= −cc
Z2

A
1/3
, (3.2.4)

where the onstany of the density has been exploited to set A∝ r3. Suh a term

naturally explains a further empirial fat: as Z grows, there is a tendeny for the

most stable nulei (for A �xed) to ontain more neutrons than protons.

The third and �nal term, motivated by the liquid-drop piture, is e�etively a

surfae term. Quite simply, the nuleons at or near the surfae do not �see� the

same number of nearest neighbours as those situated in the bulk. We are thus

led to introdue another negative term that should grow as the surfae area of the

nuleus or A2/3
:

B
surfae

= −csA2/3. (3.2.5)

Already with just these three terms, apart from some sharp loal �utuations, the

overall urve in Fig. 3.2 is well desribed.

However, the nulear spetrum displays riher behaviour than an be seen

from the �gure: there is a �ne struture not shown in the plot and there is also a

marked dependene on the relative numbers of protons and neutrons (for A �xed).

The most stable of the lighter nulei always have equal numbers of protons and

neutrons and the mass spetrum, interpreted in terms of a binding energy, displays

a so-alled valley of stability in the Z−N plane running along a ontour Z<∼N ,

with Z beoming progressively less and less with respet to N as A inreases. This

last variation is learly due to the Coulomb repulsion of the protons. To explain

the valley of stability, we need to exploit a little knowledge of quantum e�ets.

Although we shall present a more detailed model shortly (the Fermi-gas model),

let us give a more heuristi derivation immediately.
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Without attempting any real justi�ation, let us assume that the nuleus may

be desribed as a olletion of nuleons bound inside some mean potential well

(whih for simpliity we approximate as square). There are two di�erent speies

of fermions (protons and neutrons), whih must separately obey the Pauli exlusion

priniple. That is, no two protons (or neutrons) may oupy preisely the same

quantum-mehanial state. As a �rst approximation then we shall ignore the

e�ets of the Coulomb repulsion and thus imagine the nuleus as depited in

Fig. 3.3. The idea then is simply to �ll the states (separately for protons and

Fermi level

protons

neutrons

Figure 3.3: A shemati representation of the nulear potential well and the level

oupation of protons and neutrons orresponding to the lowest nulear energy state for

a given �xed A.

neutrons) progressively from the lowest upwards, plaing two nuleons in eah

level (orresponding to spin up and down). The upper-most level de�nes the so-

alled Fermi energy (see Fig. 3.3). For a given �xed A, the on�guration shown

orresponds to the lowest overall energy state for the nuleus in question.

∗

It is immediately obvious that to replae, say, a neutron with a proton, the new

proton must neessarily oupy an energy state higher than that of the urrent

Fermi level. Let us assign ∆E to the energy di�erene between levels (whih we

assume roughly onstant), then the energy ost will be preisely ∆E. However,

no more than two nuleons may be exhanged at this prie; the next pair will be

removed from a lower energy level and be replaed at an even higher level, thus

osting 3∆E per nuleon. The energy required to exhange n suh pairs (either

protons or neutrons) is thus given by:

E
asym

= 2
[
1 + 3 + · · ·+ (2n− 1)

]
∆E = 2n2∆E. (3.2.6)

∗
Note that the proton and neutron Fermi levels must more-or-less oinide for a nuleus to be

stable against β-deay.
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Now, for suh an exhange, |Z−N |=4n and therefore we �nally have

E
asym

=
(Z −N)2

8
∆E. (3.2.7)

Experimentally, it is found that this ontribution is less important for large nulei

(evidently the level spaing dereases with A) and thus the form used in the semi-

empirial mass formula is

B
asym

= −ca
(Z −N)2

A
= −ca

(A− 2Z)2

A
, (3.2.8)

where the substitution N =A−Z has been applied.

One last ontribution may be inluded, whih takes into aount the observa-

tion that the masses of nulei with even numbers of protons and/neutrons are lower

with respet to those with odd numbers (again, this learly annot be explained in

a purely lassial liquid-drop piture). There are then three ases to onsider: from

the most energetially favourable, �even�even�, to the least, �odd�odd�, with the

�even�odd� and �odd�even� ases being equally favoured at a mid-point between

the two extremes. We are thus led to a so-alled pairing term of the form

B
pairing

= cp
ε(Z,N)

A3/4
, (3.2.9)

with ε(Z,N)=+1,0,−1 for the pair (Z,N) respetively (even, even), (even, odd)

or (odd, even) and (odd, odd). Note that the two extreme ases both orrespond

to A even while the intermediate ase always has A odd. A justi�ation for suh a

term may be given via the shell model (to be disussed shortly): an even number

of protons or neutrons implies that eah orbital will be oupied by preisely two

nuleons (one spin up and one down), whih will therefore spend a large amount

of time in the same physial spae. Sine the nulear fore is basially attrative,

this will enhane the binding-energy ontribution for the pair. In ontrast, a lone

nuleon spends less time in lose ontat with other nuleons and thus ontributes

less. As already noted, the nulear fore is also essentially �avour blind and treats

protons and neutrons equally; hene, equally spaed splittings. The power of A in

the denominator is not well determined and values, ranging from

1/2 to 1, may be

found in the literature.

It is remarkable that with the �nal �ve-parameter formula,

B(A,Z) = cvA− cc
Z2

A
1/3
− csA2/3 − ca

(A− 2Z)2

A
+ cp

ε(Z,N)

A
3/4

, (3.2.10)

it is possible to obtain a �t to all available data to within an MeV or so over the
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entire range (hundreds of nulides). Note that the ontributions of the individual

terms are of the order of a few MeV per nuleon while total binding energies reah

the order of 103MeV. On the other hand, there are notieable deviations: He4
has a

total binding energy of 28.3MeV or slightly more than 7MeV per nuleon whereas

nearby in the binding-energy plot the binding energies are muh less. Indeed,

the most striking deviations are peaks in the binding energies orresponding to

ertain numbers of protons and/or neutrons�these are known as magi numbers

(following atomi physis) and will be explained shortly within the framework of

the shell model.

Typial values for the parameters of the semi-empirial von Weizsäker formula

are listed in Table 3.1. While the size of the Coulomb term might appear rather

Table 3.1: Typial global-�t values (in MeV) of the �ve parameters appearing in the

semi-empirial von Weizsäker formula.

cv = 15.68

cc = 0.717

cs = 18.56

ca = 28.1

cp = 34.0

small (and therefore insigni�ant) in omparison with the others, being propor-

tional to Z2/A
1/3

it is indeed suppressed for small values of Z (as it should be),

but grows rapidly for larger nulei. This is easily seen by substituting the ap-

proximation Z≈A/2, whene the term behaves as A5/3
and thus manifestly grows

with respet to, e.g., the volume term: the relative suppression fator of ∼20 in

the oe�ient is reovered entirely for A≈90. Likewise, the asymmetry term may

appear partiularly large. However, in the B/A plot shown earlier it plays little

or no role, sine by de�nition Z−N ≈0 on average there while it does orretly

desribe the empirially steep rise away from the bottom of the valley of stability.

Of ourse, the equivalent mass formula may now be readily written,

mA,Z = Zmp+Nmn−cvA+cc
Z2

A
1/3

+csA
2/3+ca

(A− 2Z)2

A
−cp

ε(Z,N)

A3/4
, (3.2.11)

Exerise 3.2.1. Use the semi-empirial mass formula Eq. (3.2.11) to alulate

the urve in the Z�N plane (or rather Z as a funtion of A) of maximum stability

(or minimum mass).
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3.3 Nulear �ssion

With this simple model for the nulear binding energy we are now in a position to

disuss one of the many forms of nulear deay: namely, �ssion. To do so, we shall

only need the more lassial and empirial piees of the formula onstruted in the

previous setion; we shall, however, need to apply onepts taken from quantum

mehanis.

We have seen that binding energies peak around iron and then, on average,

derease slowly with growing A. Therefore, in priniple, a nuleus with Z>∼ 40 may

split into two smaller (more or less equal) piees with an overall gain in energy.

For Z<∼ 40, the daughter nulei lie too far below iron and are therefore also poorly

bound, leaving no energy gain. For nulei in the region A≈120, B/A≃8.5MeV,
whereas for A≈240 (uranium and its neighbours) B/A≃7.6MeV. Thus, if a heavy
nuleus undergoes �ssion, the energy released is potentially enormous: in the above

ase we have

∆E ≃ 240 (8.5− 7.6) ≃ 220 MeV. (3.3.1)

In reality, in any �ssion proess a varying number of neutrons (usually around 2
or 3) are ejeted, whih redues the gain from binding energy and therefore the

true energy release is a little less, around 200MeV.
Spontaneous �ssion does not our frequently (the half-life for e.g. U235

�ssion

is 3.5×1017 yr);∗ so there must be a barrier hindering the deay. We may imagine

that the proess is essential one of deformation of the parent nuleus into an

elongated form (ellipsoid), whih eventually splits into the two daughter nulei.

Considering that the surfae energy inreases in magnitude during this proess

while the Coulomb energy dereases, we may assume a form of the type shown

in Fig. 3.4. If we make the approximation of an ellipsoid for the deforming nuleus,

then the two ontributions to the potential energy (note the opposite sign with

respet to the binding energy) will have the following behaviour as a funtion of

the deformation or eentriity ε:

Es ≃ (1 + 2
5
ε2 + · · · ) csA2/3, (3.3.2a)

Ec ≃ (1− 1
5
ε2 + · · · ) ccZ2A−1/3, (3.3.2b)

where the ε is de�ned through its relation to the major and minor axes (a and b)
and the original radius R for a onstant volume (sine A is onstant and nulear

matter is assumed inompressible), a≃R(1+ε) and b≃R(1−ε/2). Thus, the

∗
The half-life is the time in whih half of any initial sample deays. The relation between half-life

and lifetime is τ = τ1/2/ ln2.
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Figure 3.4: A shemati plot of the potential energy of a nuleus in �ssion as a funtion

of the separation between the two daughter nulei. EA is the ativation energy.

variation in potential energy is

∆E ≡ ∆Es +∆Ec ≃ 1
5
ε2 (2csA− ccZ2)A−1/3. (3.3.3)
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This approximation is made for small values of ε and one should not forget that the
Coulomb ontribution must dominate for large deformations and ause an overall

redution in potential energy.

Now, for these small deformations we see that either sign is possible for ∆E.
A positive sign indiates the presene of a barrier (the solid urve in Fig. 3.4) and

is thus the general ase. In the ase of negative values, the orresponding nulei

would be absolutely unstable and would indeed never have time to form. When

positive, ∆E (the energy required to overome the barrier) is alled the ativation

energy EA.

The point 2csA= ccZ
2
marks the ritial values of A and Z, for whih the trans-

ition from metastable to unstable ours. In other words, the barrier disappears

for

Z2

A
>∼

2cs
cc
≈ 47.8. (3.3.4)

This is the ase for nulei with Z>∼ 114 and A>∼ 270; indeed, no stable nulei are

known for suh large values. Bohr and Wheeler de�ned a �ssionability parameter:

x :=
Ec

2Es

=
Z2/A

2cs/cc
=

Z2/A

(Z2/A)
ritial

. (3.3.5)

Where we have de�ned (Z2/A)
ritial

:=2cs/cc. The point x=1marks the transition

from metastable to unstable while smaller values indiate lesser predisposition to

�ssion.

So far we have disussed spontaneous �ssion, suh as that of U235
, but we might

also imagine induing suh a proess with an �injetion� of neutrons

∗
and energy in

order to provoke a more unstable situation. Indeed, from quantum mehanis, we

know that the deay rate depends exponentially on the barrier height (and width)

and thus any energy brought into the proess will inrease the rate onsiderably.

For very heavy nulei (Z>∼ 92) the barrier for �ssion is rather low (

<∼ 6MeV) and
thus a neutron providing a ontribution to the binding energy (and perhaps with

some amount of kineti energy) would be su�ient to tip the balane.

A simple example of suh a ase is U239
92 , whih has a �ssion threshold of

∼5.5MeV while the neutron apture by a nuleus of U238
92 releases ∼4.9MeV of

binding energy; that is, the reation is exothermi. This is still a little below the

threshold, but a kineti energy of only ∼0.6MeV is su�ient to overome the

remaining barrier�this would be termed a �fast� neutron (as opposed to slow or

thermal). As an aside, one should also note that the ross-setion for neutron

apture falls as 1/v (where v is the neutron veloity) and thus beomes rapidly

less probable for fast neutrons.

∗
Note that injeting protons is essentially impossible owing to the large Coulomb barrier.
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However, the extra neutron also alters the parity of the neutron number N and

thus the pairing energy. A nuleus with an initial odd number of neutrons therefore

gains even more energy from neutron apture�the extra energy thus released an

then help to push the system over the barrier. An example is the ase of U235
92 ,

whih on apture of a neutron to form U236
92 (with an even number of neutrons)

releases ∼6.4MeV while the �ssion barrier of U236
92 is just ∼5.5MeV. Thermal

neutrons are thus quite su�ient in this ase (and have a higher probability) to

indue �ssion. This is one of the proesses ommonly used in nulear reators (and,

unfortunately, weapons); other ommon �ssile materials are Th233
and Pu239

. We

shall study the more tehnial details of ontrolled �ssion later in the ourse.

3.4 The Fermi-gas model

As already disussed above, a simple quantum-based model for the nuleus may

be onstruted assuming a potential well in whih two di�erent speies of idential

fermions are bound independently. Note that suh a model makes no attempt to

explain the possible origins of the well, whih is assumed to arise as some sort of

mean-�eld e�et generated by the ooperative ation of the nuleons themselves.

In suh a model the nuleons are taken to behave as a gas of fermions moving freely

inside the on�ning potential. The important restrition is that no two idential

nuleons may oupy the same spatial�spin state.

Experimentally, we know that the nulear density is more or less onstant over

most of the volume and drops rapidly to zero at the surfae. Thus, a �rst working

approximation is to assume a three-dimensional square well�with just two free

parameters: the depth and the radius. If we wish to be a little more aurate,

we should take into aount the so-alled skin-depth (i.e., that the density falls to

zero over some �nite, but small, range) and also that the protons see a slightly

shallower well due to the Coulomb repulsion e�et. As a �rst approximation we

shall thus assume the same piture as is desribed in Fig. 3.3.

In order to simplify alulations, we shall further assume that the preise shape

of the well is not important and approximate a sphere with a ube of side L. The
quantisation onditions on the single-partile wave-funtions then beome

kiL = niπ (i= 1,2,3; ni ∈ N), (3.4.1)

where k is the wave-number vetor assoiated with the state in question. Allowing

for the fat that standing waves only have positive wave-numbers and that we are

therefore only interested in the positive otant (or

1/8) of the k-sphere, the density
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of states is then given by

d3n =
1

8

(
L

π

)3

d3k = V
d3k

(2π)3
, (3.4.2)

where V is the nulear volume. The de Broglie ondition p=~k then leads to the

standard expression for the density of states:

d3n = V
d3p

(2π~)3
, (3.4.3)

Therefore, in a shell of thikness dn we have a total number of states equal to

dN ≡ 4πn2dn = V
4πp2dp

(2π~)3
. (3.4.4)

Before ontinuing, we should address the question of the oupation of these

states; realling that kT ∼ 1
40
eV at 300K, it is immediately obvious that we may

work in the zero-temperature approximation. The available states will thus be

�lled stritly from the lowest upwards to some highest-energy state or Fermi level,

orresponding to a Fermi energy E
F

and momentum p
F

. Integrating the previous

expression then gives

N = 2× 4πV

(2π~)3

∫ p
F

0

dp p2 =
V p3

F

3π2
~
3 , (3.4.5)

where the fator two in front of the integral takes into aount that eah level

an aommodate two spin states. This then is the number of protons or neutrons

ontained inside the well. The atual value of the Fermi momentum will, in general,

be di�erent for protons and neutrons, re�eting the di�erent depth of the individual

wells and therefore the number of eah speies in a given nulide.

Going bak to the spherial approximation, the formula for V is simply

V = 4
3
πR3 = 4

3
πAR3

0, (3.4.6)

where R0 is the radius assoiated with the volume oupied by eah nuleon. From

eletron sattering we know that this volume (and hene R0) is rather independent

of A, having a more or less universal value R0≃1.21 fm. We thus have

N =
4AR3

0p
3
F

9π~3 . (3.4.7)
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Further simplifying to the ase Z≃N ≃ 1
2
A, we �nally obtain a predition for the

Fermi momentum (reall that ~c=197MeV· fm):

p
F

≈ ~

R0

3

√
9π

8
≃ 250 MeV/c. (3.4.8)

The orresponding Fermi energy is then

E
F

≡ p2
F

2M
≃ 33 MeV, (3.4.9)

whereM is the nuleon mass. We therefore see a posteriori that the non-relativisti

approximation is more than justi�ed. Later on we shall disuss a proess known

as quasi-elasti sattering, from whih similar values of p
F

and E
F

are indeed

experimentally inferred, at least for large A; for smaller nulei the e�etive value

of R0 is larger and one �nds that p
F

is smaller.

If we now add one further piee of empirial knowledge: namely, that the

nulear binding energy per nuleon is 7�8MeV, then we have an estimate for the

overall depth of the well:

V0 = E
F

+B/A ≃ 40 MeV. (3.4.10)

An immediate observation is that the typial kineti energy of the nuleons at the

Fermi surfae is of the same order as the well depth itself and we thus onlude

that the outer nuleons are only relatively weakly bound inside a nuleus.

Let us also remark that while the bottom of the nulear potential well sits

at a di�erent level for protons and neutrons (owing to the presene of the Cou-

lomb potential), the Fermi level must be the same for β-stable nulides.∗ Indeed,

the Fermi-gas model allows us to predit and even estimate the proton�neutron

asymmetry term introdued in the semi-empirial liquid-drop model earlier.

Sine the mass of the system is determined by the energies of the omponents,

we shall now alulate the mean kineti energy per nuleon of a given nuleon

speies:

〈E
kin

〉 =

∫ p
F

0

p2dp
p2

2M∫ p
F

0

p2dp

=
3

5

p2
F

2M
. (3.4.11)

Using Eq. (3.4.5) for the number N , we obtain the total kineti energy of the

∗
We shall disuss nulear β deay later; su�e it to say that it involves onversion of a neutron

into a proton or vie versa.
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nuleon speies:

E
tot

= N
3

5

p2
F

2M
=

V p5
F

10Mπ2
~
3 . (3.4.12)

Or, inverting Eq. (3.4.7) to express p
F

in terms of N , we have

p
F

= 3

√
N9π~3

4AR3
0

(3.4.13)

and therefore

E
tot

=
π2/3

5

(
3

2

)7/3
~
2

MR2
0

N5/3

A2/3
. (3.4.14)

Exerise 3.4.1. Verify the dimensions of the expression above.

Adding the kineti energies for both protons and neutrons, we have

Ep+n
tot

(A,Z) =
π2/3

5

(
3

2

)7/3
~
2

MR2
0

[
Z5/3 +N5/3

]

A2/3
. (3.4.15)

Using N =A−Z, we may expand the above expression in powers of Z−N for

�xed A:

Ep+n
tot

(A,Z) =
π2/3

5

(
3

2

)7/3
~
2

MR2
0

(
1

2

)2/3 [
A+

5

9

(Z −N)2

A
+ · · ·

]
. (3.4.16)

The �rst term in brakets is a ontribution to the volume term while the seond has

the preise form already used in the semi-empirial mass formula for the asymmetry

term, see Eq. (3.2.8). Note, however, that again the alulated oe�ient does not

orrespond well to a �t of the data; this may be attributed to the lak of aount

of variations in the potential wells themselves for varying Z−N .

3.5 The atomi nuleus or shell model

In this setion we turn to the �nal and most omplete model of the nuleus, based,

as far as possible, on a orret quantum-mehanial treatment: the so-alled atomi

nuleus. By way of introdution, we shall brie�y review the eletroni struture

of atoms in quantum mehanis.
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3.5.1 The hydrogen and hydrogenoid atoms

Energy levels and single-eletron states

The simplest ase to onsider is that of hydrogen and hydrogenoid atoms, in whih

a single eletron is bound to a nuleus ontaining Z protons via the Coulomb

potential

Vc(r) = −Ze
2

r
. (3.5.1)

The solutions for the eletron states are well known and are usually expressed as

ψn,l,m,ms
(r,θ,φ), where the quantum numbers n, l, m and ms refer respetively to

energy, orbital angular momentum, projetion of orbital angular momentum along

the z-axis and spin projetion along the z-axis (these last two are often referred

to as magneti quantum numbers). Note that (negleting the �ne and hyper�ne

strutures) the energy only depends on the prinipal quantum number n:

En = −13.6Z
2

n2 eV. (3.5.2)

Moreover, the other quantum numbers are bounded:

0 ≤ l < n,

−l ≤ m ≤ l,
(3.5.3)

while, for a spin-

1/2 eletron, ms=±1/2.
The standard notation in atomi physis assigns letters to the di�erent orbital

angular momentum states:

l = 0 1 2 3 4 . . .

s p d f g . . .

The lassi�ation of states is then as follows:

n levels

1 1s2

2 2s2 2p6

3 3s2 3p6 3d10

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The index indiates the total degeneray: sine there are two possible spin align-

ments for eah spatial state, we �nd that for eah l there are 2(2l+1) states.
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Now, in atomi physis the �ne and hyper�ne strutures are small splittings of

the spetral lines (or equivalently energy levels) due to magneti (i.e. spin�orbit

and spin�spin) interations. For the moment we shall ignore suh small e�ets

and onentrate on the variations indued when many eletrons are present. Put

simply, the presene of extra eletrons leads to sreening of the nulear harge.

From Gauss' theorem the outer eletrons (those with large l) are subjet not only
to the nulear Coulomb potential but also to that of the inner eletrons. The

higher l states thus tend to rise in energy (i.e. they are less bound) with respet

to those of lower l and the above degeneray is thereby partially lifted.

It is perhaps worth mentioning here the tehnique used to attak the rather

omplex problem when many eletrons are present: the Hartree�Fok method.

First of all, the problem is that the omplexity of interations between a large

number of eletrons ertainly does not allow analyti solution and does not even

permit exat numerial solution. The best one an do is a so-alled mean-�eld

type of approximation, in whih one starts from the single-eletron solutions and

then arranges the required number of eletrons to �ll the available states bottom�

up. At this point one an evaluate the (time-averaged) mean �eld generated by

suh a harge distribution. Adding this extra potential to that of the nuleus,

one may then iterate the proedure by �nding the single-eletron states for the

new total potential. In general suh a proess onverges and therefore allows a

reasonable approximation to the full problem. Note, however, that it does remain

an approximation sine it does not take into aount the instantaneous �eld of

the eletrons, whih must naturally vary with time. Suh a method may also be

applied, with some suess, to the (more omplex) problem of the nulear levels

of protons and neutrons.

In atomi physis the results lead to appreiable modi�ation of the level stru-

ture; the typial sequene is shown in Table 3.2. Elements with omplete shells,

Table 3.2: The series of eletron energy levels, as alulated in the mean-�eld or

Hartree�Fok approximation.

K-shell L-shell M-shell N-shell

1s2 | 2s22p6 | 3s23p6 | 4s23d104p6 | 5s24d105p6 ...

He Ne Ar Kr

(2) (10) (18) (36)

orresponding to the so-alled magi numbers (2, 10, 18, 36, 54, 86), are just

the noble gases (helium, neon, argon, krypton, . . . ). While the energy di�er-

enes between levels belonging to the same shell are small, between shells there

is a onspiuous energy gap. Elements with �lled shells are thus harder to ionise
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with respet to their neighbours, whih instead have either an easily �lled empty

eletron state (hole) or an easily removed extra eletron in a higher level.

Angular momentum�orbital and spin

Sine the ground state of an atom is formed by �lling the available eletron states

starting from the lowest energy upwards, in a omplete shell for every eletron with

projetion lz =m there will be another with lz =−m; they thus anel. Likewise,

for every spin-up eletron there will be another spin-down, thus anelling the spin

ontribution. In other words, atoms with �lled shells (the noble gases) will have

identially vanishing total eletron spin�orbit angular momentum and therefore

also magneti moment. Sine the parity of the spatial wave-funtion is P =(−1)l
and there are always pairs of eletrons with the same l in a �lled-shell situation,

then the parity of the noble gases is also �xed as positive.

Moreover, the ase of atoms with, e.g., one extra eletron or one hole are

also rather easy to predit. The total eletron angular momentum will simply

be that of the extra eletron or hole. The only problem in suh a ase is the

spin�orbit alignment. However, the spin�orbit oupling is known (it is a magneti

interation) and thus even this may be predited�the agreement is aeptable.

More ompliated ases of more than one extra eletron or hole may also be dealt

with in an empirial fashion. One �nds that for low-Z (and therefore low-l) atoms

it is the spin�spin interation that dominates while for higher-Z atoms it is again

the spin�orbit oupling that determines the alignments.

3.5.2 The single-partile approximation to the nuleus

Early attempts at applying the same ideas to nulear struture failed. For example,

the magi numbers are inorretly predited: no matter what form of nulear

potential well is assumed, agreement with known values is unattainable. However,

in 1949 Goeppert Mayer and independently Haxel, Jensen and Suess

∗
showed that

by assuming a surprisingly large spin�orbit oupling, the ensuing level splittings

and rearrangements ould be so-engineered as to �t the known magi numbers

rather well even up to rather high values.

Before ontinuing with the more tehnial disussion of the shell model, let us

omment on one obvious di�ulty that many textbooks leave untouhed: namely,

the onept of an orbit in suh a densely paked situation. It is rather hard to

∗
The 1963 Nobel Prize in Physis was divided, one half awarded to Eugene Paul Wigner �for

his ontributions to the theory of the atomi nuleus and the elementary partiles, partiularly

through the disovery and appliation of fundamental symmetry priniples�, the other half

jointly to Maria Goeppert Mayer and J. Hans D. Jensen �for their disoveries onerning nulear

shell struture.�
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aept that a nuleon might really be onsidered in a well-de�ned orbit when

it must ome into ontat ontinually with other nuleons and should therefore

undergo sattering. The only plausible explanation makes reourse to the Pauli

exlusion priniple: as we have already noted, the states will all be �lled, up to

some Fermi level. Therefore, when two nuleons ome into ontat, there are no

available di�erent �nal sattering states into whih they may transit. In other

words, the phenomenon of Pauli bloking saves the orbital desription. This is

only a plausibility argument and it is rather di�ult to prove rigorously. The

main point is, of ourse, that the shell model does atually work rather well!

The nulear potential well

The starting point will be the in�nite square-well potential (see Fig. 3.5), for whih

the analyti solutions are known and of simple form. The square-well approxim-

V (r)

r0 r

Rgs(r)

Figure 3.5: The in�nite square-well approximation to the nulear potential. The urve

marked Rgs(r) represents the lowest-energy or ground-state radial eigenfuntion.

ation is justi�ed by the experimental observation that the density is more or less

onstant over the nulear volume, suggesting that the nuleons move as if on�ned

inside a spherial ontainer (or bag). As we shall disuss later, the re�nement

of using di�erent, more reasonable, shapes does not atually alter the desription

qualitatively, nor does it have signi�ant quantitative e�ets.

The solution of the problem in quantum mehanis is straightforward. Exploit-

ing the spherial symmetry of the problem, in spherial polar oordinates we may

separate the variables:

ψlm(r) = Rl(r) Ylm(Ω), (3.5.4)

where Ylm(Ω) are the spherial harmoni funtions. The problem thus immediately
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redues to that of the radial equation:

[
1

r2
d

dr

(
r2

d

dr

)
+

2m

~
2

(
E − l(l + 1)~2

2mr2

)]
Rl(r) = 0, (3.5.5)

where E is the energy eigenvalue. Note that the mass m here orresponds to the

so-alled redued nuleon mass (with respet to the rest of the nuleus),

m ≡ m0

1 +m0/mA−1

≈ m0

[
1− 1

A

]
, (3.5.6)

whih is approximately m0 for large A, but an be appreiably smaller for lighter

nulei.

The solutions to the above equation are Bessel funtions,

jl(ρ) = (−ρ)l
(
1

ρ

d

dρ

)l(
sin ρ

ρ

)
, (3.5.7)

where ρ=kr, with k=
√
2mE/~.∗

The quantisation ondition then arises from the requirement that Rl(r0)=0,
where r0 is the well radius. Indiating the zeroes of jl by ηln, i.e., jl(ηln)=0 with

n labelling the series of zeroes for eah l, we obtain the following expression for

the energy eigenvalues:

Eln =
~
2k2

2m
=

~
2η2ln

2mr20
. (3.5.8)

We note now that the energy eigenvalues depend also on angular momentum.

Moreover, owing to the in�nite depth of the well, there is no restrition on l for
any given n. The �rst few values of ηln are, in order of size:

Wave 1s 1p 1d 2s 1f 2p 1g . . .

η2ln 9.9 20.1 33.2 39.5 48.8 . . . . . . . . .
(3.5.9)

The level struture is thus already rather di�erent to that of atomi eletrons.

The problem at this point is that the magi numbers predited by suh a

level series do not orrespond (beyond the �rst three) to those found in Nature.

One is immediately tempted to ask whether or not variations in the form of the

nulear potential might not allow other level shifts that ould then aommodate

the known series. We shall now show a progression of possible well shapes starting

with a simple referene point of an harmoni potential (best suited for desribing

∗
There are also the exat solutions known as the Neumann funtions, with sine substituted by

osine. These are, however, singular at the origin and are therefore not permitted here.
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light nulei�again, the �rst three magi numbers are predited orretly) up to

the best available models based on a Woods�Saxon (WS) shape of a smoothed

square well, see Fig. 3.6. Also inluded in the �gure is a �nal series, inluding an

Figure 3.6: Examples of the level series obtained for a variety of potential wells and

inlusion of a spin�orbit term. For omparison purposes, the base level is hosen as the

lowest energy state and the sale is set by the harmoni osillator level n=4.
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empirial spin�orbit oupling. One immediately sees the futility of simply altering

the well shape: the shell grouping of levels is hardly altered in moving from the

extreme of an in�nite square well to the more physially appealing WS form.

Before ontinuing with a more detailed disussion of the problems of spin and

angular momentum let us brie�y disuss the WS potential: in Fig. 3.7 the WS

form for the nulear density distribution is depited. This form merely tries to

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ρ(r)/ρ0

r [fm℄

1
1+exp[(r−R)/a]

Figure 3.7: The form of the Woods�Saxon potential. The parameters are: ρ0 (the

approximate mean nulear density), R (the e�etive radius of the spei� nuleus in

question) and a≃0.55 fm (the so-alled skin depth).

render the hard sphere a little softer and take into aount that realistially the

external nuleons, being more weakly bound, will have a lower density (i.e., there

will indeed be a skin e�et). Now, We an motivate the same hoie of form for

the potential with the observations that the nulear density is empirially well-

desribed by a WS form (substituting V with ρ above) and that the short range

of the nulear interation suggests that the potential should follow the spatial

dependene of the density rather losely.

The form adopted for the potential is thus

V (r) = − V0
1 + exp[(r − R)/a] , (3.5.10)

where, given the atual values of the other parameters, one �nds that V0≃40MeV
is essentially the potential-well depth; R is the e�etive nulear radius (of the

spei� nuleus under study�for large nulei it is therefore of the order a few fm);
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and a≈0.55 fm (it only varies experimentally by about ±0.05 fm) is a measure of

the radial interval over whih the density falls from the internal bulk value of ∼V0
to zero outside (it is thus a sort of skin depth).

Now, the magi numbers following from a mean-�eld approximation using the

WS potential are as follows:

2 8 20 34 40 58 92 138

However, for example, marked jumps in the binding energy are found for

2 8 20 28 50 82 126

Thus, while again the �rst three are orret, there is a rapid and signi�ant de-

parture thereafter.

The spin�orbit interation

The work of Goeppert Mayer and Haxel, Jensen and Suess showed that the inlu-

sion of a sizable spin�orbit oupling ould provide further level shifts and bring

the theoretial numbers into line with experiment, see Fig. 3.6. The idea is to

introdue a form analogous to that found in atomi theory, namely

VLS ≡ f(r) l·s, (3.5.11)

where l and s are the angular-momentum and spin vetors

∗
assoiated with a given

nuleon and the form of funtion f(r) may be derived from onsiderations of the

e�etive magneti �eld experiened by an eletron moving in a onstant eletri

�eld:

B
e�

= −
(v
c

)
∧
E, (3.5.12)

where the eletri �eld is simply

E = −1
e
∇Vc(r). (3.5.13)

Taking the magneti moment of the eletron as

µ =
es

mec
, (3.5.14)

∗
Note that l and s are related to, but not to be onfused with the quantum numbers l and s.
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we obtain

VLS = −µ·B
e�

= µ ·
(v
c

)
∧
E

=

(
es

mec

)
·
[

p

mec
∧

(x
r

) 1

(−e)
dVc(r)

dr

]

=
1

(mec)
2

1

r

dVc(r)

dr
l·s. (3.5.15)

Note that this formula is atually inorret by a fator of two (too large) due

to the neglet of an e�et known as Thomas preession. However, sine we only

require the general behaviour for our nulear disussion, we shall not pursue the

question further.

∗
For the nulear ase, we shall instead simply assume a ontri-

bution of the form

VLS ≡ aLS
1

r

dV (r)

dr
l·s, (3.5.16)

where aLS is then a phenomenologial parameter to be �tted to the data and V (r)
is the nulear potential adopted.

For a single given nuleon, it is natural to de�ne the total angular momentum

j= l+s. The rules for omposing angular momenta tell us that the quantum

number j assigned to a nuleon with orbital and spin numbers l and s are restrited
to lie in the range

|l − s| ≤ j ≤ l + s. (3.5.17)

Sine s= 1/2, this redues to j= l± 1/2 for l 6=0 (and trivially j= 1/2 for l=0). Using
this fat and a knowledge of the individual expetations values, we shall now derive

a relation for 〈l·s〉. We have

〈s2〉 = s(s+ 1)~2 = 3
4
~
2, (3.5.18a)

〈l2〉 = l(l + 1)~2, (3.5.18b)

〈j2〉 = j(j + 1)~2

= 〈(s+l)2〉
= 〈s2〉+ 〈l2〉+ 2〈l·s〉. (3.5.18)

∗
The interested reader is referred to, e.g., Jakson (1975).
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This last equality may be inverted to obtain

〈l·s〉 = 1
2

[
〈j2〉 − 〈l2〉 − 〈s2〉

]

= 1
2

[
j(j + 1)− l(l + 1)− s(s+ 1)

]
~
2

and substituting j = l±s (for l 6= 0 and s = 1/2) gives

= 1
2

[
(l ± 1

2
)(l ± 1

2
+ 1)− l(l + 1)− 1

2
(1
2
+ 1)

]
~
2

= 1
4

[
± (2l + 1)− 1

]
~
2. (3.5.19)

We may thus �nally write

〈l·s〉 =





1
2
l~2

for j = l + 1
2
(�long� on�guration),

−1
2
(l + 1)~2

for j = l − 1
2
(�short� on�guration).

(3.5.20)

Inserting this into the formula for the spin�orbit oupling and taking the di�erene

between the two ases, we obtain the spin�orbit splitting :

∆VLS = aLS
1

r

dV (r)

dr

2l + 1

2
~
2 (l 6= 0). (3.5.21)

Let us make a few observations on this �nal expression:

• It is purely ad ho, being onstruted along the lines of the orresponding

eletromagneti e�et, whereas it should be derived from strong interation

theory and hromomagneti interation.

• The required sign is opposite to that observed in the eletromagneti ase;

there l and s prefer to anti-align whereas empirially the nulear ase indi-

ates alignment: the long state has lowest energy.

• The �natural� magnitude would be roughly a fator 50 too small to explain

the magi numbers.

• It predits magi numbers at 14 (seen, but weakly) and 114 (not seen) while
it does not reprodue the observed number 126; i.e. there are still problems

for very large nulei.
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Angular momentum of the ground state

Satis�ed then that suh a desription makes sense energetially and following along

the lines of what is well-known in atomi physis, we an go on to desribe the

angular-momentum properties of nulei. Sine the shells are �lled bottom�up,

only the outermost shell has any role (the inner shells, being omplete, must have

overall JP =0+). In partiular therefore, a single, unpaired proton or neutron

ompletely determines the spin�parity state of the nuleus.

Let us �rst examine ase of the parity�reall that the parity of the spatial

wave-funtion is simply (−1)l. We need thus only onsider the more general ases

of even or odd numbers of protons and/or neutrons in the outer shell. There are

then three distint possibilities and inluding the total spin we have

even�even: empirially one �nds that the pairing e�et is suh that protons and

neutrons separately ouple in suh a way as to anel both orbital and spin

angular momentum leading to an overall system of JP =0+ (there are no

known exeptions to this rule);

even�odd: in this ase the unpaired proton or neutron determines the spin�parity

of the system and we have JP = jp;

odd�odd: here we must ompose the two unpaired proton and neutron angular

momenta in the usual way, |jp−jn|≤J≤ (jp+jn) and P =(−1)lp+ln
(there

exist empirial rules desribing the observed ombinations).

Here are two simple examples (the su�es on the state labels indiate j and the

indies the degeneray (or multipliity), whih is now 2j+1):

Z N (1s1/2)
2 (1p3/2)

4 (1p1/2)
2 (1d5/2)

6 (2s1/2)
2 (1d3/2)

4 JP

O17 8 2 4 2

9 2 4 2 1 5
2

+

K39 19 2 4 2 6 2 3 3
2

+

20 2 4 2 6 2 4

Note however that for N,Z >50, (1g9/2)
10
, the level ordering is di�erent for protons

and neutrons (owing to the Coulomb e�et). An example is the ase of Mo95
,

whih has Z=42 and N =53. The unpaired neutron sits in the 2d5/2
state and we

therefore have JP = 5
2

+
.
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Magneti moments of the ground state

The above understanding of the angular momentum of the ground state may be

exploited to desribe the magneti moments. The situation here is a little more

ompliated sine orbital and spin ontributions are di�erent owing to the non-

trivial gyromagneti ratios of the proton and neutron. The ontribution of a single

nuleon to the overall nulear magneti moment has two omponents:

µ =

[
gl
〈l〉
~

+ gs
〈s〉
~

]
µN , (3.5.22)

where µN ≡ e~
2m

(m the nuleon mass) is the nulear magneton de�ned in analogy

with ase of the eletron and the Bohr magneton µB≡ e~
2me

(though it is learly

muh weaker). The two quantities gl,s are respetively the orbital and spin gyro-

magneti ratios. The �rst is simply due the equivalent irulating eletri urrent,

whih naturally generates a magneti �eld. The seond is not alulable without

a omplete theory of the internal (quark) struture of the nuleon and must be

therefore measured.

∗
We thus have

gl =




1 for protons,

0 for neutrons,
(3.5.23a)

gs =





5.58 for protons,

−3.83 for neutrons.
(3.5.23b)

These should be ompared with the eletron ase, for whih gs=2.0023.†

Sine the paired nuleons anel their orbital and spin ontributions, we again

need only onsider the unpaired nuleons or holes. Thus, for the ase of a single

unpaired nuleon, we need to evaluate the expetation value in Eq. (3.5.22). Con-

sider the general de�nition of the nulear gyromagneti moment,

µ
nuleon

:= µN gnuleon
〈j〉
~
. (3.5.24)

By projeting this and Eq. (3.5.22) onto the vetor j (via the Wigner�Ekart the-

∗
In any ase, the quark model only goes part way to explaining the preise values.

†
This is one of the most aurately known quantities in experimental partile physis: the

present value of the eletron magneti moment is µe=1.00115965218076±0.00000000000027µB,

see Patrignani et al. (2016).
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orem) and omparing expressions we obtain (after elimination of ommon fators)

g
nuleon

〈j2〉 = [gl〈l·j〉+ gs〈s·j〉] . (3.5.25)

Note that this is not a trivial operation and the full power of the Wigner�Ekart

theorem (based on the tensorial properties of the general rotation operators) is

neessary. Using a similar trik as used in evaluating the spin�orbit splitting, we

an evaluate the right-hand side:

2l·j = j2 + l2 − s2, (3.5.26a)

2s·j = j2 − l2 + s2. (3.5.26b)

Whene we obtain (for nulei with one unpaired nuleon)

g
nuleus

= g
odd nuleon

=
gl [j(j + 1) + l(l + 1)− s(s+ 1)] + gs [j(j + 1)− l(l + 1) + s(s+ 1)]

2j(j + 1)
,

whih, for the two possible ases j = l± 1/2 results in

=

[
gl ±

gs − gl
2l + 1

]
. (3.5.27)

Some examples of the resulting preditions are shown in Table 3.3. In all

Table 3.3: A olletion of shell-model preditions for nulear magneti moments for

ases where there is just a single unpaired nuleon or hole. The index −1 on the states

indiates a hole.

unpaired µ/µN

nuleus nuleon state JP
theor. expt.

N15
7 p 1p−1

1/2

1
2

− −0.264 −0.283
O15

8 n 1p−1
1/2

1
2

−
+0.638 +0.719

O17
8 n 1d5/2

5
2

+ −1.913 −1.894
F17

9 p 1d5/2
5
2

+
+4.722 +4.793

honesty, it must be remarked here that these are among the best agreements and

that there are ases where the disrepany is even as muh as ±1µN. The ause

may be traed to the polarising e�et that the single unpaired nuleon (espeially

if of high spin) has on the rest of the nuleus, learly altering the potential in a
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non-trivial way.

As a �nal remark, in order to be sure of avoiding possible onfusion, let us

make lear that here we are dealing with ordinary magneti moments whereas the

disussion on the problem of the spin�orbit oupling impliitly invokes a strong

interation or hromomagneti moment (i.e., due to QCD and not QED).
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Chapter 4

Sattering and Partile Interations

4.1 Sattering

Perhaps the �rst important true sattering experiments are those performed by

Geiger and Marsden

∗
in 1909 under the guidane of Rutherford.

†
Aording to

the Thomson so-alled plum-pudding model of the atom, in whih all the positive

harge was taken to be distributed as a di�use loud and only the eletrons were

reognised as disrete entities, a massive, harged projetile (suh as an α-partile)
should only su�er minor deviations on passing through even the relatively dense

material of a thin gold foil. However, in the experiments of Geiger and Marsden a

surprisingly high number of α-partiles were de�eted through appreiable angles

by the gold foil.

�It was as if you �red a 15-inh shell at a sheet of tissue paper and it ame

bak to hit you.�

Lord Rutherford

4.1.1 General sattering formalism

The proess of di�usion is ertainly the most ubiquitous of investigation methods

available to the physiist. Indeed, almost any of the many tehniques used for the

study of matter may be viewed as some form of sattering: from the simple fairly

non-invasive optial viewing of objets with the naked eye or mirosope to the

very destrutive deeply inelasti sattering used to probe the interior struture of

protons and neutrons.

∗
At the time Ernest Marsden was just a twenty-year-old undergraduate student.

†
Rutherford was atually awarded the 1908 Nobel Prize for Chemistry, �for his investigations

into the disintegration of the elements, and the hemistry of radioative substanes.� He is

quoted as ommenting: �I must onfess it was very unexpeted and I am very startled at my

metamorphosis into a hemist.�

67
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The basi elements of a sattering proess are depited shematially in Fig. 4.1.

There are essentially three: the projetile, the target and the detetor. Of ourse, if

detetor

θ
projetile

target

Figure 4.1: A shemati representation of a generi sattering proess.

we are onsidering olliding-beam experiments then there will be two �projetiles�

and no spei� target. Nowadays there is usually rather more than one detetor.

The possibilities for these ingredients are manifold; the lists below ontain many

important examples.

Projetile: γ, e±, µ±
, ν(ν̄), p, n, π±

, Λ0
, He4

, . . . , Au197
, Pb207

, . . .

Target: e±, H1 , D2 , He3
, He4

, . . . , Au197
, Pb207

, . . . , atoms, rystals, . . .

Detetor: photographi plate, emulsion, loud hamber, wire hamber, alori-

meter, silion strips, CCD, . . .

Now, by means of the various types of detetors we an measure the di�erent

kinemati variables (energy, momentum, diretion) and in some ases even the

polarisation (usually indiretly though) of a �nal-state partile. By ombining suh

knowledge for an individual partile we may dedue its type (or �avour, photon,

eletron, proton, pion et.). It may be important to study ounts as a funtion of

energy, momenta et. or possible orrelations with those of other partiles. The

sort of �news� one is seeking in suh data is again manifold.

Distributions: in angle, energy, momentum et., provide information on the type

and form of the potential at the heart of the sattering proess;

Partile identi�ation: provides information on the existene of new partiles,

onserved quantum numbers et.;

Symmetries: diret observation of symmetries suh as C, P , or T (or lak or

violation thereof) may indiate the same at a fundamental level;

Probabilities or Rates: the measured rates provide diret indiations of the

strength of the underlying interation and again the existene (or otherwise)

of (partial) onservation laws.
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Moreover, prior knowledge of the rates, i.e. apability of their alulation (inluding

possible bakground), is indispensable to proper feasibility studies.

We should also mention here the deay proess (a lose relative of sattering).

It has no real ounterpart in lassial physis and is intimately bound up with

the quantum-mehanial nature of matter. However, deay measurements are, in

general, a little less amenable to theoretial interpretation as there is no way to

vary the input energies, momenta et. and, of ourse, not all partiles deay.

4.1.2 De�nition of the ross-setion

In order to formulate the ross-setion it is easiest to turn bak to the lassial

ase, where the notion beomes that of an (e�etive) physial area presented to

the projetile by the target. Thus, we shall onsider the idealised setup shown in

Fig. 4.2. We imagine that a beam of projetiles of uniform intensity is inident on

beam

AB

target

σ

AT

ℓ

Figure 4.2: The idealised sattering proess.

a �xed target of uniform density, thikness et. If the beam intensity or urrent

is I (partiles/seond) with ross-setion area AB (a real physial area), then the

inident �ux is simply

Φ ≡ I

AB

. (4.1.1)

The target may be haraterised in terms of its transverse area AT (presented to

the beam), length l (along the beam axis) and the number N of sattering entres

it ontains. The target number density is learly

ρ ≡ N

AT l
. (4.1.2)

It is ommon to de�ne a rather useful (more universal quantity) known as the

target thikness:

t := ρl =
N

AT

. (4.1.3)
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By analogy with lassial sattering, we an de�ne an e�etive sattering ross-

setion σ (an area usually measured in barns: 1b=10−28m2=100 fm2
) via the

probability P that any given single beam partile will strike or interat with a

given single sattering entre on its passage through the target:

P ≡ σ

AT

, (4.1.4a)

whih for N sattering entres in the area AT then beomes

P ≡ Nσ

AT

. (4.1.4b)

A onsideration on the probability P is immediately in order: in general, we

require P≪1 otherwise we must deal with the following possible ompliating

onsequenes:

• multiple sattering�if the probability of a single ollision is lose to unity

then so too is that of multiple ollisions;

• loss of beam density and/or uniformity�if the ollisions signi�antly alter

the beam (ontent, diretion, energy) then the e�etive �ux will not be

onstant throughout the target;

• shadowing (related to the previous point)�the partiles at the bak of the

target are �hidden� by those at the front and therefore partiipate less in the

sattering proess, leading to an e�etive redution in target density.

Thus, apart from exeptional irumstanes, we shall always assume that P≪1,
or equivalently Nσ≪AT . Under irumstanes of normal ross-setions, beam

intensity and target density this is however not usually a problem.

What is atually measured experimentally is a ounting rate, i.e., a number of

interations per seond:

R = I · P

=
INσ

AT

. (4.1.5)

Now, assuming the ideal ase of an inident �ux distributed over the entire target
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fae, we may write AB =AT and thus

R =
I

AB

·Nσ

= ΦNσ, (4.1.6a)

otherwise, we should write

R = Itσ. (4.1.6b)

More generially, de�ning A :=max(AB,AT ), we may simply write

R =: INσ/A. (4.1.7)

This then is to be taken as the de�nition of σ, the e�etive ross-setion.

As de�ned here, this is a total ross-setion; i.e., it inludes all �nal outomes

(angles, energies et.) of the sattering proess. However, in pratie not only is

it rather di�ult (if not impossible) to make suh an all-inlusive measurement,

but it is also desirable to have more detailed information (e.g., angular, energy

et. dependene). It is thus useful to divide the (single-partile) �nal-state phase

spae into in�nitesimal ells d3p and thereby de�ne a di�erential rate:

dR

d3p
=

dR

dpx dpy dpz
=

dR

p2dp dcos θ dφ
=

dR

p2dp d2Ω
. (4.1.8)

In the same way, it is then natural to de�ne a di�erential ross-setion:

dσ

d3p
. (4.1.9)

In the ase of a number n of deteted �nal-state partiles this beomes

dσ

d3p 1 d
3p 2 . . . d

3p n

. (4.1.10)

Finally we may, of ourse, reover a total (or partial) ross-setion by integrat-

ing (experimentally or theoretially over any or all of the �nal-state momentum

variables.

4.1.3 The Rutherford formula

We shall now brie�y examine the famous ase of Rutherford sattering. The generi

proess is that of a projetile of mass m and harge z inident on a target (a

nuleus) of mass M and harge Z. Sine the sattering is elasti and two-body,

there is a diret relationship between the �nal momentum (or energy) and the
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angle of deviation with respet to the beam diretion. For the present, we shall

thus only onsider the di�erential ross-setion dσ/dΩ or dσ/dcosθ.
The proess we wish to examine is thus the elasti two-body sattering of a

non-relativisti α-partile (massm and momentum pi) o� a stationary gold nuleus

(mass M). As noted, two-body kinematis imposes a strit relation between the

�nal energy and the sattering angle; it is thus only neessary to measure, say, the

latter. In suh a ollision the maximum momentum transfer is

|pi − pf |max

= ∆p
max

=
2M

M +m
p > p (p = |pi|). (4.1.11)

Sine m≪M , ∆p
max

≃2p and we see that the e�et observed and reounted above

is ertainly possible kinematially. Note too that by the same reasoning and sub-

stituting an eletron for the gold nuleus, we see that the kinematial e�et of

sattering o� (atomi) eletrons is essentially negligible. Finally, if we onsider

sattering o� a potential generated by a di�use loud of positive harge distrib-

uted over the entire atomi volume (the plum-pudding model), the e�et is also

negligible (reall that inside an atom the Coulomb potential due to suh a distri-

bution would behave as r and would thus be very weak).

The sattering of an α-partile by the Coulomb potential due to a nuleus is

depited in Fig. 4.3. The position of the partile along the trajetory may be

α

b

db

r

β

θ

nuleus

Figure 4.3: The sattering of an α-partile o� the Coulomb potential due to a nuleus.

determined via the angle β relative to its initial diretion of motion (β=π). We

also de�ne the impat parameter b as the separation between the parallel lines

running along the projetile diretion and through the sattering entre (whih

lies at the origin of the laboratory referene frame). The azimuthal angle φ plays

no speial role in the proess and is therefore integrated out. The other angle we

de�ne is θ, the �nal diretion of the sattered α-partile with respet to its initial
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motion. We therefore learly have the following limits:

0 ≤ θ ≤ π (4.1.12a)

and

θ ≤ β ≤ π. (4.1.12b)

The point θ=0 is alled �forward sattering� (but does not neessarily imply no

interation) while θ=π is �bakward sattering�. Note that there is a one-to-one

relationship between b and θ.
The e�etive di�erential ross-setion is then simply given by the area of the

ring orresponding to a given value of the impat parameter b:

dσ(b) = 2πb db. (4.1.13)

The element dΩ≡dcosθdφ may be simpli�ed sine (assuming ylindrial sym-

metry) there an be no dependene on the azimuth φ; thus

dσ(b)

dcos θ
= 2πb

db

dcos θ
. (4.1.14)

We therefore need to �nd the relationship between b and θ.
Let us now rapidly run through the solution of the problem in lassial mehan-

is while noting immediately that the quantum solution does not alter the result in

this very partiular ase (i.e. a Coulomb-like potential). The easiest approah is to

�rst identify the onserved quantities, whih for a onservative, entral potential

are the total energy E and the orbital angular momentum L of the α-partile:

E = E
kin

+ Vc(r) = 1
2
mv2 +

zZα

r

= 1
2
m
[
ṙ2 + r2β̇2

]
+
zZα

r
= 1

2
mv2∞ (4.1.15a)

and

L = mr2β̇ = mv∞b, (4.1.15b)

where v∞ is the asymptoti value of the projetile veloity and we have adopted

the simplifying onvention of setting ~ and c to unity. The �ne-struture onstant
is α≃1/137; we shall omment on how to translate the �nal expressions into

numerial values later.

Solving Eq. (4.1.15b) for β̇, we have

β̇ =
L

mr2
=

bv∞

r2
. (4.1.16)
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Eq. (4.1.15a) may be rearranged to give

ṙ2 =
2

m

(
E − Vc(r)

)
− β̇2r2, (4.1.17)

from whih, using Eq. (4.1.16), we obtain

dt = dr

[
2

m

(
E − Vc(r)

)
− b2v2∞

r2

]−1/2

. (4.1.18)

The integral of Eq. (4.1.16) with respet to t then leads to

−
∫ θ

1

2
(π+θ)

dβ = bv∞

∫ ∞

0

dt

r2

= bv∞

∫ ∞

r
min

dr
1

r2

[
2

m

(
E − Vc(r)

)
− b2v2∞

r2

]−1/2

, (4.1.19)

where we should integrate from t=0 to ∞, the lower limit representing the half-

way point or point of losest approah r
min

to the nuleus, when β= 1
2
(π+θ).

Integrating, one readily obtains

b =
zZα

mv2∞
cot θ

2
. (4.1.20)

Exerise 4.1.1.

(a) Perform the above integration expliitly to obtain the answer given.

(b) An alternative approah is to onsider the variation in linear momentum

along the x-axis (parallel to the initial diretion of motion).

For numerial values, we must orret the units with a fator ~c≃197 on the

right-hand side, whene the impat fator b must be expressed in fm and the

asymptoti kineti energy

1
2
mv2∞ in MeV. A typial ase has

1
2
mv2∞∼6MeV while

z=2 and Z=79:

b = 197× 2 · 79
12 · 137 cot θ

2
≃ 19 cot θ

2
fm. (4.1.21)

Thus, for example, if we set b≃1Å=105 fm (of the order of an atomi radius), we

�nd θ≃0.4mrad.

Exerise 4.1.2. By setting ṙ=0 in Eq. (4.1.15a) and solving for r, �nd the dis-

tane of minimum approah. By onsidering the ase θ=π (bakward sattering),
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obtain the absolute minimum distane of approah

Hint: this ase is simpler sine also β̇=0.

This indiates that for suh a target, Au197
, the α-partile never omes into

diret ontat with the nuleus and that the sattering will therefore remain purely

Coulomb and elasti.

Returning to the ross-setion formula, we then �nally obtain

dσ

dΩ
=

1

16

[
zZα

E∞

]2
cosec4 θ

2
, (4.1.22)

where E∞ is the asymptoti kineti energy of the α-partile. For 6 MeV α-partiles
on Au197

, this gives

≃ 0.89 cosec4 θ
2

b/sr. (4.1.23)

Analysis of the hundred thousand or more sattering events reorded for α-partiles
on gold fully on�rmed the angular dependene predited by the above analysis.

Exerise 4.1.3. Demonstrate numerially that with reasonable (estimated) �uxes

of α-partiles on a gold foil, detetor ounts of the order of partiles/seond may

be easily attained. The original experiment used Rn222
as the alpha soure with

half-life approximately 3.5×105 s.

Now, the formula did not however work for aluminium (Z=13). On replaing

the gold foil by an aluminium foil (some years later), it turned out that while

small-angle sattering still obeyed the above law, large-angle sattering did not.

Rutherford orretly dedued that in large-angle sattering (whih orresponds to

loser approah to the nuleus) the α-partile was atually striking the nuleus.

This meant that the size of the nuleus ould be alulated by �nding the maximum

angle for whih the inverse-square sattering formula worked and thus �nding

how lose to the entre of the nuleus suh an α-partile arrived. In this way,

Rutherford estimated the radius of the aluminium nuleus to be approximately

10−14m. Indeed, from the expression derived in Ex. 4.1.2, we �nd r
min

≃1 fm for

aluminium.

Exerise 4.1.4. By setting ṙ=0 in Eq. (4.1.15a) and solving for r, �nd the dis-

tane of minimum approah for any general sattering angle.

4.1.4 Small-angle sattering

Now, for small deviations the Rutherford formula diverges as θ−4
and would thus

lead to an in�nite interation probability. This would learly be unphysial and is
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an indiation that a hitherto negleted e�et must ome into ation as θ→0. It is
not di�ult to �nd: small angles orrespond to large values of b. When b is of the
same order as the atomi radius r

atom

, the sreening e�et of the eletrons must

be taken into aount and eventually, for b>r
atom

, the α-partile will only see an

overall neutral atom and therefore the ross-setion must atually vanish as θ→0.
We now wish to examine the passage of eletrons and other harged partiles in-

side matter and the possibility of desribing the ase ofmultiple sattering (through

highly probable small angles). The results of this alulation will allow us to de-

sribe the energy deposition of harged partiles as they pass through matter. Of

ourse, we may take the Rutherford formula above as the starting point (merely

hanging z to re�et the harge of the partile under onsideration). The situation
we now wish to desribe is that depited in Fig. 4.4. The �nal sattering angle

θi Θ

Figure 4.4: Multiple sattering of a harged partile in matter.

Θ is the result of a random walk in the transverse plane due to a (large) number

n of satterings through small angles θi. What we are interested in then is the

distribution of the �nal overall angle Θ.
The small-angle approximation to the Rutherford formula (4.1.22) is

dσ

dΩ
≃
[
2zZα

pv

]2
1

θ4
. (4.1.24)

Note that this approximation sinθ∼θ is good to within better than 30% over the

range 0≤θ≤ 1
2
π and if larger angles were important, then the problem would in

any ase be intratable. However, the strong peaking in the forward diretion

means that the ross-setion is indeed dominated by small angles. Clearly, the

�rst problem with whih we must deal is the (unphysial) singular behaviour as

θ→0.
As remarked earlier, the Rutherford formula is valid as long as the partile

mainly sees only the nuleus, while for b∼ r
atom

the sreening e�et of the eletrons

must be taken into aount. The Thomas�Fermi model (1927) desribes well the
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sreening e�et on the Coulomb potential:

Vc(r) → V
TF

(r) ≃ zZα

r
exp(−r/r

atom

), (4.1.25)

where experimentally we �nd r
atom

≃1.4a0Z
−1/3

and a0=~
2/meα≃0.53Å is the

Bohr radius. The exponential kills the potential beyond the on�nes of the atom

(faster than any power) and thus protets the limit θ→0.

Exerise 4.1.5. Using this potential, show that, in the small-angle approximation,

the integral may be equivalently obtained from

dσ

dΩ
≃
[
2zZα

pv

]2
1

(θ2 + θ2
min

)2
, (4.1.26)

where, from Eq. (4.1.20),

θ
min

=
zZα

1
2
mv2∞ r

atom

(4.1.27)

is therefore an e�etive ut-o� on the integral, orresponding to b= r
atom

.

The ut-o� evaluated here arises from the simple lassial �nite size of the

sattering potential and the sreening e�et of the eletron loud. However, given

the physial dimensions of the objets and the momentum transfers involved, we

should also onsider possible quantum-mehanial e�ets. Rather than perform

a full quantum mehanis alulation, we shall use simple reasoning to dedue a

lower quantum limit to the sattering angle.

Now, the �nite size of the target also implies loalisation of the projetile in

the transverse plane. Consequently, the Heisenberg unertainty priniple leads to

a orresponding smearing of the transverse momentum. The impliit unertainty

on the transverse position is ∆x⊥∼ ratom, whih indues a spread in the transverse

momentum ∆p⊥∼~/r
atom

. This in turn, auses an unertainty in the sattering

angle ∆θ∼∆p⊥/p∼~/pr
atom

, whih auses a smearing in the θ distribution. The
result is again an e�etive lower ut-o� equal to this unertainty.

We thus have two possible lower limits to the θ integral:

lassial: θ
min

≃ 2zZα

p v r
atom

=
2zZα

β

~

p r
atom

(4.1.28a)

and

quantum: θq
min

≃ ~

p r
atom

, (4.1.28b)

where β≡v/c (we now drop the su�x ∞ and asymptoti values are implied).
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Written in this way, omparison is straightforward:

θ
min

θq
min

≃ 2zZα

β
=

2zZ

137β
. (4.1.29)

We immediately see that for β∼1 (i.e., a relativisti projetile, whih is usually

the ase) and Z not too large (we shall typially be onsidering |z|=1), θ
min

<
θq
min

. Under normal irumstanes it is thus the quantum mehanis limit that

determines the atual ut-o�. Note then that in this ase there is no dependene

on the mass of the projetile, only on its momentum p and harge z. Substituting
for r

atom

, we may now rewrite the quantum limit as

θq
min

≃ Z
1/3

192

mec

p
, (4.1.30)

where the eletron mass me merely appears owing to the formula for r
atom

and has

nothing to do with the projetile.

At this point it is important to note that wave mehanis also imposes an upper

limit on the sattering angle due to the �nite size of the nuleus. From simple

optial arguments, see Fig. 4.5, we know that di�ration due to a blak disk of

radius R ours mainly within an angular spread given by θ<∼ λ̄/R, where λ̄≡λ/2π.
Outside this region the interferene is, overall, destrutive and the amplitude falls

plane wave fronts

blak

disk

θmax

Figure 4.5: Optial blak-disk di�ration.

rapidly to zero. Using the de Broglie relation, we thus have

θ
max

≃ ~

p r
nul

, (4.1.31)
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where, empirially,

r
nul

≃ A
1/3 × 1.4 fm. (4.1.32)

Putting everything together, we �nally obtain

θ
max

≃ 274

A
1/3

mec

p
. (4.1.33)

We may now insert typial numerial values and estimate the upper and lower

limits obtained: p≃50MeV/c and Z≃20, A≃40 (alium) lead to

θq
min

≃ 10−4 rad (4.1.34a)

and

θ
max

≃ 0.8 rad. (4.1.34b)

As desirable, we thus �nd θq
min

<θ
max

<1 rad, but reall that the distribution is

very strongly peaked for θ→0.
We an now evaluate the mean-square value of θ (for θ small, dcosθ≃θdθ):

〈θ2〉 ≃
∫ θ

max

θ
min

dθ θ−1

∫ θ
max

θ
min

dθ θ−3

≃
ln[θ

max

/θ
min

]
1
2
[θ−2
min

− θ−2
max

]

≃ 2θ2
min

ln[θ
max

/θ
min

]. (4.1.35)

Again, putting in the numbers, we obtain

〈θ2〉 ≃ 2θ2
min

ln

[
274× 192

2
1/3 Z2/3

]

≃ 4θ2
min

ln

[
204

Z
1/3

]
, (4.1.36)

where we have used the approximation Z≃A/2. We thus see that the mean value

of θ2 is very small (of order θ2
min

) and depends only very weakly on Z.
For inident low-energy partiles (i.e., non-relativisti), we �nd θ

max

→1 and

〈θ2〉 ≃ 2θ2
min

ln

[
192

Z
1/3

p

mec

]
. (4.1.37)

Note that this still depends only very weakly on Z, but now too on p.
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4.1.5 Multiple sattering

We now wish to evaluate the mean �nal angle 〈Θ〉 after multiple sattering. We

shall thus also need to evaluate the mean number 〈n〉 of ollisions. Suessive ol-
lisions are independent and eah sattering angle takes on a random value between

θ
min

and θ
max

aording to the distribution evaluated above. At this point, for 〈n〉
large enough we may apply the entral-limit theorem.

Theorem 4.1.1 (The entral-limit theorem). For m independent variables θi
distributed randomly, eah with both means 〈θi〉 and varianes 〈(θi−〈θi〉)2〉 �-
nite, for m→∞ the distribution of Θ≡

∑m
i=1θi is a Gaussian with entral value

〈Θ〉=∑m
i=1 〈θi〉 and mean-square value 〈Θ2〉=∑m

i=1 〈θ
2
i 〉.

In partiular, if the m independent variables all have the same mean and vari-

ane, then we have 〈Θ〉=m〈θ〉 and 〈Θ2〉=m〈θ2〉. Note that here, owing to the

ylindrial symmetry of the problem, 〈θ〉=0. The proess we wish to desribe may

thus indeed be viewed as a random walk in the transverse plane.

From the de�nition of the ross-setion in terms of ollision probability, it

immediately follows that

∗ 〈n〉=Nlσ, where N is the number density of sattering

entres in the target, l the length of the target (in the beam diretion) and σ the

ross-setion. We therefore have

〈n〉 ≃ 2πNl

[
2zZα

pβ

]2

2θ2
min

. (4.1.38)

And, from the entral-limit theorem, we then have

〈Θ2〉 = 2πNl

[
2zZα

pβ

]2
ln

[
θ
max

θ
min

]
. (4.1.39)

The appearane of p and β in the expression warns us that the formula will inev-

itably break down if the ollisions are su�ient to signi�antly redue the energy

of the partile. Our �nal result is thus

〈Θ2〉 = 4πNl

[
2zZα

pβ

]2
ln

[
204

Z
1/3

]
. (4.1.40)

The entral-limit theorem also gives us the distribution: a Gaussian, inde-

pendently of the exat angular distribution of the single-sattering proess. The

distribution we must onsider is the projetion onto some hosen longitudinal plane

∗
The number of ollisions n obeys a Poisson distribution: P (n events)= λ

n
e
−λ

n! (λ is the mean

number).
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(e.g., x�z), for whih we shall de�ne the variable θ′:

Pm(θ
′) dθ ′ =

1√
π〈Θ2〉

exp

[
− θ′2

〈Θ2〉

]
dθ ′. (4.1.41)

This is to be ompared with the single-sattering formula, suitably rewritten:

Ps(θ
′) dθ ′ = Nl

dσ

dθ′
dθ ′. (4.1.42)

Then, sine

dσ

dθ′
= 2π

[
2zZα

pβ

]2
1

θ′3
, (4.1.43)

for single sattering we have

Ps(θ
′) dθ ′ = 2πNl

[
2zZα

pβ

]2
dθ ′

θ′3
. (4.1.44)

From the dependene on θ′, we see that for some large enough angle the single-

sattering mehanism will be more probable and will thus eventually dominate

over the Gaussian tail of the multiple-sattering proess.

It is onvenient to de�ne a normalised angle, α := θ′/〈Θ2〉
1/2
, in terms of whih

the omparison is more transparent:

Pm(α) =
1√
π

e−α
2

(4.1.45a)

and

Ps(α) =
1

ln
(
204/ 3
√
Z
) 1

α3 . (4.1.45b)

Typially, one �nds that multiple-sattering dominates up to values of α∼2.5,
after whih the single-sattering proess takes over, thereby extending the tail

of the distribution (see Fig. 4.6). While multiple sattering aounts for around

95% of events, the single-sattering tail ontains the remaining 5%. The position

of the rossover is determined by the value of 〈n〉 (whih depends on the target

thikness). For 〈n〉<∼ 100, the distribution starts to peak more than a Gaussian

and the rossover moves to αc<2.5. On the other hand, if 〈n〉 grows too large, so
that 〈Θ2〉∼θ2

max

, then the single-sattering tail disappears.
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10−4

10−3

10−2

10−1

100

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

P (α)

α

∼95% ∼5%

single

multiple

total

Figure 4.6: The overall distribution for multiple and single sattering (the distributions

and the variable α are de�ned in the text).

4.2 Eletron sattering

Through the study of α-partile sattering, Rutherford arrived at a new under-

standing of the atom and its internal struture. However, the α-partile is not a
point-like objet and an also interat via the strong fore. Thus, the �ne detail of

a small nulear target obtained via suh sattering will be louded by the internal

struture of the probe used. On the other hand, the eletron has only eletromag-

neti interations (the weak interation may usually be negleted in omparison)

and so far it has only exhibited a point-like behaviour (at least up to the highest

energies presently available).

Thus, for low-energy sattering (where the weak fore is partiular suppressed)

the interation of the eletron with a nuleon or nuleus is governed purely by

QED and is therefore ompletely known.

4.2.1 Elasti sattering in quantum mehanis

The simplest example of sattering with eletrons is the elasti ase. Here energy

and momentum are transferred from an eletron to a nuleus via (single) photon

exhange and the �nal nuleus remains intat, see Fig. 4.7. The four-momenta

in the problem are then the initial (�nal) eletron momentum kµ (k′µ) and the

initial (�nal) nuleus momentum pµ (p′µ). Energy and momentum onservation
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e− (kµ)

nuleus (pµ) e− (k′µ)

nuleus (p′µ)

θ

Figure 4.7: Elasti eletron�nuleus sattering.

then require

kµ + pµ = k′µ + p′µ. (4.2.1)

Sine the momentum of the �nal nuleus is not usually measured, it is onvenient

to rewrite this as

p′2 = M2 = (kµ − k′µ + pµ)2, (4.2.2)

where M is the nulear mass. By noting that in the laboratory frame pµ=(M,0)
it is then straightforward to derive the relation

EM = E ′E(1− cos θ) + E ′M, (4.2.3)

where E and E ′
are the laboratory-frame initial and �nal eletron energies re-

spetively, θ the laboratory-frame eletron sattering angle and we have negleted

the eletron mass (the eletron is assumed to be highly relativisti). This may be

rearranged to express E ′
as a funtion of E and θ:

E ′ =
E

1 + (1− cos θ)E/M
, (4.2.4)

whih provides the well-known result that, for two-body elasti sattering, the

�nal energy is determined by the angle (and vie versa).

Exerise 4.2.1. Derive the previous two expressions expliitly.

Hint: start from Eq. (4.2.2).

Let us now simplify to the non-relativisti limit for the expression of the ross-

setion (we shall treat the relativisti ase later). The sattering ross-setion for

eletrons will then simply be given by the Rutherford formula, with the obvious

substitution z=−1:
dσe

dΩ
=

1

16

[
Zα

E∞

]2
cosec4 θ

2
. (4.2.5)

However, this is the ross-setion for a point-like target while we wish to study the

harge distribution inside the nuleus and so we shall now see how a distributed

harge modi�es the formula.
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It will be helpful to make two simplifying approximations:

(i) Ee≪mA�in order to neglet the nulear reoil,

(ii) Zα≪1�to permit the Born approximation (i.e., single-photon exhange).

Let us make a kinematial onsideration relating to the �rst point. For elasti

sattering of a light partile of total energy E, momentum p and mass m o�

a heavy stationary target of mass M (i.e. m≪M), the maximum momentum

transfer is trivially q≃2p, whih is then the maximum reoil momentum of the

target partile. The maximum reoil kineti energy ν
max

=E−E ′
min

is thus ν
max

=

q2/2M ≃4m
M
E≪E; i.e. the energy loss for sattering o� partiles muh heavier

than E or m is negligible.

Exerise 4.2.2. Find the equivalent relation in the relativisti ase; i.e. E≫m

Our starting point will be Fermi's golden rule for the total transition rate W
(Φ is the inident �ux):

Φσ := W =
2π

~

∣∣〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉
∣∣2 dn

dEf

, (4.2.6)

where the third fator is the density of �nal states and Ef is the total �nal energy

K+mA (sine mA is onstant dE f =dE ′=dE ).

We �rst need the desription of the initial and �nal eletron states, whih we

shall naturally take to be plane waves:

ψi =
1√
V

e
i

~
k·x, (4.2.7a)

ψf =
1√
V

e
i

~
k
′·x, (4.2.7b)

where the normalisation is one partile in a volume V (this volume will, of ourse,

disappear from the �nal answer for σ). The density of �nal states is

dn(k) = V
k2 dk dΩ

(2π~)3
, (4.2.8)

where k≡|k|. We therefore have, noting that the �ux is Φ= v/V ,

dσ

dΩ
=

V 2E ′2

(2π)2
∣∣Mfi

∣∣2 1

~
4v

(4.2.9)

and so we need to alulate the transition matrix element Mfi= 〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉.
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Now, for a non-relativisti eletron (with harge e) the interation is given

in terms of the eletromagneti salar potential φ: H
int

= eφ. Thus, we have

(suppressing ~)

〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉 =
e

V

∫
d3x e iq·x φ(x), (4.2.10)

where we have de�ned and already substituted q :=k−k′
, themomentum transfer.

It is immediately obvious that the above is none other than the Fourier transform of

the potential φ(x), whih is in turn determined by the harge-density distribution

ρ(x):
∇

2φ(x) = −ρ(x). (4.2.11)

The plane-wave form allows us to rewrite the expression for the matrix element

diretly in terms of ρ(x) by noting that

∇
2 e iq·x = −q2 e iq·x, (4.2.12)

where q≡|q|. Green's theorem then leads to

〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉 =
e

V q2

∫
d3x e iq·x ρ(x). (4.2.13)

It is onvenient to de�ne a normalised density,

ρ(x) =: Ze f(x), (4.2.14)

suh that ∫
d3x f(x) = 1. (4.2.15)

We thus obtain

〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉 =
Zα

V q2

∫
d3x e iq·x f(x). (4.2.16)

The integral on the right-hand side, the Fourier transform of the harge distribu-

tion, is alled the form fator :

F (q) ≡
∫

d3x e iq·x f(x). (4.2.17)

Putting everything together, for the di�erential ross-setion we then �nally have

dσ

dΩ
=

Z2α2E ′2

q4
∣∣F (q)

∣∣2. (4.2.18)
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It is easy to derive (negleting the eletron mass) that

q2 = (k − k′)2 = 4EE ′ sin2 θ

2
(4.2.19)

and thus we may write

dσ

dΩ
=

Z2α2

16E2 sin4 θ
2

∣∣F (q)
∣∣2, (4.2.20a)

or

=
∣∣F (q)

∣∣2 dσ

dΩ

Rutherford

. (4.2.20b)

In other words, the e�et of the internal struture of the nuleon is to indue a

multipliative form fator F (q), whih simply modulates the ross-setion. From

the de�nition, we see that the standard Rutherford ross-setion is reovered for a

point-like distribution (a δ-funtion, for whih the Fourier transform is just unity).

Note that this is also the limiting ase for low-energy sattering: for q≪~/r
nul

or λ≫ r
nul

, f(x) does not vary appreiable over the nulear volume. However,

for q large the q-dependene of F (q) makes itself felt and thus hanges the energy

dependene with respet to that of the point-like formula.

4.2.2 Relativisti elasti sattering�the Mott formula

To resolve the internal struture of a nuleus (i.e., to be sensitive to the energy

dependene in the form fators), we require the wave-length of the exhanged

photon to be small ompared to the nulear size. Then, sine ~c≃200MeV· fm,

we dedue that the energy required is of the order of hundreds of MeV. This

implies, in partiular, that the eletrons will ertainly be relativisti. In this ase

we should really perform a alulation based on the Dira equation. A relativisti

alulation for a point-like objet leads to the Mott ross-setion:

dσ̃

dΩ

Mott

=

(
1− β sin2 θ

2

)
dσ

dΩ

Rutherford

, (4.2.21)

where the tilde indiates that this is not yet the full (high-energy) Mott formula

sine we are still negleting the nulear reoil�we shall all this the redued Mott

formula. The new fator is due to the onservation of angular momentum and the

role played by the spin of the eletron. Note that in the ultra-relativisti limit,

where β→1, the spin fator beomes simply cos2 θ
2
, the Mott ross-setion falls o�

more rapidly than the Rutherford expresssion for large angles (indeed, for θ=π it

vanishes). Note though again, that the e�et onveniently fatorises.
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Let us just take a moment to try and understand this behaviour in physial

terms. In the relativisti limit, β→1 (whih is learly equivalent to the limit

m→0), the heliity or projetion of the partile spin onto its diretion of motion

h := p̂·ŝ is a onserved quantum number if the interations are of a purely vetor

type (e.g., via photon exhange). We thus speak of right- and left-handed fermions

having h=±1 respetively. Indeed, starting from the Dira equation, it an be

shown that heliity-�ip amplitudes are proportional to m/E (where E is some

typial interation energy sale (e.g., the entre�of�mass energy).

Consider now the extreme ases of forward and bakward sattering, in whih

the inoming eletron ollides and either ontinues undisturbed or returns along the

diretion from where it ame, see Fig. 4.8. If we assume a spin-zero nuleus, then

e−

M,Ze

⇑
allowed orbital

angular momentum

⇒ ⇒

y z

x

Figure 4.8: Heliity onservation in two-body sattering proesses: the only possible

orbital angular momentum is perpendiular (lying along the y axis) to the variation in

the eletron spin vetor (lying in the x−z plane).

sine any orbital angular momentum between the eletron�nuleus pair L=r
∧
p

must lie in the plane orthogonal to p, the spin of the eletron must be onserved by

itself. For forward sattering this is trivially the ase while for bakward sattering

it is evidently impossible. For intermediate ases, one needs to understand how

spin-projetion eigenstates are onstruted for arbitrary diretions. A state of

positive heliity travelling in a diretion θ with respet to the hosen quantisation

axis (ẑ say) we �nd
|+,θ〉 = cos θ

2
|+,z〉+ sin θ

2
|−,z〉. (4.2.22)

Thus, the relevant amplitude is 〈+,θ|+,z〉=cos θ
2
, whih on squaring gives just the

Mott result. Of ourse, if the nuleus also possesses an intrinsi angular momentum

(due to internal motion and/or spins of the onstituent nuleons) then the situation

is a little more omplex and one also needs to understand the mehanism by whih

the nuleus, as a whole, may hange its spin.

Finally, we also should onsider the reoil of the struk nuleus and onsequent

modi�ation of the �nal-state phase spae. The full Mott formula is then

dσ

dΩ

Mott

=
E ′

E

dσ̃

dΩ

Mott

=
E ′

E

(
1− β sin2 θ

2

)
dσ

dΩ

Rutherford

. (4.2.23)
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4.2.3 Form fators

We have just seen that the e�et of an extended harge distribution is fatorisable

into a form fator, whih depends only on the momentum transfer and whih,

being a Fourier transform, ontains in priniple all neessary information on the

harge distribution. That is, if we were able to measure F (q), then by omparing

data with the point-like Mott expression,

dσ

dΩ

expt

vis à vis

∣∣F (q)
∣∣2 dσ
dΩ

Mott

, (4.2.24)

over the entire range of q from zero to in�nity we ould perform the inverse Fourier

transform to obtain f(x). Needless to say, this is impossible; the momentum

transfer is always limited by the beam (or entre�of�mass) energy. However, the

lak of higher frequenies (or shorter wavelengths) simply translates into a lak of

resolution. An example of the sort of information one extrats from experiments

on F (q) is shown in Fig. 4.9. The pattern of maxima and minima, reminisent of

Figure 4.9: The angular dependene of elasti eletron sattering o� C12
. The ontinu-

ous line is a �t to experimental results, the dashed line a theoretial urve for a uniform

sphere of harge and the dotted line the point-like Mott ross-setion.

di�ration in lassial optis, is learly evident. Note that the rapid fall-o� with

angle severely limits the largest q e�etively available. The �rst measurements of

this type were made in the �fties at SLAC, with a beam energy of around 500MeV
(for whih the e�etive absolute λ

min

∼0.2 fm).
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To extrat the partial information available, there are various possibilities. One

ould, of ourse, perform an approximate Fourier transform of the measured fun-

tion F (q); however, it is more pratial to adopt one of two standard approahes:

• omparison with parametrised trial funtions;

• so-alled the method of moments.

Fitting form fators to trial funtions

The idea behind the �tting of form fators to trial funtions is that one may

�nd simple plausible parametrisations for harge-density distributions, whih will

in turn lead to parametrisations of the form fators. One then simply performs

�ts to the data and extrats the parameters. Note that the angular dependene

at large angles provides information on the internal struture while as θ→0 (for

whih eventually λ>R
nul

) one should see a return to the typial q−4
behaviour.

Exploiting the typial spherial symmetry, we may integrate out the angular

dependene and thus simplify the expression for F (q):

F (q2) =
4π

q

∫ ∞

0

dr r sin qr f(r). (4.2.25)

Note that the density f(r) is then normalised as

4π

∫ ∞

0

r2dr f(r) = 1. (4.2.26)

In Table 4.1 we list some typial funtional forms used. As an example, onsider

Table 4.1: A olletion of possible forms of harge distributions inside the nuleus,

together with the orresponding form fators. In all ases R represents a notional measure

of the nulear radius.

form f(r) F (q2) behaviour

point δ(r)/4π 1 onstant

exponential

1

8πR
3 e

−r/R (1+q2R2)−2
�dipole�

Gaussian

1

(2π)
3/2

R
3
e−

1

2
r
2
/R

2

e−
1

2
q
2
R

2

Gaussian

uniform sphere

3

4πR
3 (r<R) (sinρ−ρcosρ)

ρ
3 (ρ≡qR) osillatory

the ase of a uniform sphere; the �rst minimum lies at qR≃4.5. Thus, referring

to the graph for C12
shown in Fig. 4.9, we �nd R≃2.5 fm.
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Experimentally in fat, it turns out that rather preise measurements an be

performed and data may be olleted over a large range of angles, overing a

variation in ross-setion of up to about seven orders of magnitude. One an thus

�nd several minima and so obtain further information on the distributions. More

simply, referring again to the graph for C12
shown in Fig. 4.9, the fat that the

minima are not as sharp as predited for a uniform sphere indiates the existene

of a �skin� of �nite depth.

The moment method for �tting form fators

The bulk of the data lies in the region q2∼0 and thus it is tempting to try to

exploit this region in partiular by performing a power-series expansion around

the point q2=0. From Eq. (4.2.25) we obtain

F (q2) = 4π

∫ ∞

0

r2dr f(r)
[
1− 1

3!
(qr)2 + 1

5!
(qr)4 − . . .

]

= 1− 1
6
q2〈r2〉+ 1

120
q4〈r4〉 − . . . (4.2.27)

The quantities 〈r2〉, 〈r4〉 et. are just moments of the harge-density distribution.

This may be inverted to give

〈r2〉 = −6 dF (q2)

dq2

∣∣∣∣
q
2
=0

et., (4.2.28)

i.e., the slope (in q2) at the point q2=0 diretly provides the r.m.s. radius of the

nuleus.

∗
Of ourse, it is not quite so simple: the point q2=0 orresponds to zero-

angle sattering, whih is impossible to measure diretly and so extrapolation is

neessary. Fortunately, the high statistis usually available for small angles allows

onsiderable on�dene in the �nal result.

As a �nal word, the two approahes may be ombined: a suitable model para-

metrisation may be used to alulate the r.m.s. radius and higher moments as

funtions of the parameters. The various derivatives obtained from extrapola-

tions to q2=0 may then be used to �t the alulated moments and extrat the

parameters of the model.

∗
Note that for a uniform spherial distribution of radius R, we have 〈r2〉= 3

5
R2

.
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Sattering results on nulear struture

From the experimental data olleted a piture of the larger nulei emerges that

is very well desribed by a two-parameter so-alled Fermi funtion:

ρ(r) ≃ ρ0

1 + e(r−c)/a
, (4.2.29)

whih has the same form as the Woods�Saxon potential already enountered.

∗
The

two free parameters are c (an e�etive nulear radius) and a (a sort of skin depth).

The quantity ρ0, whih is approximately the bulk nulear density (sine c≫a),
is �xed by normalisation to the mass number A. For large enough nulei, typial

numerial values of the parameters are

c ≃ 1.07 A
1/3 fm, (4.2.30a)

a ≃ 0.54 fm. (4.2.30b)

Note that ρ(c)= 1
2
ρ(0) and ρ(0)≃ρ0.

A series of experiment-based observations an be made:

• The r.m.s. nulear radius is well desribed by the formula 〈r2〉
1/2≃A1/3r0 with

r0≃0.94 fm. For a uniform sphere of harge, using 〈r2〉= 3
5
R2

, this implies

R≃1.21A
1/3 fm.

• The surfae or skin thikness, typially de�ned by t := r|ρ=0.1ρ0
−r|ρ=0.9ρ0

, is

roughly onstant for heavy nulei: t=2aln9=2.4 fm.

• The bulk harge density ρ0 dereases slightly with inreasing A. However,

taking into aount that the ratio Z/A also dereases, it is found that to a

very good approximation the bulk nulear density is onstant. The value is

ρ
nul

≃0.166nucleons/fm3
.

• For light nulei, the Fermi funtion is not a good desription of the density

and a Gaussian is loser.

• Clearly, in ases where there is a large spin angular momentum (ommon in

very large nulei), the rotational motion auses strong deformation and the

approximation of spherial symmetry breaks down.

∗
Again, the similarity between the nulear potential and density is indiative of the short-range

nature of the strong nulear fore.
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4.2.4 Quasi-elasti sattering

As we have already seen, elasti sattering kinematis imposes a one�to�one re-

lation between the sattering angle and the energy of the outgoing eletron. We

should thus expet a single narrow spetral line. Let us examine what one observes

in pratie for sattering o� a nuleus at high energy. The example we shall use is

that of sattering o� a water moleule, see Fig. 4.10. There are essentially three

Figure 4.10: Quasi-elasti eletron sattering o� water as a funtion of outgoing eletron

energy (beam energy 246MeV and sattering angle 148.5◦).

prominent features to be found in the spetrum, two pronouned spikes and one

broad underlying peak. The larger of the spikes is learly due to elasti sattering

o� one of the hydrogen nulei (this is determined simply from the position of the

spike) while the smaller spike orresponds to the oxygen nuleus. The question

remains then of the broader lower struture that never�the�less has a lear form

of a peak. We shall now show that this may be attributed to sattering o� a single

proton bound inside an oxygen nuleus; the proton is expelled from the nuleus

and this we all quasi-elasti sattering.

Exerise 4.2.3. Invert the relation (4.2.4) derived earlier to provide a formula

for the mass as a funtion of the eletron energies and sattering angle. Thus,

alulate the masses orresponding to the two peaks and dedue that their origins

really are elasti sattering o� a free proton and an oxygen nuleus.
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We have already seen that the Fermi-gas model makes rather preise predi-

tions: the nuleons sit in a potential well of approximate depth 40MeV with a

Fermi level orresponding to a momentum of the order of 250MeV. The depth of

the well represents the energy that must be supplied above and beyond the kin-

ematial needs while the Fermi motion will ause smearing of the entre�of�mass

energy leading to a broadening of the �nal-state spetrum. Let us now examine in

detail how this works. The proess we wish to study then has now a three-body

�nal state, see Fig. 4.11. We begin by de�ning ν :=Ee−E ′
e, the energy transfer in

reoil

nuleus

e−
e−

γ∗

ejeted

proton

Figure 4.11: A shemati view of quasi-elasti sattering.

the laboratory frame. It is then a simple exerise to show that

ν =
|q2|
2M

+ V0 +
2|q||P | cosα

2M
, (4.2.31)

where α is the angle between the vetors q and P (note that q2<0).

Exerise 4.2.4. Derive the above expression for the energy transfer ν.

Now, assuming the initial momentum P to be distributed uniformly inside the

Fermi sphere, we an evaluate 〈ν〉 and σν :

〈ν〉 = 2π

∫ p
F

0

P 2d|P |
∫ 1

−1

dcosα

[
q2

2M
+ V0 +

2|q||P | cosα
2M

]/[
4πp3

F

3

]

=
q2

2M
+ V0 (4.2.32)

and

σν ≡
√
〈ν2−〈ν〉2〉 = q

M

√
〈P 2〉 × 〈cos2α〉 = q

M

√
1
3
〈P 2〉

=
1√
5

qp
F

M
, (4.2.33)

where we have used the result (for a uniform momentum distribution) 〈P 2〉= 3
5
p2
F

.

Exerise 4.2.5. From the peak position and width as shown in Fig. 4.10, estimate

the values of p
F

and V0.
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We should now omment on the impliit approximation made here: the fat

that the ross-setion may be alulated as though the nuleons (or protons in

this ase) were free inside the nulear volume is not entirely trivial. If the struk

partile were bound inside a potential well with strong spatial dependene then it

would be permanently subjet to fores that should be added to those operating

during the sattering proess. However, the data lead to a piture in whih the

nuleons sit in a potential well with a �at bottom (i.e., they are not subjet to any

fores exept for the brief moments in whih they make ontat with the boundary

of the nuleus) and thus we are justi�ed in making what is known as the impulse

approximation.

It is perhaps also worth mentioning that the same approximation is used in

desribing the sattering of eletrons of single quarks inside the nuleon (a proess

known as deeply inelasti sattering). In this ase the struk quark does not atu-

ally materialise as a free partile in the laboratory owing to the absolute on�ning

e�et of a string-like interation. Nevertheless, alulations (�rst performed by

Feynman) in the impulse approximation desribe the data perfetly well. In this

ase the explanation is not the triviality of the potential but a phenomenon known

as asymptoti freedom.

∗
Aording to this property of QCD, the strength of the

interation dereases with inreasing energy sale or, equivalently, at short dis-

tanes. Thus, provided the energy of the probe is su�iently large, then the time

and distane sales beome suh that the struk quark an interat only weakly

with the parent nuleon.

4.3 The nuleon�nuleon interation

To study the nuleon�nuleon interation or potential, we have aess to two dif-

ferent types of systems, both with important limitations however:

(i) bound states

in the ase of the nulear interation there exists only one two-body bound

state, namely the deuteron ( D21 );

(ii) nuleon�nuleon sattering

the target an only onsist of single protons while the projetile may be either

a proton or neutron; so we may aess the pp and pn potentials but not nn.

While the underlying theory for the strong interation (QCD) does not allow

us to alulate the nuleon�nuleon interation from �rst priniples or, e.g., the

∗
The 2004 Nobel prize for physis was awarded to Gross, Politzer and Wilzek �for the disovery

of asymptoti freedom in the theory of the strong interation.� The work of Gross and Wilzek

(1973) and, independently, of Politzer (1973) marks the e�etive birth of QCD as the theory of

strong interations.
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bound state of two nuleons (the deuteron), we an desribe suh an interation via

a model using our basi knowledge of quantum mehanis. We shall �rst examine

the ase of a bound state using a model potential and then show how we an

desribe simple low-energy nuleon�nuleon sattering.

4.3.1 The deuteron

The deuteron may be onsidered as the nulear equivalent of the hydrogen atom or,

better still, positronium in QED. A question immediately arises: why is there only

one bound state, pn, and neither of the other two possibilities, pp ( He2
2 ) or nn?

Note that, from the study of larger nulei, we know that the potential is attrative

and of equal strength between both nuleon speies. We shall see that the answer

lies in the omplete quantum-mehanial desription of fermion�fermion bound

states.

Properties of the deuteron � data

Let us begin then with a list of (stati) properties and parameters pertaining to

the deuteron.

Binding energy: The deuteron is a relatively weakly bound nulear state; that

is, EB =2.22452(20)MeV (reall that the number in parenthesis represents the

experimental error in the last signi�ant �gures quoted). The binding energy per

nuleon is thus a little over 1.1MeV, to be ompared to that of, e.g., He4
, whih

is approximately 7MeV. Indeed, the fusion of two deuterons to form a helium

nuleus releases around 24MeV.
Measurement of the binding energy (or equivalently mass) may be performed

via study of the formation and/or deay proesses:

∗

p+ n
apture

−−−−⇀↽−−−−
photodisintegration

D21 +γ

|→ E
kin

≃ EB. (4.3.1)

A typial experimental setup might be as shown in Fig. 4.12. The quartz rystal

exploits the standard property of Bragg refration: 2dsinβ=nλ, where d is the

separation of the rystal planes, β the inident and di�rated angle with respet

to the rystal planes and n is an integer.

∗
N.B. To be preise, E

kin

=EB−E
reoil

, where in this ase E
reoil

is of order 1keV and may

therefore be negleted.
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Figure 4.12: A typial experimental setup for measuring the deuteron binding energy.

Exerise 4.3.1. For an initial �exited� deuteron nuleus of mass M∗
say (M∗=

mp+mn), alulate the photon energy Eγ in terms of the �nal deuteron mass MD

and the total energy release Q=M∗−MD.

Spin�parity: Via the study of resonane bands (optial, radio and mirowave

frequenies), the spin is easily dedued: J =1. From the parities of the �nal states

in deay proess the intrinsi parity is found to be P =+. Put together, we have
then JP =1+ (to be ompared with, e.g., the photon JP

γ =1−).

Isotopi spin: The isotopi-spin (or isospin) assignment of the deuteron is I=0.
Sine it is omposed of a proton and a neutron (both having isospin one-half) the

possibilities a priori are either 0 or 1.

Magneti moment: The most preise measurement of the deuteron magneti

moment is best reported in relation to that of the proton:

µ
D

µ
p

= 0.307012192(15). (4.3.2)

The omparison that is most informative is however between the single moments

(in units of the nulear magneton µN):

µ
p

≃ 2.792847356 µN

µ
n

≃ −1.91304273 µN

µ
p

+ µ
n

≃ 0.87980463 µN,

µ
D

≃ 0.857393 µN

(4.3.3)

where the di�erene, while small, is signi�ant.

Eletri quadrupole moment: The eletri quadrupole moment of the deu-

teron is Q=0.00286±0.00015 eb (where e is the harge of the proton). This is
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possible even for a system omposed of one harged and one neutral partile, sine

the omponents themselves are also omposite and have a highly non-trivial in-

ternal struture (as witnessed by the non-zero magneti moment of the neutron).

Radius: The radius of the deuteron is approximately 2.1 fm, whih should be

ompared to that of a single proton or neutron (∼0.8 fm) and other small nulei

suh as He4
(∼1.7 fm). Suh a relatively large size again suggests a loosely bound

system.

Properties of the deuteron � theoretial dedutions

From the previously listed physial properties of the deuteron we an make a series

of theoretial dedutions as to its nature. From the spin�parity assignment JP =1+

and the magneti moment µ
D

≃µ
p

+µ
n

, we an immediately infer the orbital and

spin struture of the proton�neutron pair.

First of all, the parity of suh a omposite objet is given by the produt of

the parities of its omponents (inluding the spatial wave-funtion). That is,

ψD = ψp ψn ψ(xpn), (4.3.4)

where ψp,n are the wave-funtions desribing the internal struture of the proton

and neutron, and ψ(xpn) desribes their relative spatial motion. And so

PD = Pp Pn P
spatial

, (4.3.5)

where Pp,n are the intrinsi parities of the proton and neutron, and P
spatial

is

the parity of the spatial wave-funtion. Now, from the Dira equation we know

that fermion and antifermions have opposite intrinsi parity and by onvention we

hoose to assign even parity to fermions and odd parity to their antipartiles. In

any ase, here we have two fermions and so PpPn=+. Sine PD=+, this then
implies that P

spatial

=+ too.

From the solution of the Shrödinger equation for a two-body system we know

that P
spatial

=(−)L, where L is the orbital angular momentum quantum number.

Thus, Lmust be even here. That is, the most probable spatial state of the deuteron

is an s-wave although some small admixture of d-wave might be possible.

Indeed, if we now onsider that the deuteron magneti moment almost orres-

ponds to the sum of the proton and neutron moments, then we see that the spins

of the two nuleons must be aligned and the total spin S will be unity, to whih

should be added the orbital angular momentum L=0,2,... . For L=0 there is then
only one possibility: J =1 while in the ase L=2 there two: J =1 or 3. Clearly

then, both L=0 and 2 are possible. Indeed, the presene of a small admixture of
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d-wave would explain the magneti moment: the d-wave still has the two nuleon

spins aligned but they are overall anti-aligned with the total spin of the deuteron

and therefore partially anel the ontribution to the magneti moment. A nu-

merial estimate of the ontribution would suggest that deuteron is approximately

4% d-wave. Suh a value is also onsistent with the quadrupole measurement.

The deuteron � theory

The two-body Shrödinger equation: We have still to understand the ques-

tion of the observed number of nuleon�nuleon bound states (just one, the deu-

teron). To do so we shall need to examine in some detail the quantum mehanial

desription of nuleon�nuleon systems. We start then from the redued time-

independent Shrödinger equation for a two-body system:

E ψ(x) = − ~
2

2m
∇

2ψ(x) + V (x)ψ(x). (4.3.6)

where, reall, m is the redued mass m=m1m2/(m1+m2), whih in this ase is

approximately half that of the nuleon. Here the wave-funtion only refers to the

relative position; the full wave-funtion is Ψ(x,x
CM

)=ψ(x)ψ
CM

(x
CM

), where x is

the relative position of the two nuleons and x
CM

of the entre�of�mass system.

Now, while we know that the ground-state energy is E=−2.225MeV, we do

not know the form of the potential V (x), whih may also be a funtion of S, L
et. We may however assume that to a reasonable approximation the potential is

spherially symmetri, so that V (x)→V (r), r is then just the distane between the
entres of the two nuleons, and the Shrödinger equation may be separated into

radial and angular parts via a orresponding fatorisation of the wave-funtion:

ψ(x) =
ul(r)

r
Ylm(θ, φ). (4.3.7)

The equation for the radial part is then

0 =
d2ul(r)

dr2
+

2m

~
2

[
E − V (r)− l(l + 1)~2

2mr2

]
ul(r). (4.3.8)

We see that there is an e�etive ontribution to the potential from the orbital

angular momentum, whih is often alled the entrifugal potential:

V (r) =
l(l + 1)~2

2mr2
= 1

2

〈L2〉
I

, (4.3.9)

whih is just the energy assoiated with the orresponding lassial orbital angular
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momentum. This is equivalent to an e�etive repulsive fore for l >0, thus justify-
ing the assumption that the ground-state orresponds to l=0 (assuming V to be

spherially symmetri).

We an onstrut a simple model for the nuleon�nuleon potential, whih

should ontain the important details, as a �nite-depth well with a hard-ore repuls-

ive fore representing the �nite and impenetrable size of the nuleons themselves.

The radial diretion is divided into three regions:

V (r)

0
−EB

−V0

∞

r

bc

Figure 4.13: A model potential well for the nuleon�nuleon interation in the deuteron

and other possible two-nuleon systems. The region 0<r<c (r is the distane between

the entres of the two nuleons) represents a hard ore and the well, of depth V0, lies in

the region c<r<c+b.

(I ) 0<r<c � here the potential is in�nite, thus desribing the hard impenetrable

ore of the nuleons themselves;

(II ) c<r<c+b � the well is �at of depth V0;

(III ) c+b<r � outside the �nite range of the strong nulear interation the po-

tential is immediately zero.

The form of the radial wave-funtion in eah region is then easy to write down:

(I ) u(r)=0;

(II ) u(r)=e± ikr
, with k=

√
2m(V0−EB)/~;

(III ) u(r)=e−κr
, with κ=

√
2mEB/~.

Continuity of the wave-funtion and its �rst derivative at the boundary then leads

to the following relation between k and κ:

k cot kb = κ. (4.3.10)
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In region (II ) we have u(r)=Asink(r−c) and in (III ) u(r)=Bexp(−κr), where
the oe�ients A and B are �xed by the overall normalisation and the ontinuity

ondition Asinkb=Bexp
(
−κ(b+c)

)
.

There are thus three free parameters that must be �xed by experimental obser-

vation: b, c, V0; a fourth EB is the eigenvalue orresponding to the known binding

energy in the ase of the deuteron. From high-energy sattering we �nd c≃0.4 fm.

The wave-funtion above may be used to alulate the mean-square radius of the

deuteron:

〈r2D〉 =
∫

d3x r2 |ψ(x)|2

=

∫
dr r2 |u(r)|2

=
1

8κ2
− 1

8k2
+

(2c+ b)(1 + κb)

8κ
+
c2

4
+

κb3

24(1 + κb)
+ 〈r2N〉, (4.3.11)

where the last term takes into aount the �nite nuleon size: 〈r2N〉
1/2≃0.8 fm. Now,

sine V0≫EB, we �nd that the �rst term dominates while the seond is deidedly

small. Taking V0≃40MeV and b≃1.9 fm gives 〈r2D〉
1/2≃2.2 fm, whih is lose but

not equal to the experimental value of 2.1 fm. Enforing the experimental value,

leads to V0≃73MeV and b≃1.3 fm, whih is rather too deep. We note �nally that

in three dimensions suh a potential well has a ritial minimum depth V
min

, suh

that for V0<Vmin

there are no bound-state solutions and for only slightly deeper

wells there will just a single bound state. We thus begin to understand the pauity

of nuleon�nuleon bound states�indeed, for the possible parameter sets listed,

we do �nd just the one, ground-state, solution.

Spin dependene: We have already observed that the only known bound two-

nuleon state has J =1. It should be stressed, however, that the non-existene

of J =0 states does not neessarily imply that the overall nulear fore is not

attrative in suh ases; it simply requires EB≤0, a negative binding energy. Now,
the ondition EB =0 is equivalent to kb=π/2 and V0=K=~

2k2/2m, the kineti

energy inside the well. This in turn implies then that to avoid bound states, we

require

V0b
2 ≤ 102 MeV · fm2. (4.3.12)

So that, in fat, it is su�ient that there be some extra ontribution that redues

the e�etive potential depth. Suh an extra ontribution may easily arise from an

appreiable spin�spin interation between the two nuleons. The known state has

spins parallel and therefore we may dedue that the fore is attrative in this ase

and repulsive for the antiparallel ase.
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Now, we have still not ompletely explained the absene of He2
2 and ?20 . Note

however, that in both ases the nuleons involved are idential (the system is

either pp or nn respetively) and therefore the Pauli exlusion priniple requires

that the overall wave-funtion be antisymmetri. The s-wave spatial state (or

L=0) is symmetri and therefore the antisymmetry must ome from the spin

part. This then onstrains the two nuleons to ombine into a singlet (or spin

zero) ombination, whih, as we have just hypothesised, presumably leads to a

repulsive ontribution to the potential and therefore no bound state.

4.3.2 Nuleon�nuleon sattering

Partial-wave expansion

In order to obtain further information on the nuleon�nuleon interation, we must

resort to sattering experiments. Here we shall use the method of partial waves,

whih is, in general, useful for studying low-energy sattering. Reall one again

that a two-body proess may be ast into the form of a Shrödinger equation

for a single partile sattering o� a �xed potential, where the oordinate is the

separation of the two partiles and the mass used is again the redued mass,

whih in this ase will be approximately half the nuleon mass.

The initial state is a free partile in motion along the beam diretion with

energy E and momentum p and therefore may be represented naturally as a plane

wave in, say, the z diretion:

ψ
in

(x, t) = e i (kz−ωt), (4.3.13)

with frequeny ω=E/~ and wave-number k=p/~. Sine the sattering will be

assumed elasti (i.e. E
in

=E
out

), the time dependene will be the same in all ases

and is therefore irrelevant. We shall hene just onsider

u
in

(x) = e ikz = e ikr cos θ

=
∞∑

l=0

i l
√

4π(2l + 1) jl(kr) Ylm(θ)
∣∣
m=0

. (4.3.14)

The funtions jl(kr)Yl0(θ) represent the set of Bessel (jl) funtions
∗
and spherial-

harmoni (Ylm) solutions to the free-partile Shrödinger equation and the sum

is just the expansion of a plane-wave solution over suh a basis set. Note that

the simpli�ation m=0 is obtained by hoosing the z-axis (the beam diretion)

as the angular-momentum quantisation axis. Thus, sine the motion is along the

∗
Reall that there is another set of possible solutions, using the so-alled Neumann funtions

nl(kr). These are however singular at the origin and so are automatially exluded here.
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z diretion (and there is therefore no motion in the plane normal to ẑ), there an
be no orbital angular momentum projetion along the z diretion and hene only

the m=0 spherial waves ontribute.

The use of suh a basis set is an important simpli�ation onsidering the on-

servation of angular momentum impliit in a spherially symmetri potential sat-

tering. If we study the sattering funtions wave�by�wave, then the oe�ient of

eah ontribution must remain unaltered in magnitude and may thus hange by

at most an imaginary phase. This ondition is known as �partial-wave unitarity�.

Now, although the presene of an in�nite sum would appear to render alu-

lation somewhat di�ult, onsideration of the atual physial system will allow

us an important simpli�ation. We are interested in low-energy sattering, say

E
lab

∼100MeV, and we also know that the nulear interation has a �nite range of

around 1 fm, whih is then e�etively the upper limit to the typial impat para-

meter b. These two values plae an upper limit on the angular momentum that may

be generated between the target and projetile. A kineti energy of, say, 10MeV
implies a momentum equivalent (using the redued mass) of about 100MeV/c. The
maximum orbital angular momentum is just the produt of this with the maximum

impat parameter just given. We thus obtain the limit |L|<∼ 100MeV/c · fm, whih

is only ∼0.5 in units of ~. In other words, in most ases of interest only the s-wave
atually ontributes appreiably and the sum is e�etively trunated very early. Of

ourse, for higher energies the limit is higher: E
kin

=100GeV leads to |L|<∼ 500~.
Partial-wave analysis is very useful in low-energy (nulear) studies but entirely

impratiable for modern-day high-energy physis (unless, that is, the form of the

interation in question does not enfore, say, purely s-wave sattering).
We shall now make a rather informal derivation of the so-alled partial-wave

expansion formula. Restriting our attention for the moment to l=0, the part of
the unperturbed wave-funtion that ontributes is just

u0(r) =
sin kr

kr
=

e ikr− e− ikr

2ikr
. (4.3.15)

The two terms in this expression have a partiular interpretation: reinstating the

temporal dependene e− iωt
, we see that the �rst represents an outgoing spher-

ial wave while the seond is inoming. We now wish to alulate the e�et of

�swithing on� a �nite-range spherially symmetri (or entral) sattering poten-

tial. Clearly, only the outgoing wave has atually �seen� the potential (naturally

plaed at the origin) and moreover �ux onservation implies that its ation an-

not hange the magnitude of its oe�ient. Therefore, the only e�et an be to

introdue a phase-shift into the outgoing wave, thus far outside the range R of the
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sattering potential we may write

u0(r)
V 6=0−−→ e i (kr+2δ0)− e− ikr

2ikr
, (4.3.16)

where the fator 2 multiplying the phase-shift δ0 is for later onveniene. Note that
δ0 will in general be a funtion of energy. Note also that the new wave-funtion

too is a solution of the Shrödinger equation for a free partile outside the range of

the sattering potential. Note too the k annot hange as the sattering is elasti.

The di�erene between these two solutions is then just the sattered wave:

u
satt

(r) =
e i (kr+2δ0)− e ikr

2ikr
= sin δ0

e i (kr+δ0)

kr
. (4.3.17)

Thus, in the presene of the sattering potential, but far outside its range (i.e. for

r≫R), the full solution to the Shrödinger equation is of the form

u(x)
r→∞−−−→ e ik·x+f(θ, φ)

e ikr

r
, (4.3.18)

where θ and φ are the polar sattering angles with respet to k, whih we have

taken to be along the z-axis, while r= |x|. That is, we have the original inident
plane wave (the �rst term) plus an outgoing spherial wave entred on the origin

(the seond term), with possible angular modulation f(θ,φ).
Now, to alulate the partial-wave ross-setion σ0 we need the ratio between

the inoming �ux and that sattered. The sattered �ux may be alulated via the

standard quantum mehanial formula, or more simply as the density multiplied

by the veloity. The total sattered �ux (integrating over the surfae of a sphere

of radius r) is thus

Φ
tot

satt

= |u
satt

|2 · v · 4πr2 =

[
sin δ0
kr

]2
v · 4πr2 = 4πv

sin2 δ0

k2
, (4.3.19)

where we have exploited the angular independene of s-wave sattering. Adopting
the same normalisation, the inident �ux is just v. And so the s-wave partial

ross-setion is

σ0 = 4π
sin2 δ0

k2
. (4.3.20)

Moreover, sine s-wave sattering is isotropi, we an write

dσ0
dΩ

=
sin2 δ0

k2
. (4.3.21)
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Exerise 4.3.2. Derive the above formulæ using the standard form in quantum

mehanis of the urrent density for a given wave-funtion.

For the general partial wave l, the angular dependene is enoded in the full

Bessel and spherial harmoni funtions giving the expansion

u(x) =
∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1)i ℓ
1

2ikr

[
e+i(kr− 1

2
ℓπ+2δℓ)− e+i(kr− 1

2
ℓπ)
]
Pℓ(cos θ), (4.3.22)

where reall θ is the entre�of�mass sattering angle and Pl are the Legendre

polynomials; moreover, i ℓ≡ e i
1

2
ℓπ
. We thus obtain

f(θ, φ) =
1

k

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1) e iδℓ sin δℓ Pℓ(cos θ) (4.3.23)

and therefore

dσl
dΩ

= (2l + 1)
sin2 δl

k2
∣∣Pl(cos θ)

∣∣2. (4.3.24)

In the ase of s-wave sattering, transformation to the laboratory frame gives

dσ0
dΩ

lab

=
sin2 δ0

k2
4 cos θ

lab

. (4.3.25)

Exerise 4.3.3. Derive expliitly the laboratory-frame expression for the s-wave
partial ross-setion.

Hint: show that for equal-mass partiles θ=2θ
lab

.

Con�rm moreover that whereas the di�erential ross-setion is di�erent in the two

frames, its total integral is invariant, as it should be.

The partial-wave expansion formula provides then an e�etive and onvenient

parametrisation of low-energy elasti sattering ross-setions. For eah partial

wave there is just one parameter, the phase-shift δl(E), whih enters as preisely

a shift in the imaginary phase of the wave-funtion (owing to the presene of a

perturbing potential. If therefore, as we have seen, only a very limited number

of partial waves an ontribute, only a limited number of parameters is neessary.

Note moreover, from Eq. (4.3.21), that δl also determines the modulation of the

partial ontribution via the oe�ient sinδl in the partial amplitude.

Going bak to our model for the deuteron, we an examine the solutions for

the positive energy ase E>0 (i.e. a free-partile). The form of the radial wave-

funtion in eah region is now:
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(I ) u(r)=0;

(II ) u(r)=e± ikr
, with k=

√
2m(V0+E)/~;

(III ) u(r)=e± iκr
, with κ=

√
2mE/~.

In region (II ) we have u(r)=Asink(r−c) and in (III ) u(r)=B sin(κr+δ0),
where again the oe�ients A and B are �xed by the overall normalisation and

the ontinuity ondition at the boundary. Continuity of the derivative leads to the

following relation between k and κ:

k cot kb = κ cot[κ(c+ b) + δ0]. (4.3.26)

By solving this equation for δ0 (as a funtion of E) and using the values of the

parameters given, we an alulate the partial-wave ross-setion for s-wave sat-
tering, see Fig. 4.14. For E

lab

>∼ 5MeV the agreement is very good, but for lower

Figure 4.14: Plots of the experimental (solid urve) and theoretial (dashed urve)

ross-setions for np sattering as a funtion of neutron energy E
lab

.

energies the theoretial urve is systematially lower than the data.

The di�erene is easily explained. The data used to �x the parameters here

ome from the study of the deuteron, whih, we reall, is a spin-one ombination of

the two nuleon spins (i.e. a spin triplet state). However in a sattering proess all

spin ombinations may and indeed do ontribute. The multipliity is, as always,

2j+1 and so there are three spin-one ombinations and just one for spin-zero
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(singlet). The physial sattering ross-setion is then a weighted superposition:

σexpt = 1
4
σspin-00 + 3

4
σspin-10 . (4.3.27)

Evidently then, we may dedue that at lower energies the spin-zero potential is

stronger than that of the spin-one state.

Sattering lengths

We are examining the ase of low-energy sattering, where the partial-wave ex-

pansion is partiularly useful owing to the natural simpli�ations in this limit.

So, let us now onsider the extreme ase of so-alled threshold sattering, i.e. the

zero-energy or in�nite wave-length limit. For E→0, κ→0 and l=0, outside the
nuleon radius (r>R= b+c) the radial part of the Shrödinger equation redues

to

d2u(r)

dr2
= 0, (4.3.28)

to whih the solution is simply

u(r) ∝ (r − a0), (4.3.29)

i.e. a straight line. Consider then the limit of suh a wave form as κ→0, or
equivalently λ→∞:

u(r) ∝ lim
κ→0

sin(κr + δ0). (4.3.30)

To eliminate the unknown onstant of proportionality, onsider the normalised

derivative ratio (the prime denotes the spatial derivative):

u′(r)

u(r)
= κ cot(κr + δ0),

whih, from Eq. (4.3.29), must also give

κ→0−−→ 1

r − a0
. (4.3.31)

Note that, sine we are dealing with the solution outside the potential well, the

boundary ondition at the origin annot be applied and thus a0 is not yet determ-

ined. However, in order to determine the onstant a0, we may take r with any

value; it is most onvenient to hoose r=0 and thus

lim
κ→0

κ cot δ0 = − 1

a0
. (4.3.32)
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The parameter a0 is known as the sattering length. Now, we have that

σ0 = 4π
sin2 δ0

κ2
= 4π

1

κ2| cot δ0 − i |2
. (4.3.33)

In the limit we therefore �nd

lim
κ→0

σ0 = 4πa20. (4.3.34)

One might imagine that sine a0 has dimensions of a length that its magnitude

should be roughly determined by the range R of the potential, espeially sine it

seems to be equivalent to a size of the e�etive sattering entre. However, it turns

out that, in general, no suh relation exists and that in the ase of an attrative

potential a0 may even be orders of magnitude larger than R. Let us now try to give

a physial meaning to a0. From the de�nition (4.3.29), it is lear that a0 is none
other than the interept of the limiting straight-line tangent to the wave-funtion

outside the well region in the ase E→0, see Fig. 4.15.
Indeed, from Fig. 4.15a, we see that in the spei� ase of a repulsive potential

the interept must fall inside the potential region and therefore a0<R. However,
the other two �gures demonstrate the ases of attrative potentials without and

with bound states respetively. To understand this behaviour, onsider �rst the

ase of a non-binding potential well: the wave-funtion an have no nodes inside

or outside the well and therefore must have positive slope at the outside boundary.

Thus, a non-binding potential is haraterised by a negative sattering length.

Now, imagine inreasing the depth of the well: the urvature of the wave-

funtion will inrease, the slope will derease and thus (the negative) a0 will grow
in magnitude until it reahes the limiting point of zero slope. This situation

orresponds preisely to a well depth that supports just a single bound state with

zero binding energy. Heneforth, as the well depth inreases, sine u(r) must

tend monotonially to zero as r→∞, u(r) and u′(r) will always have opposite

signs at the boundary and thus the slope there will always be suh that a0≥R.
The behaviour at the point where a0 beomes in�nite (or, rather, ill-de�ned) an

be understood as a resonane ondition (we shall examine this problem in detail

shortly): the energy of the orresponding bound state is zero, as too is the energy

of the inident partile in the k→0 limit. Thus, it is possible for the partile to

atually beome trapped by the sattering potential.

The onnetion between the sattering length and the bound-state energy an

be made more quantitative. Examining Fig. 4.15 for the ase V0<0, we see that
if a0 is large and positive then, sine e−κr

is also approximately a straight line just

outside the potential range (i.e. for r>∼R), it is very similar to u(r)∝ r−a and

e−κr
, with κ≃0, is indeed the wave-funtion for a bound state of energy E=0−
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V (r)

r

u(r)

|a0|

(a)

V (r)

r

u(r)

|a0|

(b)

V (r)

r

u(r)

|a0|

()

Figure 4.15: A geometri desription of the sattering length as the interept of the

limiting straight-line behaviour outside the potential range for k→0, for: (a) a repuls-

ive potential, (b) an attrative potential that does not support bound states and () a

potential that supports at least one bound state.

for r>R. Now, the wave-funtion inside for the two ases E=0+ (zero-energy

sattering) and E=0− (bound state of zero binding energy) are very similar sine

in both ases the wave-number k is determined by the equation

k =

√
2m(E − V0)

~
≃
√
2m|V0|
~

. (4.3.35)

Mathing the logarithmi derivatives for the two ases (bound state and threshold
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sattering), we have

− κ e−κr

e−κr

∣∣∣∣
r=R

=
1

r − a0

∣∣∣∣
r=R

, (4.3.36)

whih for a0≫R leads to

κ ≃ 1

a0
(4.3.37)

Now, sine the binding energy B is given by

B =
~
2κ2

2m
≃ ~

2

2ma20
, (4.3.38)

we therefore have a diret onnetion between the sattering length a0 and the

energy level of the bound state. In other words, providing a0≫R, it is possible
to diretly dedue the binding energy (for a weakly bound state) by performing

sattering measurements at very low energies.

Moreover, it an be shown that in general, for k→0,

δl ∼ nl π − al k2l+1 + cl k
2l+3, (4.3.39)

where we have expliitly taken into aount the general ambiguity in δl up to

additive fators of integer multiples of π. Indeed, it an also be shown (Levinson's

theorem) that the integer nl is just the number of bound states that the potential

supports for a given angular momentum l. The low-energy expansion of cotδ0 then
beomes

k cot δ0
k→0−−→ − 1

a0
+
r0k

2

2
, (4.3.40)

where a0 has the same meaning as before and the new onstant r0 introdued is

known as the e�etive range�one an show that it roughly orresponds to the

distane at whih the potential beomes small. The limiting zero-energy s-wave
ross-setion now beomes

σ
tot

0 = 4π lim
k→0

∣∣∣∣
1

k cot δ0 − ik

∣∣∣∣
2

≃ 4πa20(
1− 1

2
r0k

2a0
)2

+ k2a20
. (4.3.41)

4.3.3 The optial theorem

We an now provide a simpli�ed proof of a very important and general theorem

in sattering. Let us �rst alulate the total ross-setion:

σtot =

∫
dΩ

dσ

dΩ
=

∫
dΩ

∣∣f(θ, φ)
∣∣2
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=

∫
dΩ

∣∣∣∣∣
1

k

∞∑

l=0

(2l + 1) e iδl sin δl Pl(cos θ)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

,

whih, using the orthonormality of the Legendre polynomials, redues to

=
4π

k2

∞∑

l=0

(2l + 1) sin2 δl. (4.3.42)

Consider now the forward amplitude, i.e. for θ=0 (or cosθ=1):

f(0) =
1

k

∞∑

l=0

(2l + 1) e iδl sin δl, (4.3.43)

where we have used the fat that Pl(1)=1 for all l. The imaginary part of this

last expression is just the total ross-setion (4.3.42), up to a fator 4π/k, thus

σtot =
4π

k
Im f(0). (4.3.44)

This result is preisely the optial theorem: the total ross-setion is propor-

tional to the forward sattering amplitude. Its validity atually extends far beyond

the simple proof given here and does not, for example depend on a non-relativisti

approah nor indeed on the partial-wave expansion.

There is an apparent ontradition here: the left-hand side is, by de�nition,

proportional to an amplitude squared while the right-hand side is linear in the

amplitude. This may be reoniled by arefully onsidering the physial origin

of a sattering ross-setion. In Eq. (4.3.18) we see that the general form of the

wave-funtion is a sum of two terms:

u(x) ∝ e ik·x +f(θ, φ)
e ikr

r
. (4.3.45)

Now, the �ux loss in the forward diretion (whih is learly proportional to the

total ross-setion) must be due to the interferene between these two terms (to see

this, onsider the di�erene in �ux along the z-axis between points before and after

the sattering entre) and thus is indeed linear in f(θ,φ). In fat, if we perform

the alulation in this way, it beomes lear that the theorem is very general and

holds even in the presene of inelasti sattering (or absorption). As one might

imagine, the expression optial theorem is borrowed from lassial optis, where

the orresponding phenomenon has long been well known: a bright entral spot is

seen behind a blak dis di�rating a light soure of suitable wavelength (Sellmeier,
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1871; Rayleigh, 1871).

Exerise 4.3.4. Derive the optial theorem using the approah outlined above, i.e.

by onsidering the total �ux along the z axis.

4.4 Resonanes and the Breit�Wigner form

4.4.1 Resonanes in lassial mehanis

In lassial mehanis the equation of motion for a fored osillator subjet to

frition is

mẍ+ γẋ+ kx = F cosωt, (4.4.1)

De�ning the natural frequeny of the osillator as ω0 :=
√
k/m, the solution is

x = x0 cos(ωt+ φ0), (4.4.2)

where the phase φ0 is given by

tanφ0 =
−γω

m(ω2 − ω2
0)

(4.4.3)

and the osillation amplitude is

x0 =
F

[m2(ω2 − ω2
0)

2 + γ2ω2]
1/2
. (4.4.4)

The total energy of the osillator is thus

E =
kF 2

[m2(ω2 − ω2
0)

2 + γ2ω2]
. (4.4.5)

Notie how the presene of dissipation (in the form of frition, γ 6=0) tames the

otherwise divergent behaviour for ω=ω0.

4.4.2 Breit�Wigner resonanes in quantum mehanis

A similar behaviour ours in quantum mehanis for the prodution of interme-

diate so-alled resonant (virtual and unstable) states when the natural energy of

the resonant state is near the atual energy of the system. A formal desription

may be given by onsidering the variation of phase shifts in the partial-wave de-

omposition of sattering amplitudes. We shall start from the standard form of
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the sattering amplitude in quantum mehanis, taken for some partiular partial

wave l:

fl =
~

2ip
(2l + 1)

[
al e

2iδl −1
]
Pl(cos θ), (4.4.6)

where p is the entre�of�mass initial-state momentum, al is the amplitude of the

of the l-th sattered partial wave (l is just the quantum number for the orbital

angular momentum involved) and δl is the phase-shift, whih ontains all relevant

information on the sattering potential.

In the purely elasti ase with no absorption (i.e. al=1; al<1 implies absorp-

tion) the orresponding partial ross-setion is then

σ
el

=
π~2

p2
(2l + 1)

∣∣∣e2iδl −1
∣∣∣
2

. (4.4.7)

This expression has a maximum whenever δl(E)=(n+ 1
2
)π with n integer. The

maximum value is

σ
el

= (2l + 1)
4π~2

p2
. (4.4.8)

Note that for the ase of total absorption (i.e. al=0), the ross-setion is just a

quarter of this and does not depend on δl.
Experimentally, ross-setions are often observed with a well-pronouned peak

at some partiular entre�of�mass energy. The question then is how to desribe

suh e�ets in the absene of a omplete theory of the interation involved. From

the above formula, we see that if the ross-setion attains a maximum at some

energy for some partial wave, then the orresponding phase-shift evidently passes

through a value (n+ 1
2
)π, so that cotδl passes through a zero. Now, the only

independent variable for eah individual partial wave is the entre�of�mass energy

(the angular dependene is already enoded into the spherial harmonis) so eah

phase-shift δl an only be a funtion of E. One thus says that those energies for

whih δl=(n+ 1
2
)π, for whih the ross-setion is therefore maximal, orrespond

to resonanes. If we assume that suh resonanes are su�iently well separated

from eah other then, for any given (resonant) energy, only one dominates the

ross-setion. It is instrutive to study the behaviour of the amplitude in the

neighbourhood of suh a point, E≈E0 say.

The identity (already enountered)

e2iδ−1
2i

≡ 1

cot δ − i
(4.4.9)
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may be used to rewrite the elasti partial-wave amplitude as

fl =
~/p

(cot δl − i )
(2l + 1)Pl(cos θ). (4.4.10)

At the resonane we have cotδl=0 and we may therefore perform a Taylor expan-

sion about this point in the energy E. Retaining only the leading term, linear in

E−E0, we may write

cot δl(E) ≃ −
2

Γ
(E − E0), (4.4.11)

where the hoie of sign is onventional. Suppose now that the phase-shift grows

with energy in the neighbourhood of the resonane. Therefore, cotδl(E) dereases
and the parameter Γ introdued above is positive. Inserting this into Eq. (4.4.10)

one obtains the standard Breit�Wigner (BW) form for the amplitude:

fl(E) ≃ −
~

p

Γ/2

(E − E0)− iΓ/2
(2l + 1)Pl(cos θ). (4.4.12)

And the elasti ross-setion then beomes

σl ≃
4π~2

p2
(2l + 1)

(Γ/2)2

(E −E0)
2 + (Γ/2)2

. (4.4.13)

More simply, we may rewrite this as

σl ≃ σ
max

(Γ/2)2

(E − E0)
2 + (Γ/2)2

. (4.4.14)

For any prodution proess that passes through a (well-isolated) resonant hannel,

one thus �nds that the spetrum or ross-setion takes the BW form shown in

Fig. 4.16 (Breit and Wigner, 1936). Note that, in pratie, the peak behaviour

is superimposed over the energy dependene of σ
max

, whih from Eq. (4.4.8) for

example, is typially a rapidly falling funtion of energy.

Finally, inluding the multipliity fators assoiated with spin states in the ase

of initial partiles of arbitrary spin, the BW approximation to the ross-setion for

partiles 1 and 2 sattering via formation of a resonane R may be expressed as

σR ≃
4π~2

p2
(2J + 1)

(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)

(Γ/2)2

(E − ER)
2 + (Γ/2)2

, (4.4.15)

where the denominators (2s1,2+1) provide the usual average over the initial-state

spins s1,2 and J is the spin of the resonane R. The possible multipliity fators

for any �nal-state spins are subsumed in the numerator Γ.
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0

1

0

E0

I(E)

E→

Figure 4.16: The standard Breit�Wigner resonane form; the underlying behaviour of

σ
max

has been fatored out.

4.4.3 Breit�Wigner resonanes in quantum �eld theory

We shall now try to motivate suh a form in partile physis without reourse to

detailed alulation. First, reall that for a metastable state the deay rate is the

inverse of the mean lifetime (up to fators of ~ and c): Γ= τ−1
. Note that here we

are not neessarily limited to disussing purely elasti proesses, the main aspet

is the resonant nature of the intermediate state. The probability density for the

deaying state then takes the following form:

P(t) ∝ e−Γt . (4.4.16)

In quantum mehanis this should simply be the squared modulus of the wave-

funtion desribing the state. A plausible form for the time dependene of the

wave-funtion is then

ψ(t) ∝ e− iEt e−
1

2
Γt = e− i(E− i 1

2
Γ)t . (4.4.17)

Considering a partile of physial mass m0 in its rest-frame, E may be replaed

by m0. Suh a wave-funtion is then seen to represent a state of omplex mass

m≡m0− iΓ/2.
If we now make the �nal plausible step of using this mass in the propagators ap-

pearing in any Feynman diagram where suh an unstable partile might propagate
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internally, we are led to the following substitution (assuming Γ≪m0):

1

p2 −m2 →
1

p2 −m2
0 + im0Γ

. (4.4.18)

One an show, by expliit alulation, that the e�et of the self-interation indued

by the deay hannel (i.e. the possibility of temporary spontaneous �utuations

into the deay �nal state) is preisely this. However, the full armoury of quantum

�eld theory is needed to attak suh a problem.

As an example, let us �nally examine the e�et of suh a substitution on the

interation probability of the proess e+e−→γ,Z0→µ+µ−
(see Fig. 4.17). At low-

γ,Z0

e−

e+

µ+

µ−

Figure 4.17: An example Feynman graph for the e+e−→µ+µ−
sattering proess.

Time runs from left to right while the vertial axis shematially represents the three

spatial oordinates.

est order in perturbation theory the propagator assoiated with the intermediate

Z0
state is normally:

1

q2 −m2
Z

, (4.4.19)

where qµ is the Z0
four-momentum and mZ its mass. Aording to the above

disussion, one should thus adopt the following form:

1

s−m2
Z + imZΓZ

, (4.4.20)

where use has been made of the Mandelstam variable

s ≡ (p1 + p2)
2 ≡ q2 ≡ E2

CM

. (4.4.21)

The interation probability is proportional to the modulus squared of the amp-

litude and thus we should really examine

∣∣∣∣
1

s−m2
Z + imZΓZ

∣∣∣∣
2

=
1

(s−m2
Z)

2 +m2
ZΓ

2
Z

. (4.4.22)
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Note one again that the presene of dispersion (in this ase partile deay) tames

a potential divergene for E
CM

=mZ . This also demonstrates that higher-order

orretions are not merely a theoretial luxury to be easily foregone. The form

shown in Eq. (4.4.22) is relevant for relativisti �eld-theory alulations; noting

that for energies near the pole mass (E
CM

∼mZ)

s−m2
Z = E2

CM

−m2
Z

= (E
CM

+mZ)(ECM

−mZ) ≃ 2mZ (E
CM

−mZ), (4.4.23)

one readily obtains the standard BW form:

∝ 1

(E
CM

−mZ)
2 + 1

4
Γ2
Z

. (4.4.24)

One further re�nement is neessary for greater preision in those ases where

the momenta of the outgoing partiles varies appreiably over the width Γ of the

resonane. Sine Γ may also be orretly interpreted as the deay rate, it will

depend on the event-by-event true energy of the intermediate resonane and thus

on the �nal-state momentum p (evaluated in the rest-frame). One an show, by

expliit alulation, that for a resonane of nominal mass M the generally orret

form is

Γ(s) =

∣∣∣∣
p

p0

∣∣∣∣
2J+1

Γ(M2), (4.4.25)

where Γ(M2) is the on-shell deay rate, i.e. for s=M2
; p (p0) is the o�-shell (on-

shell) �nal-state momentum and J is the intrinsi spin of the resonane. The e�et

of this is a ertain skew of the otherwise symmetri BW form. If not taken into

aount, it would indue a shift in the extrated mass of the resonane.

A few �nal observations are in order before onluding. Here we have only

onsidered the simpli�ed ase of a single resonane ontributing to a given hannel.

Now, while it is true that only one intermediate state is likely to be resonant at any

one energy, if two or more resonanes are near in mass (i.e. with respet to their

widths), then interferene e�ets an beome important. In suh ases are must

be taken to sum over all possible ontributing amplitudes, after whih the ross-

setion (or deay rate) may be alulated from the square of the total amplitude

so-obtained.

Now, it is indeed quite likely that more than one proess ontributes to the

overall width or rate Γ for the deay of any given resonane while we may only

be interested experimentally in a partiular hannel. In suh a ase the proedure

is quite simple: the width Γ appearing in the denominator, being e�etively the

imaginary part of the physial mass, must be taken as the total deay width.
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However, the width appearing in the numerator should be that orresponding to

the partiular hannel under study.

Finally, there is evidently an impliit approximation in the derivation of the BW

form. Quite simply, the intermediate objets should not be too broad�one often

speaks of the �narrow-resonane approximation.� Now, while the above orretion

for the intrinsi energy dependene of the width goes some way to allowing even

relatively broad states to be aurately inluded, this an in no way take into

aount the non-elementary nature of many of the partiles involved. The BW

form has its basis in a treatment of all proesses as involving only elementary

partiles and, although something an be done to inlude form-fator like e�ets,

there is no well-de�ned way in whih the substruture of the resonane (nor indeed

of the initial and/or �nal states) may be reliably aounted for.
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Chapter 5

Detetors and Aelerators

In this hapter we shall examine the more experimental side of nulear and partile

physis and take a look at partile detetion and aeleration. These two areas

have undergone tremendous development over the last few deades and a serious

treatment would require a separate dediated ourse (or ourses). The intention

here is thus merely to provide the student with a basi idea of the tehniques used.

We shall follow the historial development to some extent and try to motivate the

partiular hoies made, as ditated by tehnial apabilities and experimental

requirements of the day.

5.1 Partile detetion

The aim of partile detetion is to reord information on the produts of nulear

and subnulear ollisions. One an broadly divide the desired ends into two at-

egories: measurement and identi�ation. As we shall see though, the latter an

only be ahieved through the former. We shall therefore be mainly examining how

one measures various quantities, suh as: position, energy, momentum et. One

again, the prinipal and simplest mehanism by whih partiles may interat and

therefore be probed or deteted is the eletromagneti interation. Note though

that in the ase of hadrons the strong nulear interation also plays an important

role while, of ourse, neutrinos may only deteted through their weak interation.

We shall thus be partiularly interested in the interations of harged partiles

with matter. The main e�et of suh interations is a loss of energy through

ionisation of the detetor material and it is this proess that is atually measured.

In this setion then we shall �rst examine the theoretial desription of energy

loss through ionisation, i.e. the elebrated Bethe�Bloh formula, and then go on

to disuss the various types of detetors used in nulear and partile physis.

As an aside, although we shall not touh on the subjet here, it should not

119
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be forgotten that an important and non-trivial area of study diretly related to

partile detetion is that of the statistial analysis of data. Almost all nulear-

and partile-physis measurements are statistial in nature and therefore require

a deep understanding of this aspet of data analysis.

5.1.1 Supplementary reading

The books by Kleinkneht (1990) and Knoll (1989) are partiularly well suited

for this part of the ourse. Another useful resoure (though rather enylopaedi)

is The Partile Detetor BriefBook by Bok and Vasilesu (1998), whih an be

found in html version at:

http://www.ern.h/Physis/PartileDetetor/BriefBook/

A fairly omplete overage of the basis may also be found in Povh et al. (1995).

While, as always, there is a spei� up-to-date review artile in the PDG publia-

tion (Patrignani et al., 2016).

5.1.2 Partile detetors

A partile detetor usually has a role in the measurement of energy, momentum

and/or position of a partile passing through or being stopped inside it and may

thus ontribute to partile identi�ation. The identi�ation of a partile onsists

essentially of measuring any two of its energy, momentum and veloity, from whih

the standard energy�momentum or veloity relations (in the non-relativisti ase

E= 1
2
mv2=p2/2m and relativistially E2−p2c2=m2c4 or γ=E/m) are su�ient

to determine the mass. Provided the preision is su�ient, a mass determination

usually identi�es a partile unambiguously while partile and antipartile may

be distinguished via their opposite harges and therefore opposite de�etion by

eletromagneti �elds.

The general manner in whih partiles interat with matter is via eletromag-

neti fores and, in partiular, their ability to ause ionisation of the medium in

whih they are travelling. Indeed, it is the ionisation proess that is mainly re-

sponsible for energy losses as partiles pass through matter and the Bethe�Bloh

formula (whih we shall now study) desribes suh a proess. Note though that for

eletrons and photons there are other mehanisms whereby they may lose energy

and whih may beome more important aording to the partiular energy regime

in question.

http://www.cern.ch/Physics/ParticleDetector/BriefBook/
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5.1.3 EM interation of partiles and matter

The interation of harged partiles with matter has already been studied to some

extent in earlier hapters: the main underlying proess is that generially desribed

as Rutherford sattering, see Fig. 5.1. Assuming M to be su�iently large, as too

r
b

m,ze v

M,Ze

θ

x

y

Figure 5.1: The interation between a harged partile (mass m, harge ze) and a

nuleus (mass M , harge Ze) in the impulse approximation.

the typial distane of losest approah, we may take the nuleus as stationary

(formally, the approximation requires t
int

v
reoil

≪ b). For high-energy partiles we

may also assume that the deviation is very small and that the trajetory is ap-

proximately a straight line.

In this ase the average fore along the x-axis anels and we are left with an

instantaneous transverse fore given by

∗

Fy =
zZα

r2
cos θ (negleting a fator ~c)

=
zZα

b2
cos3 θ (using r = b/cosθ). (5.1.1)

Integrating with respet to time, we obtain the momentum transfer,

∆py =

∫ ∞

−∞
dt Fy. (5.1.2)

Now, x= b tanθ and therefore dx= b sec2θdθ , from whih we obtain

dt =
dx

v
=

b sec2 θ dθ

v
. (5.1.3)

∗
For larity of the expressions, we shall heneforth set ~=1 and c=1.
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And for the momentum transfer we therefore have

∆py =
zZα

b2

∫ π/2

−π/2

dθ cos3 θ
b

v cos θ

=
2zZα

bv
. (5.1.4)

Note that although we have derived the above in the non-relativisti approxim-

ation, it atually still holds in the relativisti limit. The reason is simple: the

diretion of motion (relativisti or not) is orthogonal to the momentum transfer,

whih is thus not a�eted by a boost in the x diretion. To write this in a more

obviously ovariant manner, we simply substitute β for v:

∆py =
2zZα

bβ
. (5.1.5)

It is often useful to reason in terms of a maximum or average fore ∆Fmax

y

applied for some limited period of time τ : ∆py=∆Fmax

y τ . Thus,

∆Fmax

y =
zZα

b2
γ ⇔ τ =

2b

β

1

γ
, (5.1.6)

where the fator γ in the �rst equation takes into aount the e�etive relativisti

mass inrease and in the seond the time-dilation e�et.

If the target nuleus remains non-relativisti, the energy transfer is

∆E =
(∆p)2

2M
=

(
2zZα

bβ

)2
1

2M
∝ Z2

M
. (5.1.7)

Considering the passage of partiles through matter made up of atoms ontaining

A nuleons, of whih Z protons, and therefore Z eletrons, we may estimate the

ratio of energy loss to eletrons over that to nulei:

∆Ee
−

∆E
nul

≃ Z × 12/me

1× Z2/Amp

≃ Z/me

Z/2mp

=
2mp

me

≃ 4000, (5.1.8)

where we have used the approximation A∼2Z. We thus see that the major energy

loss will be to atomi eletrons:

∆E
e
− =

2z2α2

b2β2me

. (5.1.9)
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Let us now onsider the energy loss on passing through some detetor material:

P (b) db = ne 2πb db , (5.1.10)

where we have used P (b)=2πb per eletron with ne eletrons per unit area. Taking

the density of the material to be ρ, the thikness ∆x, the mass number A (and

Avogadro's number NA), we have

ne =
ZρNA∆x

A
. (5.1.11)

Using the above relation between ∆E and b, we thus obtain

P (∆E) = P (b)
db

d∆E
=

πZρNA∆x

A

2z2α2

β2me

1

∆E2 . (5.1.12)

We now need to integrate over ∆E to alulate the mean energy loss during

the passage through a length ∆x of the material:

∆E =

∫ ∆E
max

∆E
min

d∆E∆E P (∆E) =
πZρNA∆x

A

2z2α2

β2mec
2 ln

∆E
max

∆E
min

, (5.1.13)

where, for ompleteness, we have reinstated the fators of c. It is ommon pratie

to gather related parameters into a single onstant:

C ≡ 2πNA

(
α

mec
2

)2

≃ 0.3
(
g · cm−2

)−1
. (5.1.14)

We thus have

dE

dx
= Cρ

me

β2

z2Z

A
ln

∆E
max

∆E
min

, (5.1.15)

whih may be rewritten in terms of b ∝ 1/
√
∆E as

dE

dx
= Cρ

me

β2

z2Z

A
2 ln

b
max

b
min

. (5.1.16)

The remaining task is to identify the limits of integration (either in ∆E or b).
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∆E
min

and b
max

: The lower energy limit is attained in the soft or adiabati

regime; i.e. when the fores are too weak to ause an eletroni transistion. This

e�etively ours when τ
int

>τ
orbit

, whih leads to the following upper limit on the

impat parameter b:
2b

βγ
<∼

h

I0
, (5.1.17)

where I0∼16Z0.9 eV is the mean ionising potential (for Z>1).

∆E
max

and b
min

: The upper energy limit is given by the lower limit on b, whih
arises owing to quantum mehanial e�ets (the unertainty priniple) disussed

earlier. As usual, the e�etive resolution is limited by the wavelength of the photon

exhanged and thus we have

b
min

≈ ~

meβγ
. (5.1.18)

The �nal form for the mean energy loss per unit distane traversed is then

dE

dx
= Cρ

mec
2

β2

z2Z

A
2 ln

πβ2γ2mec
2

I0
, (5.1.19)

where, for ompleteness, we have reinstated the fators of c. Note that although
this is, by onstrution, only the mean value, (statistial) �utuations are essen-

tially negligible as the number of interations is typially very large.

5.1.4 Bethe�Blok formula

The �rst omplete relativisti treatment is due to Bethe (1932), who obtained

dE

dx
= Cρ

mec
2

β2

z2Z

A
2

[
ln

2β2γ2mec
2

I0
− β2

]
. (5.1.20)

Later Bloh (1933) further re�ned this and the standard form adopted today is

dE

dx
= Cρ

mec
2

β2

z2Z

A
2

[
1

2
ln

2β2γ2mec
2W

max

I20
− β2 − ε

Z
− δ(β)

2

]
, (5.1.21)

where W
max

is the maximum energy transfer kinematially permitted in a single

ollision between a partile of mass m and an eletron:

W
max

=
2β2γ2mec

2

1 + 2γme/m+ (me/m)2
. (5.1.22)
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The two additional orretions present in the full Bethe�Blok formula (5.1.21)

are as follows.

ε/Z: This, the so-alled �shell-orretion� term, orrets the approximation that

the veloity of the ionising partile is muh larger than that of the target or struk

eletron. This ontribution redues the stopping power by up to 6% (it is, however,

often negleted).

δ(β)/2: This, the so-alled �density-e�et� term, is a orretion for polarisation

or dieletri e�ets inside the medium, whih again may redue the stopping power

sine the e�etive eletromagneti �elds of the ion will be redued (or sreened)

by the dieletri e�et. This is important for large b and therefore large γ and is

only present in solid media (i.e. not in gases or liquids).

Exerise 5.1.1. Derive formula (5.1.22).

Note that in the literature there exist many ways of presenting the Bethe�Bloh

formula (typially by rede�ning the onstant C). However, it is lear that as far
as the projetile parameters are onerned, it depends on both z and β but not

m. For β small and negleting the (slow) logarithmi dependene, it behaves as

1/β2
until it reahes a minimum for p≈4mc. It then grows logarithmially for

relativisti veloities. For γ>∼ 100 (i.e. ultrarelativisti) the urve eventually more

or less reahes a plateau, re�eting the density e�et. At the minimum we have

the following value:

1

ρ

dE

dx
∼ 1−2 MeV/

(
g · cm−2

)
, (5.1.23)

where the units are de�ned in terms of typial so-alled target thikness. In Fig. 5.2

a typial urve is shown for the range of validity. Note that for βγ small, βγ→β
while for βγ large, βγ→γ. Other materials have very similar urves, simply shifted

up or down; e.g. the urve for lead (Pb) lies below that for opper (Cu).

5.1.5 Eletrons, positrons and photons

For the lightest eletromagnetially interating partiles (eletrons, positrons and

photons) there are other forms of energy loss. We shall �rst examine the ases of

eletrons and positrons, turning �nally to photons.

Eletrons and positrons

Owing to their partiularly small mass, eletrons and positrons may also lose

energy via bremsstrahlung . That is, the rapid hanges of veloity that they an
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Figure 5.2: The Bethe�Bloh stopping power (ρ−1dE/dx) for positive muons in opper

as a funtion of βγ≡p/mc.

undergo in the presene of the eletromagneti �elds of the nuleus provoke γ
emission. The rate of energy loss of eletrons and positrons is proportional to their

energy and depends strongly on the type of material, in partiular, it is roughly

proportional to E and Z2
. This form of energy loss dominates over ionisation for

E>∼ 600MeV/Z. For e± it is then usual to de�ne the radiation length X0 suh that:

E ∝ e−x/X0
sine

dE

dx
∝ E. (5.1.24)

As a typial example radiation length, that of lead is 0.56 cm. It is more or less

onstant with energy and only depends on A and Z of the material. For Z>23 to
a fair approximation X0≃120Z−2/3 ρ−1

(with the density ρ in g/cm3
).

∗

Photons

For a single photon, energy loss is not a gradual or ontinuous proess, sine the

interation involves its omplete absorption. At the level of radiation �ux intensity,

however, the attenuation is learly apparently ontinuous sine the quantum of

radiation energy (~ω) is very small. One thus talks of an attenuation or absorption

∗
The radiation length X0 is sometimes given in units of g/cm2

, being de�ned as the X0 used

here multiplied by the density of the material.
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oe�ient µ:
I ∝ e−µx, (5.1.25)

where I is the radiation intensity. The oe�ient µ depends on both the photon

energy (or frequeny) and on the absorbing medium.

There are three prinipal mehanisms whereby photons interat with matter.

In order of growing importane with inreasing energy they are: the photoeletri

e�et, the Compton e�et

∗
and (e+e−) pair prodution (also known as onversion).

Photoeletri e�et: Here we are again dealing with an ionisation e�et�on

absorbing a photon an atomi eletron is simply exited out of its orbit into the

ontinuum. Suh a mehanism is important for energies up to a few keV.

Compton e�et: Compton sattering is the proess whereby a real photon is

absorbed and immediately re-emitted by an eletron;

†
it is thus e�etively an

elasti two-body sattering proess, see Fig. 5.3. The natural energy regime here

e−

γ

e−

γ

Figure 5.3: One of the Feynman graphs representing the Compton sattering proess.

is that for whih the photon wavelength is omparable with the so-alled eletron

Compton wavelength λ
Compton

≡h/mec and thus for energies up to the order of the

eletron rest mass 512keV. It is generally only dominant for a small window of

energies around 1MeV.

Pair prodution: For energies above a fewMeV, the dominant proess beomes

that of eletron�positron pair prodution, also known as the Bethe�Heitler pro-

ess (Bethe and Heitler, 1934), This is very losely related to the bremsstrahlung

proess mentioned above (see Fig. 5.4) and also ours owing to eletromagneti

∗
The 1927 Nobel Prize in Physis was divided equally between Arthur Holly Compton �for his

disovery of the e�et named after him� and Charles Thomson Rees Wilson �for his method of

making the paths of eletrially harged partiles visible by ondensation of vapour.�

†
Note that, stritly speaking, the �nal-state photon may be emitted before absorption of the

inident photon ours.
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γ

e+

e−

nuleus

γ

e−

nuleus

Figure 5.4: Examples of the Feynman graphs for the related Bethe�Heitler (left) and

bremsstrahlung (right) proesses (the blob represents a harged nuleus).

interation with the harges (nulei or eletrons) in the medium. The resulting

so-alled onversion length is given by

λ = 9
7
X0. (5.1.26)

Note that suh a proess is possible only in the presene of eletromagnetially

interating matter, owing to the requirement of energy�momentum onservation.

Exerise 5.1.2. Calulate the threshold photon energy for eletron�positron pair-

prodution. Examine its dependene on the mass of the soure of the eletromag-

neti �eld: onsider the two ase of a heavy nuleus and a single eletron.

A omparison of the ross-setions for these three dominant proesses, together

with some other less important ontributions, is shown in Fig. 5.5. The total

ross-setion, alulated as the sum of all proesses onsidered, oinides with the

experimental urve, also shown. Note, in partiular, that the Compton proess

is almost ompletely obsured by the other two dominant proesses for heavier

nulei.

Vavilov��erenkov and transition radiation

A further important form of interation of harged partiles with matter is the

so-alled Vavilov��erenkov

∗
e�et (�erenkov, 1934; Vavilov, 1934). A harged

partile will ause radiation when its veloity exeeds that of light inside the

medium it is traversing, or if it moves aross the boundary between one medium

and another with di�ering refrative indies (then known as transition radiation).

∗
The 1958 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to Pavel Alekseyevih �erenkov, Il�ja

Mikhailovih Frank and Igor Yevgenyevih Tamm �for the disovery and the interpretation of

the �erenkov e�et.�

∗
Suh an e�et had already been predited by Heaviside (1888, 1889).
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Figure 5.5: A omparison, as funtions of photon energy, of ontributions for σ
p.e.

the

photoeletri e�et, σ
Compton

the Compton e�et and σ
nul,e the Bethe�Heitler proess

on nulei and eletrons in arbon and lead. Other proesses shown inlude Rayleigh

sattering and giant dipole-resonane nulear interations. The experimental urve, also

shown, oinides with the sum of all proesses onsidered.

Although suh proesses are irrelevant for energy loss, they are used in high-energy

physis experiments as a means to measure the partile veloity (other detetors

are typially sensitive to either energy or momentum). Note that it is atually the
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eletrons of the medium that radiate under in�uene of the passage of the partile

of interest.

Reall that the refrative index, n≥1, of a transparent medium determines

the veloity of light inside the medium c′= c/n. If therefore β>1/n, we have

β>c′ i.e. the partile may be onsidered as superluminal while inside the medium.

�erenkov radiation is then the equivalent of the supersoni bang produed by an

airraft travelling at a speed in exess of that of sound or of the bow wave produed

by a speedboat. The point is that the forward parts of suessive spherial wave

fronts lie outside the previous fronts, as depited in Fig. 5.6, and thus the e�etive

βc θ
£ βc

c/n

Figure 5.6: A shemati depition of �erenkov radiation and the wavefront angle in the

ideal ase of a non-dispersive medium. The left-hand �gure shows the ase of a slowly

moving partile while that on the right represents the e�et of an in-medium superluminal

veloity.

wave front takes on a onial shape and is in e�et ampli�ed. The angle θ
£

of

propagation of the radiation with respet to the partile motion is given by

∗

cos θ
£

=
1

βn
. (5.1.27)

The threshold veloity βt=1/n and therefore we have

pt
m

= βtγt =
1√
n2 − 1

. (5.1.28)

Frank and Tamm (1937) derived the expliit formula for the spetrum of �er-

enkov radiation. Expressed as the number of photons per unit path length dx for

a partile of harge z and per unit frequeny interval dω of the emitted photons,

∗
In a dispersive medium (a frequeny-dependent refrative index) the situation is somewhat

more ompliated, as the wavefront is then not orthogonal to the diretion of propagation.
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the formula is

d2Nγ

dx dω
= αz2 sin2 θ

£

= αz2
[
1− 1

β2n2(ω)

]

≃ 370 z2 sin2 θ
£

eV−1 cm−1. (5.1.29)

Note that the integral over frequenies does not diverge for ω→∞ as both β and

n(ω)→1 at high energies and the emission is therefore ut o�.

In detetor use there are essentially two possibilities: either simple threshold

�erenkov detetors or so-alled di�erential �erenkov detetors using mirrors. In

the �rst ase one simply exploits the threshold behaviour by varying the gas pres-

sure to vary the refrative index. If simultaneously the partile momenta are

measured (via some other method), one an then separate partiles lighter and

heavier than a ertain mass threshold. Already in the 1950's �erenkov oun-

ters were regularly used experimentally: e.g., in the disovery of the antiproton

∗

(Chamberlain et al., 1955) and antineutron (Cork et al., 1957).

In the so-alled Ring Imaging �erenkov Hodosope (RICH) detetor, �rst

proposed by Séguinot and Ypsilantis (1977), the resulting one of emitted light is

olleted on a position-sensitive planar photon detetor. This allows the reon-

strution of a ring or dis, the radius of whih is related to the �erenkov emission

angle. In a fousing RICH detetor the photons are olleted by a spherial mir-

ror, with foal length f , and foused onto a photon detetor plaed at the foal

plane. The result is a irle of radius r=f sin2θ
£

, independently of the emission

point along the partile trak (see Fig. 5.7). Sine this allows the olletion of

many photons, suh a sheme is very useful for low refrative-index radiators (e.g.,

gases), where a greater radiation length is required to reate a su�ient number

of photons.

Transition radiation: When a partile with harge z rosses the boundary

between the vauum and a medium with plasma frequeny ωp, so-alled transition

radiation is emitted. The energy radiated has intensity

I = 1
3
αz2γ ~ωp, (5.1.30)

where ωp is the plasma frequeny, given by

~ωp =

√
4πNeα

me

(5.1.31)

∗
The 1959 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to Emilio Gino Segrè and Owen Cham-

berlain �for their disovery of the antiproton.�
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Figure 5.7: A Ring Imaging �erenkov (RICH) detetor (from the HADES experiment

at the GSI in Darmstadt�the main purpose here is to identify e+e− pairs); dimensions

are given in mm.

and Ne is the eletron number density. This translates into

~ωp = 28.81

√
ρ Z/A eV, (5.1.32)

where the material density ρ is taken in g/cm3
. Typially then, only eletrons

have su�iently high veloities: γ >∼ 1000. The X-rays so produed have energies

ranging from a few keV to a few tens of keV and are emitted prinipally within an

angle 1/γ from the original diretion (relativisti beaming).

5.1.6 Detetors

The earliest detetors aimed at produing and revealing traks, i.e. for position

(and thus momentum) measurement therefore. Ionising partiles may leave traks

via various e�ets. The simplest form is a photographi plate or emulsion (often

silver bromide): on development of the emulsion one obtains an image of the

trak, where the amount of loalised �blakening�,then re�ets the rate of energy

loss of the ionising partile at a given point. The disovery of the pion was made

by Lattes et al. (1947) via the study of osmi rays in photographi emulsions at

altitude (in the Pyrenees).

∗

∗
The 1950 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded to Ceil Powell �for his development of the

photographi method of studying nulear proesses and his disoveries regarding mesons made

with this method.�
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Cloud hambers

Later traking devies exploited ondensation or boiling in supersaturated mater-

ials (gases or liquids) triggered by the presene of harged ions. The �rst suh

detetor is the loud hamber, developed by C.T.R. Wilson

∗
(invented in 1899

while the �rst funtioning example dates bak to 1911). It is essentially a sealed

ontainer �lled with a supersaturated vapour of water or alohol. When a harged

partile traverses the vapour�liquid mixture, it auses ionisation and the resulting

ions then at as seeds, around whih water droplets will form sine the mixture is

beyond the ondensation point.

The high energies of α- and β-partiles ause traks to be reated, due to

the many ions being produed along the trajetories of suh harged partiles.

These traks have distintive shapes (e.g., the trak due to an α-partile is broad
and shows evidene of de�etion by ollisions while that of an eletron is thinner

and straighter). If a uniform magneti �eld is applied aross the loud hamber,

positively and negatively harged partiles will urve in opposite diretions.

Cloud hambers played a prominent role in experimental partile physis from

the 1920s up until the 1950s, when the bubble hamber (see later) ame into

preeminene. In partiular, the disoveries of the positron (Anderson, 1933b) and

the kaon (Rohester et al., 1947) were both made with loud hambers.

In 1932, Anderson

†
(see Anderson, 1933b) and, independently a few months

later, Blakett and Ohialini (1933)

‡
deteted the passage of positively harged

partiles, similar in mass to the eletron, via Wilson loud hambers. While

Anderson did not immediately onnet his disovery to the predition by Dira,

Blakett and Ohialini learly reognised these partiles as Dira's positrons.

The idea behind the loud hamber is that when a harged partile passes

through supersaturated water vapour it provokes loal ondensation. The loud

hamber onsists of a ontainer �tted with a piston and into whih a saturated

air�vapour mixture is injeted. When the piston is moved suddenly to lower the

pressure, the temperature also drops rapidly and the vapour beomes supersat-

urated. At this point the hamber is photographed (possibly from two di�erent

angles so as to permit a stereo image) and any harged partile passing through

it in that moment leaves a trak of �ne ondensation droplets. The presene of a

magneti �eld reveals the sign of the harge.

In Fig. 5.8 we see one of Anderson's positron events. The trak here enters from

∗
See footnote on page 127.

†
The 1936 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded equally to Vitor Franz Hess for �his disovery

of osmi radiation� and to Carl David Anderson for �his disovery of the positron.�

‡
The 1948 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded to Patrik Maynard Stuart Blakett for �his

development of the Wilson loud hamber method, and his disoveries therewith in the �elds

of nulear physis and osmi radiation.�
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Figure 5.8: A Wilson loud-hamber photograph showing the passage of a positron.

The length of the trak for a relatively low-energy partile allows one to distinguish

between a positron and a proton. The �gure is taken from Anderson (1933a).

the bottom with very high energy (dedued from the large radius of urvature in

the 1.5T magneti �eld used). It then passes through a 6mm lead strip, whih has

the purpose of slowing down the partiles, and ontinues for nearly 3 cm before

presumably annihilating with an atomi eletron. The urvature of the upper

trak indiates a momentum of approximately 23MeV. Were it a proton, this

would orrespond to a very low veloity and it is known that the range would then

be only a few millimetres.

∗

Bubble hambers

A similar basi priniple lies at the heart of the bubble hamber, whih was in-

vented in 1952 by Glaser.

† ‡
A bubble hamber is a large spherial or ylindrial

ontainer �lled with a transparent superheated liquid (usually hydrogen). The

pressure (typially around ten atmospheres) is very suddenly lowered for a brief

period (again, via rapid movement of a piston). An ionising partile traversing it

∗
Reall that low-energy ross-setions are typially inversely proportional to the veloity.

†
The 1960 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded to Donald A. Glaser �for the invention of the

bubble hamber.�

‡
The 1968 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded to Luis Alvarez �for his deisive ontributions to

elementary partile physis, in partiular the disovery of a large number of resonane states,

made possible through his development of the tehnique of using hydrogen bubble hamber and

data analysis.�
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at the same instant again reates ions, whih now form the seeds for loal boiling.

Within a time sale of about 3ms small bubbles are generated along the partile

trajetory.

∗
The trak may be photographed from di�erent angles to allow more

or less full three-dimensional reonstrution. The time sale of the bubble forma-

tion permits a yle frequeny of about 10Hz. However, the data analysis requires
muh longer times: trak reonstrution is a omplex proedure (see Fig. 5.9).

The total number of reonstruted events per experiment is then typially at most

Figure 5.9: Studying bubble hamber �lm on a sanning table: the operator identi�es

events of interest and reords details suh as vertex position and trak o-ordinates onto

magneti tape��gure reprodued from the CERN Courier, June 1973.

of the order of 105−106. A further limitation of this type of detetor is the fat

that, owing to its large volume (of the order of several ubi metres), it must also

double as the target. That is, its use imposes �xed, hydrogen-target experiments.

Ionisation hamber

When gas in a hamber between eletrodes, held at a signi�ant potential di�er-

ene, is ionised by the passage of, e.g., α-partiles, β-partiles, X-rays, γ-rays or
other soures ionisation, the ions and dissoiated eletrons so reated move towards

the eletrodes of opposite polarity, thus reating an ionisation urrent, whih may

∗
It is often reounted that Glaser was inspired by the bubbles in a glass of beer. However, in a

2006 talk he denied this; He did note though that while beer may not have been the inspiration

for the bubble hamber, he did in fat perform early experiments using beer to �ll prototypes.
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be measured by a galvanometer or eletrometer: the aumulated harge is simply

proportional to the number of ions reated and thus to the energy deposited. Typ-

ial average values for the ionising energies per pair are 40 eV for helium and 26 eV
for argon.

∗

A voltage potential, whih may range from a few volts to many kilovolts, de-

pending on the partiular appliation, is applied between the eletrodes. The ap-

plied voltage also allows the devie to work ontinuously by removing free eletrons

and preventing the devie from beoming saturated. The urrent so-generated is

alled the bias urrent, and prevents the devie from reahing the point where no

more ions an be olleted.

As suh, these types of ounters have little pratial use in nulear and partile

physis. However, an example appliation is for smoke detetion. In a smoke de-

tetor, the gap between the eletrode plates is exposed to the ambient atmosphere.

The hamber ontains a small amount of ameriium( Am241
95 , half-life 432.2yr),

whih is an α-emitter. The α-partiles arry a sizable amount of energy, and when

they ollide with gas in the ionisation hamber (atmospheri air�mostly nitrogen

and oxygen) the momentum transferred ionises the gas moleules; i.e., the neutral

gas moleules will lose one or more eletrons and beome harged ions.

Sine the plates are at di�erent voltages (in a typial smoke detetor the voltage

di�erene is a few volts), both the ions and eletrons will be attrated to the plates.

This small but ontinuous �ow of ions between the plates represents a measurable

eletri urrent. If smoke enters the detetor, it disrupts the urrent beause the

ions ollide with the smoke partiles and are thus neutralised. The onsequent fall

in urrent triggers the alarm.

Geiger�Müller ounter

The preursor of many types of modern ionisation radiation detetors is the Geiger�

Müller ounter. We now reall brie�y the basi workings of this devie: it onsists

of a tube �lled with an inert or noble gas (suh as helium, neon or argon) held at

low pressure (∼0.1atm). The walls of the ontainer are typially oated with a

ondutor to form the athode while the anode is a wire running along the entre

of the tube. These are then held at a potential di�erene of several hundred volts.

The passage of ionising radiation or partiles, as usual, produes positively

harged ions, and negative eletrons. The eletri �eld generated by the eletrodes

aelerates the ions towards the athode and the eletrons towards the anode. For

su�iently high voltage, the resulting aeleration then auses further (asade)

ionisation through ollisions. As the voltage inreases the number of avalanhes

∗
Note that the mean ionising energy is always rather larger than the �rst ionising energy (i.e.

the energy required to remove the �rst eletron), whih, e.g., for argon is 15.7 eV.
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reated inreases and so too the anode urrent until the saturation point (or so-

alled Geiger plateau) is reahed. Indeed, Geiger�Müller ounters are operated at

the Geiger plateau and so the output is a short, intense pulse of urrent, whih

is then measured or simply ounted, the rate being proportional to the radiation

intensity.

Most tubes an detet α, β and γ radiation. Moreover, a neutron detetor

may be onstruted either by oating the tube with boron or by adding boron

tri�uoride or He3
to the gas. Neutrons interat with the boron nulei to produe

α-partiles, or with the He3
to produe hydrogen and tritium ions plus eletrons;

the harged partiles so emitted trigger the usual avalanhe proess.

Proportional ounters

A proportional ounter is again a type of gaseous ionisation detetor. Its operation

is similar to that of a Geiger�Müller ounter. However, it operates at a lower

voltage (below the Geiger plateau) and is therefore apable of energy measurement.

An inert gas (suh as argon or xenon) is used to �ll the tube, but a quenh gas is

added to avoid spurious extra disharges. A typial mixture is 90% argon and 10%
methane. Again a su�iently energeti inoming ionising partile, exites eletrons

from their atomi orbits, thus produing a positive ion and a free eletron (often

alled an ion pair). A harged partile traversing the hamber leaves a trak of

suh ion pairs. The eletrons so reated then drift towards the anode, while the

positive ions drift towards the athode, muh more slowly; the eletrode urrents

an then be read out. Typial drift times are of the order of miroseonds and

milliseonds, respetively.

In a proportional ounter the operating voltage is high enough to aelerate

the drifting eletrons to an energy whereby they too beome ionising partiles

and thus eah one may generate a so-alled Townsend avalanhe. By hoosing

an appropriate operating voltage, these avalanhes are independent and therefore

the total harge reated is proportional to the energy released in the initial ion-

ising ollision. Therefore, by measuring the total harge (the time integral of the

measured urrent) olleted at the eletrodes, the kineti energy of the initiating

partile may be determined.

In fat the geometry of the eletrodes and potential di�erenes are suh that

the eletri �eld is not, in general, high enough to produe a Townsend avalanhe.

Only around the anode is there a strong enough �eld, whih then auses avalanhe

ampli�ation to our, seeded by eah single original eletron and the multiplia-

tion fator (up to approximately 106) is thus independent of where it was produed.
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Multiwire and drift hambers

A multiwire proportional hamber (MWPC), or more simply wire hamber, is an

improvement over the simple single-wire proportional hamber desribed above,

whih allows simultaneous ombined determination of both energy and position.

∗

By measuring the arrival time of the urrent pulses in the wires and taking

into aount that the ions need some time to drift to the nearest wire, the distane

at whih the partile passed the wire may be dedued. This greatly inreases the

auray of the path reonstrution and the devie is then known as a drift ham-

ber. The auray ahievable is around 50µm. By arranging two drift hambers

with the wires plaed orthogonally (in the plane normal to the beam diretion)

the position may be deteted with greater preision.

A further simple detetor may be used to detet the partile at a �xed distane

from the wire planes, a tri-dimensional reonstrution an then be performed.

This allows the veloity of the partile to be alulated from the di�erene in

time of the passage of the partile in the di�erent parts of the detetor. Suh

a devie is known as a time projetion hamber (TPC), see Fig. 5.10. An

Figure 5.10: A shemati view of a typial time projetion hamber (TPC).

example is the TPC used in ALEPH (one of the experiments onduted in the the

∗
The 1992 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded to Georges Charpak �for his invention and

development of partile detetors, in partiular the multiwire proportional hamber.�
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Large Eletron�Positron Collider (LEP) ring at the Centre Europée de Rehèrhe

Nuleaire (CERN�in Geneva). This was a very large volume ylindrial detetor:

2.2m in length and 1.8m radius. An eletri �eld of strength 100kV/m drives

the ions and eletrons towards MWPC's at the ends of the hamber, whih then

provide measurement of the x and y position; the z position being inferred from

the drift-time measurement�this requires an outer detetor. The resolution there

was of order 60µm. A 1.5T magneti �eld allows determination of the partile's

harge and momentum while also helping to avoid dispersion.

Silion-strip detetors

Starting in the early 1980s detetor devies were developed based on semion-

dutors (usually silion or germanium) for the detetion of harged partiles or

photons. In suh detetors, the passage of ionising radiation reates free eletron�

hole pairs. As in the previously disussed detetors, the appliation of an eletri

�eld auses the eletrons and holes to travel towards the eletrodes, where they ap-

pear as eletrial pulses to be measured. The minimum energy required to reate

an eletron�hole pair is known, depends only on the material and is independent

of the inident-radiation energy (e.g. for silion it is 3.62 eV and for germanium

2.98 eV, f. argon 26 eV). The number of suh pairs is therefore proportional to

the energy deposited by the radiation in the semiondutor and so measurement of

the number of pairs allows the energy of the inident radiation to be determined.

The energy required to produe an eletron�hole pair is rather lower than the

energy required for ion�eletron pairs in the previously disussed gas detetors. In

partiular, this means that �utuations in the pulse heights are redued and that

the energy resolution is better. The eletron and hole veloities are also very high

and so the time resolution is also very good. Moreover, as ompared to gaseous

ionisation hambers, the density of the material in a semiondutor detetor is

very high and they may therefore be muh smaller in size.

The priniple of most silion partile detetors is to dope narrow silion strips

or rystals (having width of order 100µm), thus forming diodes. If these are then

reverse biased, when harged partiles pass through the strips, small ionisation

urrents are generated, whih an then be deteted and measured. Typially then,

thousands of suh detetors are arranged around the interation point to give an

aurate piture of the paths followed by the �nal-state partiles produed. In

partiular, this is then used to reonstrut deay verties and thus infer the nature

of the initial partile. For example, the deay D+→K+K+π−
produes three

(harged) traks, all pointing bak to the same vertex.
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Charge-oupled devies

The harge-oupled devie (CCD) was �rst proposed and onstruted in 1970 at

the Bell Laboratories.

∗

It usually onsists essentially of some 30k to 200k potential wells, in whih

harges reated by the passage of photons (or other ionising partiles) an be

trapped and then manipulated. Suh devies may thus be read out eletronially,

providing preise, two-dimensional, positional information. Indeed, the great ad-

vantage is the reation of a true two-dimensional image and not the produt of two

one-dimensional projetions (with onsequent degradation of the information), as

in all other modern detetors.

The area of suh an objet is of order of 1 cm2
, with a thikness of around

20µm, while the individual pixels are about 30µm square. They presently o�er

a resolution of around 5µm, but future apabilities may ahieve even down to

1−2µm preision.

A partiular example of their use is in lifetime measurement: the NA32 exper-

iment of the ACCMOR ollaboration at CERN performed a measurement of the

Ξ0
c lifetime (a baryon onsisting of ssc quarks): τ ≃0.8×10−13 s, whih is probably

not ahievable with other tehniques.

Momentum measurement

The momentum p of a partile may be dedued from the urvature of the trak in

a magneti �eld B. If p and B are orthogonal then we have

p = QBR, (5.1.33)

where Q is the harge of the partile and R is the radius of urvature of the trak.

If there is an angle θ 6=90◦
between p and B then the partile follows a spiral path

and p⊥=psinθ=QBR.
What is typially measured are the two parameters L (hord length) and s

(sagitta) pertaining to an ar of the trajetory, see Fig. 5.11. From the geometry,

we then trivially have

R2 = (R− s)2 + (L/2)2. (5.1.34)

If, as is usually the ase, s≪L then we may approximate the solution for R:

R =
L2 + 4s2

8s
≃ L2

8s
, (5.1.35)

∗
One half of the 2009 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to Willard S. Boyle and George

E. Smith �for the invention of an imaging semiondutor iruit � the CCD sensor.�
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L

s

Figure 5.11: The parameters L (hord length) and s (sagitta) of an ar, providing a

determination of R (radius): R2=(R−s)2+(L/2)2.

from whih we have

p⊥ ≃
L2QB

8s
. (5.1.36)

To study the question of the measurement error, onsider

∣∣∣∣
dp⊥
ds

∣∣∣∣ ≃
L2QB

8s2
=

p⊥
s
. (5.1.37)

We thus have that

δp⊥
p⊥
≃ δs

s
; (5.1.38)

that is, the absolute error in p⊥ inreases with p⊥. Note, however, that sine p⊥ is

inversely proportional to s the frational error also grows, as we shall now show.

Assuming δs to be onstant, as s beomes smaller (p⊥ beomes large) there will

learly ome a point for whih s= δs and thus δp⊥=p⊥; this will then be the

maximum measurable value of p⊥:

p
max

⊥ ≃ L2QB

8δs
(5.1.39)

and therefore

δp⊥
p⊥
≃ p⊥

p
max

⊥
. (5.1.40)

Energy measurement�alorimetry

Now, while from the preeding disussion it should be lear that, momentum

measurements do not signi�antly alter the values being measured (the magnitude

of the momentum measured is essentially onstant), the same is not true for typial

true energy measurements. Indeed, alorimetry requires signi�ant degradation of

the original energy. This requires that alorimeters be the outer or �nal stage of

any hain of detetors. The only exeption is muon detetion (see later).

Note here that the (statistial) preision improves with growing energy, simply

beause the number of photons produed inreases proportionally with energy.
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Note also that energy measurement is possible for neutral partiles (e.g., photons).

Eletromagneti alorimeters: Eah single eletromagneti interation with

the alorimeter material leads to a shower of eletrons and positrons: the ionising

interation reates a free eletron, whih then produes photons, whih in turn

produe e+e− pairs and these may ontinue the proess. The shower will stop

when the single photon energy falls below the pair-prodution threshold. Both the

number of harged partiles and the length of the shower trak are proportional

to the energy of the primary.

The length sale for the showering proess (and thus too for the alorimeter

itself) is set by the radiation length X0 of the material (reall that the photon

onversion length is given by λ= 9
7
X0). Therefore, in order to limit the dimen-

sions of the objet, materials of low X0 (i.e., high Z) and density are required;

typial depths used are 15−30 radiation lengths. There are two prinipal types of

eletromagneti alorimeter.

Homogeneous: Suh a alorimeter onsists of a single material, whih must

then at as both a shower generator and detetor. There are then two possible

modes of funtioning:

�erenkov emission: The standard material is lead glass (55% Pb and 45% SiO2),

for whih the radiation length is X0=2.36 cm. The energy resolution is given

by δE/E≃5/
√
E% (with E in GeV).

Sintillation: The standard material is NaI rystals (doped with Tl), for whih the

radiation length is X0=2.6 cm. The energy resolution is given by δE/E≃
1.5/E1/4% (E in GeV).

Heterogeneous or sampling: In this ase the detetor takes on a sandwih

form of onvertor layers of a high-Z material, suh as lead, interleaved with detetor

layers, whih may be:

• sintillators (usually plasti),

• ionisation hambers (e.g., liquid argon),

• proportional ounters.

The typial resolution is δE/E≃5−15/
√
E% (E in GeV).

Hadroni alorimeters: Protons, neutrons, pions et. interat strongly with

nulear matter and thereby reate showers similar to the eletromagneti ase.

However, the unertainties here are muh larger as up to 30% of the energy is lost

through low-energy, slow or weakly interating partiles that �esape� detetion.

Nulear interation lengths are, moreover, rather longer: e.g., for ironX
nul

≃17 cm
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and they are therefore always of the heterogeneous type and typial depths are

15−30 nulear interation lengths.

Muon detetors

Muons are highly penetrating partiles: they are muh heavier than eletrons but

do not have the strong interations of pions, kaons and protons. One therefore

simply assumes that in a large detetor suh as those in ATLAS or CMS a partile

that has traversed that large amount of intermediate material (in the hadroni

and eletromagneti alorimeters) must be a muon. At the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) the muon detetors are traking detetors (e.g. wire hambers) that rep-

resent the outermost layer of the experimental setups. They are, of ourse, not

only sensitive to muons, but to any harged partile that may have reahed them

(inluding e.g. osmi radiation produts).

Partile identi�ation

Partial but useful information is provided by a knowledge of the harge, whih

may be obtained by examining the e�et of a magneti �eld. Pulse shapes may

also help somewhat. However, the only method that an uniquely determine the

partile identity is to measure the mass, though this is not at all easy.

For suitable lifetimes (neither too short nor too long), vertex reonstrution

with energy and momentum detetion of the �nal-state partiles allows the invari-

ant mass of the �nal-state system to be alulated and this gives diretly the mass

of the deaying objet.

Typially, though a set of omplementary measurements are made: �rstly to

distinguish between eletrons, photons and hadrons; seondly, in the ase of had-

rons, to distinguish between those few (π, K and p) that may atually reah the

detetors before deay. For these, the method depends on the energy:

• for E<∼ 1GeV time-of-�ight allows su�iently aurate veloity measure-

ment,

• for E<∼ 100GeV �erenkov detetors are the best means to measure veloity.

• for γ >∼ 1000 one has to adopt transition radiation detetors, again for veloity
measurement.

These ombined with an energy measurement an then provide a reliable estimate

of the mass.
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5.2 Partile aeleration

5.2.1 Supplementary reading

In the ase of aelerators, a modern and fairly omplete but tehnial treatment

may be found in the book by Lee (1999) although very good introdutions are

provided by Conte and MaKay (1991) and by Wilson (2001). As always, the

basis an also be found in Povh et al. (1995). A omplete list of past and present

aelerator olliders in the world, together with a tehnial disussion, may be

found in the PDG ompendium Patrignani et al. (2016).

5.2.2 Partile aelerators

Before embarking on our disussion of man-made aelerators, let us �rst reall

that there also exist natural soures of high-energy partiles. One an basi-

ally identify two: the galati eletromagneti �elds and radioative nulei. The

enormous eletromagneti �elds present in the galaxies are apable of produing

tremendously high-energy partiles, ranging from protons up to nulei of nikel.

These are mainly stable nulei: ∼89% hydrogen (p), ∼10% helium (α-partiles),
and ∼1% heavier elements. Suh nulei then onstitute ∼99% of the so-alled

�osmi radiation� while eletrons onstitute most of the remaining 1%.

The energies of these nulei lie mainly between 100MeV and 10GeV; the highest
energy reorded for osmi partiles is of the order of 3×1011GeV. Suh an energy

is, of ourse, muh higher than anything that may (or probably will ever) be

produed in the laboratory. Unfortunately, suh events are also exeedingly rare

and thus of minimal use experimentally. They an however, for example, be used

to estimate the proton�proton total ross-setion for very high (and otherwise

inaessible) energies and thus hek the preditive power of models for hadroni

interations. Radioativity, on the other hand, an lead to quite intense prodution

but is, of ourse, limited to rather lower energies. If we inlude in this ategory

nulear power plants, then a typial use in modern physis has been for produing

high-intensity beams of low-energy neutrinos.

It is thus lear that, in order to obtain intense beams of high-energy partiles,

some form of arti�ial aeleration is needed. The only interation that an be

harnessed in the laboratory for aeleration purposes is the eletromagneti fore

and thus only harged partiles an be onsidered. Moreover, if the beam is to

have an appreiable lifetime, then the partiles should be stable. This narrows the

�eld down to eletrons, protons and their respetive antipartiles, together with

heavier ions.

Note though that seondary beams of various types have been produed and

used to great e�et. Here, however, we wish to onentrate on the partiular issue
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of aeleration and shall thus onsider only the eletron (and positron) and the

proton and antiproton; the ase of heavy ions is not so di�erent to that of the

proton. The major di�erene between the eletron and the proton is, of ourse,

their rest mass and, as we shall see, this has important impliations for aeleration

to high energies.

It should be mentioned (though only in passing) that there are now also pro-

jets investigating the possibility of produing and using very high-energy olliding

muon beams. For a given energy, synhrotron radiation (one of the main energy

limitations in irular olliders) is proportional to the inverse fourth power of the

mass and therefore, sine me/mµ≃1/207, there is a relative suppression fator for

a muon mahine of about 0.5×10−9
. Although the muon is unstable, its lifetime

of 1.6µs allows it to omplete approximately 150B revolutions in a ring of whih

about half ontains bending magnets with an average �eld of B tesla.

Modern partile aelerators onstitute the largest and by far the most expens-

ive instruments used by physiists. They an all be desribed in terms of three

basi elements:

1. a soure of harged partiles,

2. a vauum tube to permit ollision-free motion,

3. the aelerator mehanism itself.

An eletrostati �eld is su�ient to aelerate harged partiles. For example,

by reating a large potential di�erene between the ends of an evauated tube;

Cokroft and Walton (1932) �rst aelerated protons to 250keV. In a similar

manner but exploiting the same priniples as the Van de Graa� generator, in

the early thirties Van De Graa� himself designed an aelerator that builds up a

potential between two eletrodes via a moving belt. Van de Graa� aelerators

an aelerate partiles up to energies of around 15MeV.

Eletrostati aelerators

The Cokroft�Walton aelerator: In 1932 Cokroft and Walton (gradu-

ate students working under the supervision of Rutherford) ahieved 400keV with

protons, whih were then made to ollide with lithium nulei ( Li7
3 ), forming two

helium nulei ( He4
2 ) as the produts (see Fig. 5.12).

∗
This is, indeed, the �rst

example of man-made or indued �ssion (the energy release is 17MeV). In order

to reah suh energies, sine the highest voltage typially available then was only

about 300kV, Cokroft and Walton had to design a new type of high-voltage

∗
The 1951 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to Sir John Douglas Cokroft and Ern-

est Thomas Sinton Walton �for their pioneer work on the transmutation of atomi nulei by

arti�ially aelerated atomi partiles.�
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Figure 5.12: A shemati setional view of an early Cokroft�Walton aelerator (the

onstrution has a ylindrial symmetry about the vertial axis).

generator or multiplier (see Fig. 5.13). The upper limit to the energy that may be

Figure 5.13: A iruit diagram for the Cokroft�Walton voltage multiplier.

transferred via this method is about 1MV; for suh voltages air begins to ondut.

This type of very basi mahine is still used today as a pre-aelerator, partiularly

for ions, to more powerful mahines.
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The Van de Graa� and tandem aelerators: By means of a rotating belt

a large eletrostati harge and thus (via the relation V =Q/C) high voltage may

be built up, usually on a metalli sphere. This is the basis of the Van De Graa�

generator (patent �led in 1931). By plaing the apparatus inside a tank �lled with

an insulating gas (suh as SF6)the rapid disharge that normally takes plae in air

an be avoided. In this way potential di�erenes of up to around 15MV may be

produed. Using suh a system as part of an aelerator naturally results in, for

example, 15MeV protons (see Fig. 5.14).

Figure 5.14: The Van de Graa� generator.

The �nal energy may be doubled by using a bak-to-bak arrangement, known

as the tandem Van de Graa� aelerator (see Fig. 5.15). The idea, �rst applied

in the 1950s, is to initially aelerate negative ions entering through a standard

beam pipe towards a positively harged terminal. At this point, by plaing a

thin foil aross the beam pipe inside the terminal (where the maximum energy has

already been reahed), eletrons will be stripped from the ions thus rendering them
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Figure 5.15: The tandem Van de Graa� aelerator.

positive. On leaving the terminal they are then repelled by the positive harge

and again aelerated; a �nal energy of around 30MeV may thus be attained. Of

ourse, if the ions are multiply harged then the energy will be orrespondingly

higher.

A problem with the tandem aelerator is the need for negative ions, whih, be-

ing di�ult to produe, are available only for a limited number of elements whereas

positive ion soures exist for a larger variety of nulei. Moreover, positive ions may

be produed with harges greater than one, whih is however the maximum for

negative ion soures.

On the other hand, modern tandem mahines an reliably produe ontinuous

urrents of up to 100µA and as suh are useful as basi aelerators for nulear

physis. The energies attainable are su�ient for preision study of nulear rea-

tions and spetrosopy.

Linear aelerators

An obvious improvement, in retrospet, of the single aelerator is to plae a

number of them in series. In 1928 Widerøe demonstrated that eletrons may be

aelerated through an evauated ylinder by applying a radio frequeny (RF)

alternating voltage to separated setions of a ylinder so that the eletrons always

see an aelerating eletri �eld as they pass from one setion to another. The

frequeny is determined by the veloity, tube length and separation in order that

the eletrons arrive at eah stage in phase with the RF voltage, they are then

aelerated on every passage. This is the basi priniple of the linear aelerator,

or lina (see Fig. 5.16). In order that the time between tubes remain onstant,
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Figure 5.16: A shemati view of the Widerøe lina.

the length of the setions (or drift tubes) must progressively inrease to math the

inreasing veloity of the aelerating partiles.

A further improvement on this so-alled π-mode struture is the so-alled Al-

varez 2π-mode aelerator. In this form, by exploiting eletromagneti indutane

in a avity, the free harges on the drift tubes are made to osillate bak and forth;

it is then these that, simultaneously, produe the same �eld between eah pair of

tubes. A big advantage of suh a system is that no urrent atually �ows between

the separate tubes themselves.

The modern-day linear partile aelerator is essentially the extension of the

Widerøe sheme to a long linear array of aelerating �ells� powered by a RF

soure operating in the GHz frequeny range and providing megawatts of power.

In addition to varying the length of suessive ells to aount for the inreasing

partile veloity, there are improvements obtained by mathing the relative phase

of the eletromagneti wave and the partile veloity in the aelerator. Thus,

partiles that lag behind the main bunh should reeive a bigger �kik� to allow

then to ath up while those that drift ahead should reeive less aeleration and

thus fall bak. The form of the waveguide avity in the aelerator is thus suh

that the phase veloity of the eletromagneti wave will math the partile veloity

only at those points in whih aeleration ours.

In priniple, a lina of any length, and therefore any energy, an be built. Note

that as v→ c, the length of the aelerating setions beomes onstant, thus sim-

plifying the onstrution of very high-energy linas. The largest lina in the world,

at SLAC, is 3.2km long, with around 100000 stages (see Fig. 5.17). It has the

apaity to aelerate both eletrons and positrons to energies of around 50GeV.
The SLAC lina was originally designed to ollide a beam of eletrons against

a �xed target. It was then modi�ed to aelerate both eletrons and positrons

along the same beam line. The eletrons and positrons were then transported

around opposite semiirular ars to meet in head-on ollisions. Suh a sheme

provides su�ient entre�of�mass energy to produe the Z0
boson when an e−e+
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Figure 5.17: The SLAC lina.

pair annihilate.

The ylotron

In 1932 Lawrene (Lawrene et al., 1931, 1932) developed and �rst operated the

ylotron, the �rst irular aelerator, with whih 1.25MeV was ahieved for

protons.

∗
The ylotron may be onsidered as being e�etively a lina rolled

up into a spiral. Suh a mahine onsists of two D-shaped vauum hambers

(alled D 's or dees) plaed bak-to-bak. A magneti �eld, produed by a large

eletromagnet, maintains the partiles in irular motion. At eah passage through

the gap between the D 's, a harged partile is aelerated. From the Lorentz fore

on an ion with harge Z, one has

R =
p

ZeB
, (5.2.1)

where R is the radius of the path followed, p the partile momentum and B the

magneti �eld applied. As a partile gains energy, it therefore spirals outwards

until it has su�ient energy to �nally leave the aelerator.

Exerise 5.2.1. Explain why the partiles are aelerated as they move aross the

gap but move at onstant radius in either D.

Exerise 5.2.2. Show that the maximum veloity a proton an reah in a D of

radius R and magneti �eld strength B is given by (ignoring relativisti e�ets)

v
max

=
BeR

mp

.

∗
The 1939 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded to Ernest Lawrene �for the invention and de-

velopment of the ylotron and for results obtained with it, espeially with regard to arti�ial

radioative elements.�
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Figure 5.18: The ylotron: (left) top view, (right) side view.

Exerise 5.2.3. Evaluate the previous veloity limit for protons in a ylotron of

1.20m diameter and magneti �eld strength 0.50T. Hene, show that the frequeny

of the alternating potential di�erene must be 7.61MHz.

The ylotron frequeny is given by

ωc =
v

R
=

βc

R
=

pc2

RE
, (5.2.2)

whih, ombined with the expression in Eq. (5.2.1), then leads to

ωc =
eB

γm
. (5.2.3)

The RF must be an integer multiple of this quantity. For non-relativisti partiles

γ∼1 and the frequeny is approximately onstant. For relativisti partiles it is

neessary to vary ω
RF

and/or B in order to remain �in tune� with the partile

motion. One way to simplify this proedure for relativisti partiles is to arrange

for ∆E=m, so that ∆γ=1 for eah revolution. Thus, during the n-th revolution

one has a ylotron frequeny of

ωn =
eB

nm
. (5.2.4)
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Note that for highly relativisti partiles β∼1 and the frequeny beomes approx-

imately onstant, but the magneti �eld must still be varied.

When heavier partiles in a ylotron gain an energy of more than a few MeV,
their mass grows appreiably, aording to the relativisti e�et. This auses a

orresponding redution in their aeleration and they therefore fall out of phase

with the aeleration pulses in the gap between the D 's. The synhroylotron

(sometimes also alled the frequeny-modulated ylotron) solves the problem.

In this apparatus, the frequeny of the RF generator aelerating the partiles is

automatially adjusted to stay in tune with the motion; as the partiles gain mass,

the frequeny of aelerations is gradually lowered. Note that as the maximum

energy of a synhroylotron inreases, for �xed maximum magneti �eld, so must

its size, sine the radius of urvature inreases.

The betatron

When eletrons are aelerated, they undergo a large inrease in inertial mass

already at a relatively low energies. Thus, for a total energy of 1MeV, an ele-

tron has twie as muh mass as an eletron at rest. Synhroylotrons annot be

adapted to make allowane for suh large inreases in mass.

Exerise 5.2.4. Using the relativisti formula for a partile mass, alulate the

veloity of an eletron that has inertial mass twie its rest mass.

Therefore, another type of yli aelerator, the betatron (initially developed

in 1935 by Steenbek and improved into a working version by Kerst in 1940),

was invented to aelerate eletrons (Kerst, 1940, 1941; Kerst et al., 1941). The

betatron onsists of an evauated toroidal hamber, plaed between the poles of an

eletromagnet. The eletrons are kept in a irular path by a magneti �eld alled a

guide �eld, see Fig. 5.19. By applying an alternating urrent to the eletromagnet,

the eletromotive foreindued by the hanging magneti �ux through the irular

orbit aelerates the eletrons. Faraday's law states that the eletromotive fore

E indued by a hanging magneti �ux ΦB through a surfae S enlosed by a path

C is given by ∮

C

E·ds = Φ̇B, (5.2.5)

where

Φ =

∮

S

B·dS. (5.2.6)

During operation, both the guide �eld and the magneti �ux are varied to keep the

radius of the orbit of the eletrons onstant. It turns out that the �eld strength

at the radius of the orbit must be exatly half the average �eld linking the same

orbit. As the magneti �eld inreases the hange provokes aeleration, the faster
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Figure 5.19: A ross-setion view of a betatron: 1) magneti material (iron), 2) oils,

3) toroidal beam pipe and 4) eletron beam.

eletrons then require a larger magneti �eld to maintain the same orbit. Sine

the variations are linear, the same �eld an do both jobs.

In 1949 suh a mahine was built and used in Chiago. The essential parameters

were: R∼1.2m, B∼1.8T (the magnet weighed around 275 tons!), I∼13A and

the energy reahed was 315MeV.

The synhrotron

The synhrotron is the most reent and most powerful member of the aelerator

family. A synhrotron onsists of a vauum tube in the shape of a large ring

through whih the partiles travel; the tube is surrounded by magnets to keep the

partiles in irular motion inside the tube, see Fig. 5.20. The partiles only enter

the tube after already having been pre-aelerated to several MeV in a smaller

mahine. Partiles are aelerated at one or more points (usually plaed symmet-

rially) along the ring during their orbits around the aelerator. To maintain

the partiles in irular orbits, the strength of the magnets in the ring must be

inreased as the partiles gain energy. In only a few seonds, the partiles reah

energies greater than 1GeV and may produe a variety of elementary partiles

when struk by the aelerated partiles. The synhrotron priniple an be ap-

plied to either protons or eletrons, although most of the very large mahines are

proton synhrotrons.

Exerise 5.2.5. Show that the radius of urvature of the path of partiles of mo-

mentum p and harge Q in a synhrotron is given by the formula

R =
p

QB
, (5.2.7)
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Figure 5.20: A shemati view of a synhrotron.

where B is the magneti �eld strength.

Exerise 5.2.6. A synhrotron is omposed of four urved setions having radius

R onneted by four straight setions eah of length L. If the period of the RF

osillator orresponds to exatly one revolution, show that

(a) the veloity of the partiles is

v = (2πR + 4L)f (5.2.8)

(b) and, by onsidering the relativisti momentum of partiles of mass m, that

the magneti �eld strength of the synhrotron is given by

B =
m

eR
(2πR + 4L) f

[
1− (2πR+ 4L)2f 2

c2

]−1/2

. (5.2.9)

Note that in synhrotrons a omputer is used to maintain this relation between

magneti �eld and osillator frequeny.

A serious limitation to the energy ahievable in suh a design is due to what

is known as synhrotron radiation. This is none other than the better known

bremsstrahlung ; however, it is not aused by the linear aeleration of the partiles,

rather by the entripetal aeleration impliit in the irular motion. For relativ-
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isti partiles one has an energy loss per revolution given by

∆E = −4π
3

α

R
β3 γ4, (5.2.10)

where β= v/c is just the veloity and γ=E/m is the usual Lorentz fator; that

is, the energy loss for relativisti partiles is proportional to E4
. Note too that it

therefore varies as m−4
; for a given energy, the loss for eletrons is thus roughly

a fator 1013 larger than it is protons. The highest beam energy reahed in an

eletron synhrotron is about 100GeV (at LEP) while the planned �nal energy of

the protons in the LHC is about 7TeV.
For protons then synhrotron radiation is not the major di�ulty. High energies

and momenta require large magneti �elds. At the Tevatron and LHC the �elds

in the bending magnets are 4.4T and 8.3T respetively, both use superonduting

oils to avoid exessive energy loss due to the high urrents neessary and therefore

also require very low temperatures.

Storage rings

A storage-ring ollider aelerator is a synhrotron that produes more energeti

ollisions between partiles than a onventional synhrotron, whih only ollides

aelerated partiles with a �xed target. A storage-ring ollider aelerates two

sets of partiles in rotation in opposite diretions in the ring and then allows these

two sets to ollide. CERN's LEP and LHC are examples of storage-ring olliders.

In 1987, the Fermi National Aelerator Laboratory�near Chiago onverted the

Tevatron into a storage-ring ollider and installed a three-storey-high detetor that

observed and measured the produts of suh head-on partile ollisions. In this

mahine the entre�of�mass energy was su�ient to produe a small number of

top quark�antiquark pairs.

In the early eighties, the two largest proton�antiproton synhrotrons were a

500-GeV ring at CERN and a similar devie at the Fermi National Aelerator

Laboratory. The apaity of the latter, alled the Tevatron, was inreased to a

potential 1TeV in 1987 by installing superonduting magnets, making it the most

powerful aelerator in the world. In 1989, CERN began operating the LEP, a

27-km ring that aelerated eletrons and positrons to an energy of 50GeV (the

LEP II stage reahed 100GeV). This mahine was taken out of operation at the

end of 2000 to make way for the onstrution (in the same tunnel) of the LHC. This

last (and �nal in the series) is designed to reah proton beam energies of around

7TeV (in heavy-ion operation it will provide 2.8TeV per nuleon) and ame into

operation in the year 2008. We might also mention the Superonduting Super-

Collider proposal in the U.S.A. in the nineties, whih would have brought into

ollision protons with energies of up to 20TeV eah. The projet was unfortunately
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abandoned as too expensive although a large amount of ivil-engineering work had

already been undertaken.

Exerise 5.2.7. Compare the entre�of�mass energies available at the Tevatron

for �xed-target (assume a proton target) and beam�beam ollisions.
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Chapter 6

Nulear Deay

A naturally ourring proess that allows the study of the nulear potential and

interations is that of deay. While we do not, of ourse, have any ontrol over the

kinemati variables or quantum numbers involved, the large number of di�erent

deay proesses observed in Nature to some extent mitigates suh a limitation.

The study of the various types of deays then provides us with information on the

nulear struture and interation and allows us to improve our desription of the

nuleus.

Besides the ase of �ssion (examined earlier), there are three lasses of nulear

deay: α, β and γ; these involve, respetively, the emission of a He4
nuleus, an

eletron�neutrino pair and a photon. The fundamental interations responsible

are, respetively, the strong nulear fore, the weak nulear interation and ele-

tromagnetism. In this hapter we shall deal in some detail with �rst two while

the latter will only be mentioned brie�y here. Note that in all ases while (for

historial reasons) one often talks of �radiation�, this is only stritly orret for the

last.

The emission of γ-rays, whih learly annot alter the basi nature of the nu-

leus, simply implies transitions between an exited state and another or the ground

state of a given nuleus. Suh exited states are then the single nuleon levels avail-

able above the Fermi level. Typially, they will involve protons, via its harge, but

may also, in priniple involve neutrons, via its large anomalous magneti moment

(reall though that magneti interations are relatively suppressed by a fator v/c).
The basi information that the spetrosopi study of γ-transitions then supplies

is on the available nulear energy levels in muh the same way as in atomi physis.

We shall thus not pursue the question further.

On the other hand, α-deay opens a window onto the strong nulear potential

and, as we shall see, also provides an example of the tunnel e�et at work in

real physis. The β-deay proess introdues an entirely new fore, the so-alled

weak nulear (or more simply weak) interation. This is an amazingly rih area of

159
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nulear and partile physis, leading as it does, to the disovery of the neutrino,

parity violation and many other surprising and unexpeted phenomena.

6.1 Alpha deay

As noted earlier, the binding energy of the He4
nuleus (or α-partile) is partiu-

larly large (it is a doubly magi nuleus):

B = 28.3 MeV, (6.1.1)

or slightly more than 7MeV per nuleon. This immediately implies that any

nuleus with A>4 (and Z,N ≥2) and B/A less than 7MeV per nuleon should be

unstable against α-deay. In other words, we might imagine that two protons and

two neutrons inside a large nuleus, �nding themselves in lose proximity, may

spontaneously form a helium nuleus and that the surplus binding energy thus

liberated will be su�ient to expel the partile so-formed from the parent. This

ondition is satis�ed for A>∼ 140 and therefore all nulei with larger values of A
are unstable and undergo α-deay. An example of suh a deay is

U232
92 → Th228

90 + α + 5.43 MeV, (6.1.2)

the energy being released as the kineti energy of both the α-partile and the

reoiling nuleus. For a reoil momentum p in the rest frame of the deaying

partile, we thus have

E =
p2

2mα

+
p2

2mA
′

= Eα

[
1 +

mα

mA
′

]
≈ Eα

[
1 +

4

A− 4

]
=

Eα

1− 4/A
. (6.1.3)

We should note in passing that suh an energy implies non-relativisti kinematis.

One might expet that suh deays, begin energetially favourable, be very fast.

This is, however, not so: measured lifetimes of known deays range from around

0.1µs up to 1017 yr. There must therefore be some hinderane or obstale�the

so-alled Coulomb barrier (similar to that already disussed in onjuntion with

�ssion, see Fig. 3.4). Suh deays obey an exponential law due to the onstant

frational rate:

dN

dt
= −λN, (6.1.4)

whih leads to the standard exponential solution for the number of surviving nulei

N(t) = N0 e
−λt . (6.1.5)

The deay rate λ is then the inverse of the mean lifetime τ . Note that nulear
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physiists often prefer to use the half-life τ1/2 , the time in whih half an initial

sample will deay. Reall that the relation between the two is τ = τ1/2/ ln2.
Already in 1911 Geiger and Nuttall had derived an empirial law desribing

the rate as a funtion of the energy released E; the modern version of the Geiger�

Nuttall law is

lnλ = a− b Z√
E
, (6.1.6)

where typial values, for λ measured in seonds

−1
and E in MeV, are a∼107

and b∼3.4 (the best-�t values vary slightly for di�erent deay series). Most

experimental values for E lie lose around 5MeV and so sharp a onentration is

explained by the very strong energy dependene. Compare these with typial β-
deay lifetimes (where the energy release is similar and the underlying interation is

weak. Indeed, this also explains the non-observation of the following energetially

possible deay of bismuth:

Bi209
83 → Tl205

81 + α + 3.11 MeV. (6.1.7)

Exerise 6.1.1. Using the Geiger�Nuttall formula, Calulate the expeted lifetime

for the α-deay of Bi209
83 (Q=3.11MeV) and thus explain its non-observation.

6.1.1 Tunnelling in alpha deay

The theory of alpha deay as a (quantum) tunnelling e�et was developed very

early on by Gamow (1928), see also Gurney and Condon (1929). We shall now

provide a simple derivation based on an approah similar to the desription of

eletrial transmission lines of varying impedane�a more preise theoretial ap-

proah is provided by the so-alled WKB approximation. The problem is to solve

the Shrödinger equation for the ase of a spatially varying potential. The ap-

proximation we shall adopt (and whih will be seen, a posteriori , to be valid for

α-deay) is of a slowly varying potential (this is just the WKB ondition).

The starting point is the wave-funtion desribing the motion of an α-partile
in the presene of the nulear potential. We are only interested in the spatial

dependene; moreover, only the radial motion will be of importane and so a one-

dimensional treatment will su�e; we thus write u(x)=e± ikx
, where the wave-

number k is given by ~k=
√
2mE

kin

. Inside a potential barrier the kineti energy

(alulated as the di�erene between the total and potential energies) beomes

negative and the solution is an evanesent wave (i.e., non-propagating) given by

u(x)=e±κx
, with ~κ=

√
2m|E

kin

|.
Consider now the step barrier shown in Fig. 6.1, with an inoming wave ap-

proahing from the left. In the two regions the wave-funtion for a partile of total
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0 x

V0

Region 1 Region 2

Figure 6.1: A simple step barrier for an inoming wave approahing from the left.

energy E will be

u1(x) = e+ik1x +R e− ik1x
(6.1.8a)

and

u2(x) =




T e+ik2x (E > V0),

T e−κx (E < V0),
(6.1.8b)

where the wave-numbers are given by

~k1 =
√
2mE, ~k2 =

√
2m(E − V0) and ~κ =

√
2m(V0 −E). (6.1.9)

The oe�ients R and T are to be determined by the boundary onditions at x=0;
that is, u(x) and its �rst derivative must be ontinuous there (or, equivalently, the

density and �ux must be ontinuous). One then �nds

T =
2k2

k1 + k2
and R =

k1 − k2
k1 + k2

(E > V0). (6.1.10)

The ase E<V0 is obtained from the above via the substitution k2→ iκ. In this

ase we have |R|=1; i.e., total re�etion.
Consider now the double step barrier shown in Fig. 6.2, with an inoming wave

a

(12) (23)

x

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Figure 6.2: A double step barrier for an inoming wave approahing from the left.

again approahing from the left. The standard quantum mehanial treatment

would require the simultaneous solution of the boundary onditions for the both the

1−2 and 2−3 interfaes. One an equivalently onsider the problem as ontinued
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re�etion and transmission at eah boundary. That is, in �rst approximation, we

alulate the transmission from region 1 to 3 as the produt of transmission at

the 1−2 interfae followed by propagation and �nally transmission at the 2−3
interfae:

T ≈ T12 e ik2a T23. (6.1.11)

The full (exat) solution then requires the addition of one, two and more possible

re�etions bak and forth between the two boundaries:

T = T12 e ik2a
[
1 +R23 e ik2a R21 e ik2a+(R23 e ik2a R21 e ik2a)2 + . . .

]
T23.

=
T12 e ik2a T23

1−R23 e ik2a R21 e ik2a

=
4k1k2 e ik2a

(k1 + k2)(k2 + k3)− (k3 − k2)(k1 − k2) e2ik2a
. (6.1.12)

In the ase that the height of the middle barrier is greater than the total energy

then again we must substitute k2→ iκ:

T =
4ik1κ e−κa

(k1 + iκ)( iκ+ k3)− (k3 − iκ)(k1 − iκ) e−2κa . (6.1.13)

Note that this is the exat solution and that no approximation has yet been made.

We now apply the slowly varying potential approximation (a sort of adiabati

approximation) and thus assume that κa≫1. We may therefore neglet the seond

term in the denominator of Eq. (6.1.13). De�ning then B as the penetration

probability for the barrier, we have

B =
transmitted �ux

inident �ux

=
|T |2 · v3
1 · v1

= |T |2k3
k1

≈ 16k21κ
2 e−2κa

(k21 + κ2)(κ2 + k23)

k3
k1

=
16

(k1/κ+ κ/k1)(κ/k3 + k3/κ)
e−2κa . (6.1.14)

Remembering that the parameters k1,3 and κ all depend on the energy, we see that

the dominant energy dependene lies in the exponential damping fator e−2κa
. We

shall �nd that κa is just a �rst glimpse of what is known as the Gamow fator.

We now have the neessary formulæ to attak the more general problem of

a ontinuously varying potential, see Fig. 6.3. The penetration probability is the
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xa xb x

V

Figure 6.3: A ontinuously varying potential divided into in�nitesimal barriers.

produt of the probabilities for eah of N in�nitesimal barriers in the limitN→∞:

B = B1 · B2 · · ·BN . (6.1.15)

Taking �rst the exponential fators, as given by Eq. (6.1.14), we have

B = e−2κ1δx e−2κ2δx · · · e−2κN δx

= exp
[
−2 (κ1 + κ2 + · · ·+ κN) δx

]
,

N→∞−−−→ exp

[
−2
∫ xb

xa

dxκ(x)

]
(6.1.16)

where, reall, ~κ(x)=
√
2m[V (x)−E]. The above integral is then just the full

Gamow fator.

We still have to deal with the prefators and also the question of re�etion

within eah of the in�nitesimal barriers. Now, eah transmission prefator is of

the form

2kn−1

kn−1 + kn
(6.1.17a)

while those for re�etion are

kn−1 − kn
kn−1 + kn

. (6.1.17b)

The assumption of slow variation, whih implies |kn−1−kn|≪ |kn−1+kn|, thus
allows us to neglet re�etion. The transmission prefator may now be slightly
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manipulated:

(
2kn−1

kn−1 + kn

)2

=

(
2kn−1

2kn−1 +∆kn−1

)2

≃
(
1− ∆kn−1

2kn−1

)2

≃
(
1− ∆kn−1

kn−1

)
≃ exp

{
−∆kn−1

kn−1

}
, (6.1.18)

where ∆kn−1 :=kn−kn−1. And the N produts beome

exp

{
−

N∑

n=1

∆kn−1

kn−1

}
N→∞−−−→ exp

{
−
∫ xb

xa

dk

k

}

= exp

{
− ln

[
kb
ka

]}
=

ka
kb
, (6.1.19)

where ka,b=k(xa,b).
We an now put everything together to obtain the �nal expression. First of

all, note that a result of our approximation is that in all regions where E>V0
the transmission is total (i.e., there is no re�etion). We thus need only onsider

our expressions above for the region in whih E<V0; that is, between the two

lassial turning points, say xa and xb, for whih E=V0 and therefore k=0. The
transmission probability is then just the produt of Eqs. (6.1.16) and (6.1.19)

multiplied by the ratio of the veloities vb/va (whih is just kb/ka):

Ta→b ≃ exp

[
−2
∫ xb

xa

dxκ(x)

]
· ka
kb
· kb
ka

= exp

[
−2
∫ xb

xa

dxκ(x)

]
. (6.1.20)

This is then essentially just the result obtained by Gamow (1928).

We have, however, been a little avalier in dealing with the integration dk/k
in Eq. (6.1.19), whih passes through the singular points xa,b where k→0. In fat,

the integration proeeds from some point outside the barrier to the left, where k
is real, through into the barrier, where k beomes imaginary, and then out again

on the other side. The situation in the omplex k plane is depited in Fig. 6.4.

We may deform the ontour away from the origin following an ar (of radius ε)
provided we an show that the wave-funtion does not hange appreiably. Now,

for k≈0 the Shrödinger equation redues to simply

d2u(x)

dx2
≈ 0 so

du(x)

dx
≈ onstant and �nite (6.1.21)
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Figure 6.4: The ontour for the k integral in the omplex k plane. The dotted ar

around the origin represents a permitted in�nitesimal deformation of the ontour.

and therefore u(x) will, indeed, not vary appreiably. To perform the integrals

along the ars, we write k= εe iφ. We then have

− 1

2

∫

ar

dk

k
= −1

2

∫ π/2

0

idφ ε e iφ

ε e iφ
= − iπ

4
. (6.1.22)

On returning, the sign hanges and so the ontribution atually anels overall.

The e�et then is simply an irrelevant phase shift by −π/4 in the wave-funtion

inside the barrier (the lassially unphysial region).

The alulation to be performed in order to obtain the barrier penetration

probability is therefore simply

B ≈ exp

[
−2

~

∫ xb

xa

dx
√

2m[V (x)− E]
]
. (6.1.23)

The question now is the form of the potential to be adopted. This should be

the potential as experiened by an α-partile; the following parametrisation (valid

only for r>∼ 10 fm; i.e. e�etively outside the nuleus) is obtained from data on

Rutherford sattering with energeti α-partiles:

V (r) ≃ 2.88Z

r
− 1100 exp

{
1.17A1/3 − r

0.574

}
MeV (with r in fm). (6.1.24)

An example plot is shown in Fig. 6.5. The �rst term (whih dominates at large

distanes) is just the Coulomb repulsion expeted for a partile of (positive) harge
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Figure 6.5: The nulear potential (Coulomb and strong nulear interation) as seen by

an α-partile in the ase of Th230
90 , the deay energy is Eα=4.76MeV.

The full problem is three-dimensional and so the barrier-penetration probability

is the �ux ratio integrated over the full solid angle:

B =
kb ×

∫
r2bdΩ |ψ(x)|2 ||x|=rb

ka ×
∫
r2adΩ |ψ(x)|2 ||x|=ra

. (6.1.25)

Now, ψ(x) is given in terms of the redued wave-funtion u(r) and the spherial

harmonis Ylm(Ω) by

ψ(x) =
u(r)

r
Ylm(Ω) (6.1.26)

and thus B indeed redues to the same form as used in the disussions above.

For simpliity, we do not onsider orbital angular momentum (i.e. l=0 is assumed

as l >0 would imply an even higher barrier) and therefore the alulation to be

performed is just as already desribed.

In order to have some idea of the �nal form for the probability (or Gamow

fator), we shall now adopt a simpli�ed model for the nulear potential as seen

by an α-partile. We shall assume a square well of radius ra and for r>ra the

Coulomb form a/r, as shown in Fig. 6.6. We thus have that rb is given by Eα=a/rb,
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Eα

ra rb

V

r→

Figure 6.6: A shemati approximation to the nulear potential as seen by an α-partile.

where a=2(Z−2)α. The Gamow fator is then

G =
1

~

∫ rb

ra

dr
√
2m[V (r)− Eα],

on substituting r = a
Eα

cos2θ this beomes

=
a

~

√
2m

Eα

∫ 1

ra/rb

dcos2 θ

√
1

cos2 θ
− 1

=
a

~

√
2m

Eα

2

∫ cos
−1
√

ra/rb

0

dθ sin2 θ

=
a

~

√
2m

Eα

[
π/2 +O(ra/rb)

]

≃
√
2π (Z − 2)α

√
mc2

Eα

. (6.1.27)

Note that the energy dependene is preisely that of the Geiger�Nuttall law and

for Z large the Z dependene is also the same.
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6.1.2 Spontaneous α-partile formation probability

The �nal step is to estimate the rate at whih α-partiles may spontaneously form

and thus be andidates for the tunnelling proess. One an α-partile has formed,

given the natural mean kineti energy inside the nulear potential of approximately

E
kin

=30MeV and the onsequent veloity vα=
√

2E
kin

/m, we expet an approx-

imate frequeny of ollisions with the barrier vα/2ra, where we take ra to be the

approximate radius of the nuleus.

For the formation rate, we need to estimate the fration of time f that two

protons and two neutrons will be su�iently lose to form a helium nuleus; i.e.

within a sphere of radius rα, the helium nuleus radius. Given some initial nuleon

(given the more or less equal and large numbers of protons and neutrons, whih

type is unimportant), then another must �nd itself with a distane 2rα, whih
thus has probability (2rα/ra)

3
. Eah of the remaining two then has approximate

probability (rα/ra)
3
of being inside the resulting sphere of radius rα. One thus

�nds

f ≈ 8(rα/ra)
9. (6.1.28)

A more areful estimate arrives at f ≈25(rα/ra)
9≈25(4/A)3. For A=230 this

gives f ≈1.3×10−4
. Taking now ra≃8 fm, one obtains a so-alled redued rate

λ0 ≃ f
vα
2ra
≃ 6× 1017 s−1. (6.1.29)

Inverting the logi and using the alulated Gamow fator, the experimental

data indiate values typially of order 2×1018 � 3×1019 s−1
. While not perfet,

the fat that suh a rude estimate lies within a little more than one order of

magnitude should be onsidered as a suess. Indeed, it is rather easy to �nd

possible soures of this disrepany:

• more than one α-partile may be formed simultaneously,

• loal density �utuations may favour α-partile formation,

• large nulei are not usually symmetri and the (�attened) polar regions

present a redued width for the barrier.

The important point to appreiate is that vast number of orders of magnitude

between the largest and smallest deay rates are already well explained by the

exponential Gamow fator. A ouple of examples of greatly di�ering rates should

su�e to underline this observation, see Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: A omparison of two very di�erent α-deay rates.

τ1/2 (s) B λ0(s
−1) Eα/MeV

Nd144
60 : 1.58×1023 2.18×10−42 2.02×1018 1.90

Po212
84 : 3.04×10−7 1.32×10−13 1.73×1019 8.78

6.2 Beta deay and the weak interation

The early observations of β-deay witnessed the hange by one unit of eletri

harge of the parent nuleus aompanied by the emission of an eletron (later also

positron emission beame known to be possible) with energies varying from the

lowest detetable up to a few tens of MeV. This is already in sharp ontrast with

all other known two-body deays (α and γ emission), whih all have neessarily

mono-energeti spetra. Moreover, it was evident from knowledge of the spin

quantum numbers involved that angular momentum ould not be onserved if this

were a purely two-body deay. The explanation, �rst proposed by Pauli in 1930,

is that this is, in fat, a three-body deay, the third partile being the neutrino.

∗†

�Dear Radioative Ladies and Gentlemen!

I have hit upon a desperate remedy to save. . . the law of onservation of

energy.

. . . there ould exist eletrially neutral partiles, whih I will all neutrons,

in the nulei. . .

The ontinuous beta spetrum would then make sense with the assumption

that in beta deay, in addition to the eletron, a neutron is emitted suh

that the sum of the energies of neutron and eletron is onstant.. . .

But so far I do not dare to publish anything about this idea, and trustfully

turn �rst to you, dear radioative ones, with the question of how likely it is

to �nd experimental evidene for suh a neutron. . .

I admit that my remedy may seem almost improbable beause one

probably would have seen those neutrons, if they exist, for a long time.

But nothing ventured, nothing gained. . .

Thus, dear radioative ones, srutinise and judge.�

Wolfgang Pauli

In order to satisfy angular momentum onservation, the neutrino should be a

spin-

1/2 fermion. Moreover, the observed eletron-spetrum end-point orresponds

†
Pauli initially alled the new partile a �neutron�. When what is now known as the neutron

was later disovered, Fermi suggested the name neutrino for Pauli's partile, being a �small�

(light) neutral partile.

†
Niels Bohr, for example, openly opposed this interpretation of β-deay, preferring to entertain

the possibility that energy, momentum and angular momentum might not be onserved.
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to the eletron arrying away all of the available energy (within experimental

preision), whih indiates that the neutrino should have negligible mass. It was

deemed therefore, in �rst approximation, to have preisely zero mass.

As early as 1934 Fermi had already devised a theory of the weak nulear in-

teration

∗
, in whih suh deays were desribed via a four-point loal interation

transmuting a neutron inside the nuleus into a proton, with the simultaneous

emission of an eletron and (what is now known as) an eletron antineutrino (ν̄e).
This is what is alled β−

deay. It is also possible for a free neutron:

n → p+ e− + ν̄e. (6.2.1)

A further possibility is for a proton to transmute into a neutron, emitting a positron

and an eletron neutrino (νe). This is alled β
+
deay. Sine the proton is lighter

than the neutron, suh a proess is only possible inside a nuleus, where the �nal-

state neutron may oupy a lower energy level than the original proton:

p+ energy → n+ e+ + νe. (6.2.2)

Finally, a proess known as eletron apture or K-apture is possible. Here an

atomi eletron from the lowest (K) shell is aptured by a proton (inside the

nuleus), whih then transmutes into a neutron emitting a neutrino:

p+ e− + energy → n + νe. (6.2.3)

Some examples of these various forms of β-deay are

Cs137
55 → Ba137

56 + e− + ν̄e (β−
-deay), (6.2.4a)

Na22
11 → Ne22

10 + e+ + νe (β+
-deay), (6.2.4b)

Na22
11 + e− → Ne22

10 + νe (K-apture). (6.2.4)

Note that in all ases the mass number (A) does not hange, but the harge (Z)
does. We have seen earlier that for onstant A the nulear mass is a quadrati

funtion of (Z−N), due to the neutron�proton symmetry term, see e.g. Eq. (3.2.8),

and so one may expet asades or hains of β±
-deays down either side of the

valley so-formed until the lightest isobar is reahed, whih must then be stable

against this type of deay.

Now, sine the mass formula also ontemplates a nuleon-pairing term, see e.g.

Eq. (3.2.9), the β-deay hains for odd and even A must be distinguished. In the

�rst ase (A odd) one of N or Z is odd and the other even and so the pairing

∗
An initial paper by Fermi was rejeted for publiation by Nature as �it ontained speulations

whih were too remote from reality.�
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ontribution is onstant. In the seond though (A even) either both are odd or

both even and the ontribution ontinually varies; or, more pitorially, there are

two separate mass parabolæ (the series for even�even lying below the odd�odd),

see Fig. 6.7.

(a)

Z

mA,Z

β
−

β
−

β
+

β
+

(b)

Z

mA,Z

β
−

β
+

β
−

β
+

β
+

Figure 6.7: The two possible types of β-deay hains for (a) A odd and (b) A even.

If the two lowest-lying isobars in a given hain are too lose in mass for the

heavier to deay, then both are β-stable. Indeed, there may be up to three stable

isobars; e.g., Zr96
40 , Mo96

42 and Ru96
44 . Moreover, so-alled double β-deay is also pos-

sible (Goeppert-Mayer, 1935), in whih Z hanges by two units and two eletron�

neutrino pairs are emitted. Suh a proess is learly doubly weak and therefore

highly suppressed (all measured lifetimes are in exess of 1019 yr). It is therefore

only visible if the single deay mode is prohibited. For example, in Fig. 6.7b the

two lowest-lying states are both stable against single β-deay but the higher-mass

nuleus may deay via the double β-deay mode into the lower; there are just 35

suh deays possible.

6.2.1 Fermi theory

As already mentioned, the theory explaining β-deay (and, more in general, the

weak nulear interation) was devised by Fermi (1934). Let us �rst examine the

kinematis: sine it is relatively very massive, the �nal-state nuleus may be taken

to have negligible reoil energy (though the reoil momentum may be appreiable)

and therefore the eletron�neutrino pair have energy

Ee + Eν ≃ Q, (6.2.5)

where Q is the energy released (or so-alled Q-value).
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Exerise 6.2.1. The deay Bi210 → Po210 +e−+ ν̄e has a Q-value of 1.16MeV;
alulate the maximum reoil kineti energy of the daughter nuleus. Do the same

for Na22
11 → Ne22

10 +e++νe, Q=4.38MeV (take mν =0). What is the minimum

reoil energy?

In quantum mehanis the rate of suh a deay may be obtained using Fermi's

golden rule, Eq. (4.2.6), whih here reads

Γ =
1

τ
=

2π

~

∫
dnf |Mfi|2, (6.2.6)

where τ is the mean lifetime for this deay. The transition matrix element is given

by

Mfi =

∫
d3x ψ∗

f

(x)H
int

ψ
i

(x), (6.2.7)

where ψ
i,f

are the initial- and �nal-state wave-funtions and H
int

is the relevant

interation Hamiltonian. The initial-state wave-funtion is just that of the parent

nuleon (Ψ) while that of the �nal state will be the produt of the wave-funtions
desribing the daughter nuleus (Ψ′

) and those of the emitted eletron (ψe) and

antineutrino (ψν). The problem then is the hoie of operator to represent the

interation Hamiltonian. The solution adopted by Fermi was simply the identity

operator, thus:

Mfi =

∫
d3xΨ′∗(x)ψ∗

e(x)ψ
∗
ν(x) ·GF

·Ψ(x), (6.2.8)

where G
F

is a onstant de�ning the strength of the interation (now known as

the Fermi onstant). Suh a form is signi�antly di�erent to that used for the

eletromagneti interation, whih is viewed as mediated by the exhange of a

photon propagating between two distint spae�time points. However, at the

distane sale to whih β-deay is sensitive, there is no experimental evidene for

similar propagation and the interation appears to take plae at a single point in

spae�time.

Exerise 6.2.2. We now know that the weak interation is in fat mediated by the

bosonsW±
and Z0

; the former having a mass around 80GeV and the latter 91GeV.
Using the unertainty priniple, estimate the maximum distane that suh partiles

ould propagate as virtual intermediate states. Compare this to the wavelength

assoiated with the typial momenta involved.

The wave-funtions for the eletron�neutrino pair should naturally be taken as
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plane waves (desribing partiles of well-de�ned linear momenta)

ψe,ν(x) =
e ike,ν ·x
√
V

, (6.2.9)

where the standard normalisation of one partile in a volume V has been adopted

(V will, of ourse, disappear from the �nal answer). One thus has

Mfi =
G
F

V

∫
d3x e− i (ke+kν)·x Ψ′∗(x) Ψ(x), (6.2.10)

where ke,ν are the eletron and neutrino wave-numbers. We may now make a

further simplifying approximation: the momentum of the eletron and neutrino

are limited to a few MeV and therefore the orresponding wavelengths are muh

larger than the size of the nuleus, whih is the integration region determined by

the presene of Ψ(x) and Ψ′(x). The exponential will thus not vary appreiably

under the integral and may be taken as onstant. One then has

Mfi ≃
G
F

V

∫
d3x Ψ′∗(x) Ψ(x), (6.2.11)

whih just desribes the overlap between the initial- and �nal-state nulear wave-

funtions. In ertain ases, where the �nal-state proton (or neutron) oupies

the same nulear level as the initial-state neutron (or proton), these are (almost)

idential and then, to a good approximation, the integral is unity. Otherwise, with

some knowledge of the approximate wave-funtions, it may be estimated rather

well and, in any ase, to a very good approximation is a onstant, independent of

the eletron and neutrino energies.

For a partile of mass m and momentum p, with the standard normalisation

to a box of volume V , the density of states dn/dE is derived by onsidering

d3n =
V

(2π~)3
d3p =

V

(2π~)3
p2dΩdp . (6.2.12)

Assuming spherial symmetry, the angular integrals may be performed giving∫
dΩ =4π. The single-partile density of states is therefore

dn

dE
=

V

(2π~)3
4πp2

dp

dE
. (6.2.13)
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For the two-partile density of states in onsideration here, one then has

dn(Q,Ee)

dEe

=

[
V

(2π~)3
4π

]2
p2e

dpe
dEe

p2ν
dpν
dEν

∣∣∣∣∣
Ee+Eν=Q

. (6.2.14)

Using relativisti kinematis, one has the mass-shell relation E2=p2c2+m2c4

and therefore EdE =pc2dp. Thus, for a given �nal-partile energy�momentum,

one has

p2
dp

dE
=

E p

c2
=

E
√
E2 −m2c4

c3
. (6.2.15)

Finally, assuming a zero-mass neutrino and using Eν =Q−Ee,

dn(Q,Ee)

dEe

=

[
V

(2π~)3
4π

]2
Ee

√
E2

e −m2
ec

4

c3
(Q−Ee)

2

c3
. (6.2.16)

This expression must then be integrated over Ee from the rest-mass energy mec
2

up to the Q-value. It is ustomary here to normalise the energies to the eletron

rest-mass energy and thus the integral to be performed is

f(Q) =

∫ x
max

1

dxx
√
x2 − 1 (x

max

− x)2, (6.2.17)

where x
max

=Q/mec
2
. Now, for x

max

≫1, f(Q)≃x5
max

/30. And so the �nal result

for the deay rate is

Γ =
1

τ
≃ G2

F

Q5K

60π3
~
7c6

, (6.2.18)

where K represents the nulear wave-funtion overlap integral (6.2.11). The Q5

dependene (arising from the phase-spae integral) is known as Sargent's rule

(Sargent, 1933), originally a simple empirial observation, whih is thus explained.

∗

There is an important orretion to the above expression, due to the Coulomb

interation between the harge of the emitted eletron or positron and that of the

daughter nuleus (Fermi, 1934). Put simply, one an imagine that a positron will

be ejeted with greater energy (the fore is repulsive) than an eletron (attrative).

Calulation in a non-relativisti approximation leads to the following multipliative

orretion to the rate, the Coulomb fator or Fermi funtion (Mott and Wilson,

1933):

F (Zf , Q) ≃
η

1− e−η , with η = ±2πZf α/β (6.2.19)

∗
It is then a general rule for all three-body deays.
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where the plus (minus) sign applies to eletrons (positrons) and β= v/c is the

asymptoti veloity of the emitted eletron.

6.2.2 The Kurie plot

The simple form of the (unorreted) spetrum,

P (Ee) = Ee

√
E2

e −m2
ec

4 (Q−Ee)
2, (6.2.20)

suggests a rather useful method of plotting the data (Kurie et al., 1936). Let us

de�ne the following funtion:

K(Ee) :=

√
P (Ee)

F (Zf , Q) ·Ee ·
√
E2

e −m2
ec

4
, (6.2.21)

where P (Ee) is the measured eletron spetrum. Clearly, using Eq. (6.2.20), this

should give

K(Ee) ∝ Q− Ee. (6.2.22)

That is, one expets a straight line interseting the absissa at Ee=Q, see Fig. 6.8.

0

0

E0 Ee

K(Ee)

✲✲

✻

Figure 6.8: Example Kurie plots of the β-deay spetrum: the ideal zero-mass neutrino

ase (ontinuous line), ideal non-zero mass (heavy dotted line) and realisti non-zero

mass (light dotted line).
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Suh a plot has partiular use in the searh for a non-zero neutrino mass. So

far the standard assumption of a zero-mass eletron neutrino has been made; if

one instead inserts a mass term for the neutrino, then the expeted form of the

Kurie plot beomes

K(Ee) ∝
√

(Q− Ee)
√
(Q−Ee)

2 −m2
νc

4. (6.2.23)

This now intersets the absissa at Ee=Q−mνc
2
and one would thus expet to see

a urve of the form shown by the heavy dotted line in Fig. 6.8. Unfortunately, the

e�ets of �nite experimental resolution and Fermi motion of the deaying nuleus

et. all ombine to smear the measured distribution into the form shown by the

light dotted line in Fig. 6.8. To date there exists only an upper limit of about 2 eV
on the eletron-neutrino mass oming from suh measurements on tritium deay

(see Patrignani et al., 2016).

Exerise 6.2.3. Derive expression (6.2.23).

6.2.3 The Gamow�Teller extension to Fermi theory

While Fermi's theory works well in ertain ases, many nulear deays require a

more detailed desription. In partiular, no aount has been made of the possible

spin orrelations. Indeed, the onstrution so-far adopted is expliitly salar in its

interation. As suh, it only applies diretly to deays involving spin-zero nulei

(both parent and daughter) or possibly where the spin does not hange. There are

a number of suh deays and we shall disuss them in more detail shortly, when

we examine the problem of leanly extrating the value of G
F

.

In order to take into aount the dependene on the spins of the eletron

and neutrino, Gamow and Teller (1936) provided a more omplete desription by

inlusion of possible spin orrelations via introdution of the Pauli spin matries

and two-omponent spinors into the matrix element Mfi. Without entering into

the details of the onstrution, we shall simply note that, a priori , there are various

possibilities leading to di�erent angular orrelations between �nal-state momenta,

whih may be tested experimentally.

What emerges from the data is a lassi�ation into just two types of deay. The

distintion is made via the spin state of the eletron�neutrino pair: being both

spin-

1/2 partiles, the total may give either a spin-zero singlet (so-alled Fermi

transitions) or spin-one triplet (so-alled Gamow�Teller transitions). The former

an learly only ontribute when the spins of the parent and daughter nulei are

the same while the latter may also ontribute to spin-hanging deays (though not

in the ase of both having spin zero).
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For a full understanding of the spin and momentum orrelations, the Dira the-

ory of fermions is neessary. Here, the dynamis is desribed as urrent�urrent

interations and, in analogy with the eletromagneti spin-one photon mediated

fore, we �nd a vetor-like oupling, but we also �nd that a pseudovetor or axial-

vetor oupling is neessary. For elementary partiles, Dira theory presribes

preisely the relative strengths; however, the proton and neutron are both om-

posite objets and their spins are the result of the underlying (quark) spins and

orbital motions. It is then ustomary to express the strengths of the two ouplings

as gVGF

and gAGF

respetively. The vetor urrent orresponds to a onserved

weak harge while the axial urrent represents a sort of weak magneti e�et,

whih has no orresponding onservation law. So, while we may appeal to harged

vetor-urrent onservation to �x gV (as unity) or equivalently absorb it into the

de�nition of G
F

, the ratio gA/gV is then an entirely free parameter to be measured

experimentally.

6.2.4 Neutron β-deay

The ase of neutron β-deay is rather speial. First of all, owing to the small

Q-value, it has a partiularly long lifetime: τn=880.2±1.0 s. Moreover, sine the

initial and �nal nulear states are just a free neutron and proton respetively, the

wave-funtion overlap integral (K above) is exatly unity.

∗
One might therefore

imagine that, in priniple at any rate, this deay would allow a preise measurement

of the Fermi onstantG
F

. However, as we have just observed, there are two possible

ouplings involved sine both Fermi and Gamow�Teller transitions (or equivalently

vetor and axial-vetor ouplings) may ontribute here sine both the proton and

neutron have non-zero spins.

The total deay rate is then given by Eq. (6.2.18) multiplied by a fator

g2V + 3g2A, (6.2.24)

where gV and gA are the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings. The fator three (and

impliit fator one) represents the triplet (singlet) nature of the Gamow�Teller

(Fermi) transition. As noted, the vetor onstant orresponds to a onserved

urrent and maybe absorbed into the de�nition of G
F

; this however leaves gA,
or rather the ratio gA/gV , as a further unknown parameter, but of the internal

nuleon struture rather than of the weak-interation theory.

We should also add that, owing to the very small Q-value, the earlier approx-
imation to the phase-spae integral is rather poor and that the exat result here is

f(Q)=0.47(Q/me)
5/30. Besides the total deay rate, various angular orrelations

∗
Atually, the small mass di�erene does imply a small (essentially negligible) orretion.
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between partile momenta may be measured, whih lead to the possibility of ex-

trating the ratio gA/gV separately. The world average value for this quantity has

approximately the same 2%� preision as the lifetime measurement and is found

to be

gA/gV = −1.2723±0.0023, (6.2.25)

see Patrignani et al. (2016). And thus a reliable determination of G
F

from is

neutron β-deay is possible. We shall examine its preise value after the next

setion.

6.2.5 Measuring G
F

in nulear β-deay

In order to measure the Fermi onstant G
F

in nulear β-deay aurately, it is

learly neessary to eliminate the unertainty arising from the axial-vetor on-

tribution. As already noted, the Gamow�Teller oupling annot ontribute to

transitions between two spin-zero nulei. These then provide a reliable method for

determining G
F

.

The Fermi integral (6.2.17), inluding also the Fermi funtion (6.2.19) with the

integrand, an then be simply tabulated for the various known deays. It is thus

ustomary to de�ne the so-alled ft value:

ft1/2 := 0.693
2π3

~
7c6

G2
F

(mec
2)5|Mfi|2

, (6.2.26)

where the oe�ient 0.693= ln2 is the onversion fator for the use of the half-

life. The ft value varies experimentally over all β-deays from about 103 to 1020 s
and we see that it mainly re�ets variations in the nulear wave-funtion overlap

integral impliit in |Mfi|2.
The shortest are typially the so-alled super-allowed 0+→0+ transitions just

mentioned. Of these there are 18 known and measured deays (13 to high prei-

sion), for whih the ft values are all around 3000 s; an example is the deay

O14 (β+) N14 . (6.2.27)

Note that these are all β+
deays: given that the initial- and �nal-state neutron

and proton oupy the same state, the Coulomb repulsion ative in the proton

ase implies that the higher-mass nuleus is indeed that with one more proton.

However, one also often �nds the two exeptional ases of free neutron deay and

H3 (β−) He3
inluded in this ategory; both are β−

deays.
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6.2.6 The τ�θ puzzle

We now turn to one of the most spetaular disoveries in weak-interation phe-

nomenology: namely, parity violation. Until the 1950s all of the three disrete sym-

metries of Nature C, P and T where onsidered inviolable.

∗
However, within the

growing phenomenology of weakly interating partiles ertain surprising emerged

behaviour that seemed to indiate a possible violation of spatial-inversion invari-

ane.

Let us �rst remind the reader that the laws of lassial physis appear to respet

the symmetry of spatial (and temporal) inversion usually denoted P (and T ). With

the disovery of antimatter we should add the symmetry under exhange of matter

and antimatter C. These three disrete symmetries formed then a ornerstone of

lassial physis. The experimental study of the weak interation, however, soon

demonstrated that none of these is an exat symmetry of the partile world.

A puzzle involving two new subatomi partiles, τ± and θ±, arose in the early

�fties (Dalitz, 1953).

†
Both were members of the newly found family of so-alled

�strange� partiles, relatively long-lived objets whih were being produed in the

new aelerator experiments and whih seemed to favour deays and transitions

among themselves�suggestive of a new (partially) onserved quantum number:

strangeness. Where the mass di�erenes permitted, suh partiles deayed strongly

into other strange states. In those ases where energy onservation did not permit

suh �nal states (as, for example, in the ase of the deay of the lightest suh

states), the deay was always weak and strangeness was never onserved. Already

then the weak interation appears di�erent: the newly invented quantum number

strangeness was found to be exatly onserved by the strong and the eletromag-

neti interations but always violated in weak proesses.

The τ+ and θ+ were almost idential in terms of their masses (≃494MeV)
and lifetimes (≃1.24×10−8 s); the orresponding negatively harged antipartiles

also existed with idential properties and behaviour. The two partiles, however,

deayed di�erently: the τ+ deayed into three pions (π+π+π−
or π+π0π0

), while

the θ+ produed only two (π+π0
). Indeed, it was only the di�erent deay modes

that suggested the need to distinguish two separate partiles. The fat that their

lifetimes were very similar rendered the idea of two distint but idential states

(one might say �twins�) very puzzling�no other pair of partiles displayed suh

striking similarity.

Note that through the muh earlier work of Noether (1918) it was understood

∗
It is reounted that when Abdus Salam, as a young researher, proposed a theory of the neutrino

involving parity violation to Wolfgang Pauli, he was uneremoniously dismissed with the remark:

�This young man does not realise the santity of parity!�

†
Note that the τ desribed here is not to be onfused with the heavy harged lepton disovered

in 1977 and now also alled τ . Note too that Dalitz refers to the two new partiles as τ and χ.
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that onservation and invariane were losely assoiated. Indeed, Noether's the-

orem states that for every ontinuous symmetry of a system their orresponds

an additively onserved quantum number. In fat, this also applies to disrete

symmetries, suh a parity, where the quantum number is then onserved multi-

pliatively.

The need to assume two distint states lies in the fat that the parity of the

two �nal states had to be di�erent (we shall see why shortly). This observation led

Lee and Yang in 1956 to suggest the possibility that parity invariane or onserva-

tion may be violated and that there was only one state, whih today is known as

the harged kaon (K±
). They also suggested that if the answer to the τ�θ puzzle

was indeed parity violation, then suh e�ets might also be observable, e.g., in the

�nal-state spatial distributions for the β-deay of polarised nulei. They proposed

studying the dependene on the pseudosalar quantity p·s, where p is the �nal

eletron momentum and s the spin of the deaying nuleus.

Let us �rst examine just why the �nal-state parity assignments must di�er.

Experiments showed that the spin of both objets was zero; thus, the question of

angular-momentum onservation is rather simple sine pions too have spin zero:

the total orbital angular momentum of the �nal state must then be zero. With

no orbital ontribution to the total angular momentum of the system, the overall

parity is just the produt of the intrinsi parities of the partiles in the �nal state�

reall that the parity of the spatial part of the wave-funtion is simply (−1)L. This
is trivial in the two-pion ase; for three pions, while they may individually have

non-zero orbital angular momentum, the overall total anellation required implies

overall even parity of the spatial part. The overall �nal-state parities then depend

on the intrinsi parity assignment of the pion.

Exerise 6.2.4. Consider the Q-value of suh a deay and show that the linear

momentum available is insu�ient to generate one unit (~) of orbital angular

momentum.

Hint: the typial maximum distane involved in an interation between hadroni

partiles is 1 fm.

It turns out that the pion is a so-alled pseudosalar, having therefore negative

intrinsi parity. Consequently, in τ−θ deays the two-pion �nal-state parity is

positive, (−1)2, whereas for three pions it is negative, (−1)3.

6.2.7 Intrinsi parity and its measurement

All partiles either naturally possess or may be assigned an intrinsi parity. In

the ase of fermions a onsequene of the Dira equation is that fermion and an-

tifermion have opposite parities. Sine fermion number is onserved (and thus

only fermion�antifermion pairs may be reated or annihilated), the absolute value
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of, say, the eletron parity is undetetable and therefore also irrelevant. By on-

vention, the parity of fermions (antifermions) is positive (negative) although, we

stress, no physial signi�ane may be attahed to either separately. However, the

intrinsi parity of a fermion�antifermion pair is meaningful and is thus predited

to be negative.

Reall that the parity of a ompound state is the produt of the parities of

the parts. The parity of a pion is therefore the produt of the intrinsi parities

of the quark and antiquark of whih it is omposed and the parity of the spatial

wave-funtion desribing their orbital motion. In other words, Pπ=PqPq̄(−1)L=
(−1)L+1

, where L is the orbital quantum number. This has the immediate on-

sequene that a pion, being the lowest-mass, zero-spin qq̄ state (with presumably

therefore zero internal orbital angular momentum and the quark and antiquark

spins antiparallel), should have negative intrinsi parity; i.e. it is pseudosalar.

This is indeed experimentally veri�ed.

The measurement of Pπ=−1 is oneptually rather simple: onsider assoiated

prodution (via the strong interation) of a neutron pair from a low-energy ollision

between a negatively harged pion and a deuteron:

π−d → nn. (6.2.28)

Experimentally, the deuteron is determined to be a spin-one nuleus (Lpn=0 and

Spn=1) of positive parity and the pion has zero spin, while the proton and neutron
both have spin one-half. In any ase, with respet to parity, the nuleons are

all merely spetators in the proess. What is important is the relative initial-

and �nal-state orbital angular momenta. Now, the proess is atually that of

K-apture: the pion is �rst trapped, forming an exited pioni atom, and then

rapidly asades down to the lowest Bohr orbit, i.e. an s-wave. The total angular
momentum of the initial state is thus one, but with L=0 and therefore positive

spatial parity. The parity of the initial and (so too) the �nal states is therefore

preisely the pion parity. The orbital angular momentum of the �nal state ould,

in priniple, be measured by studying (statistially) the angular distribution of the

neutrons produed. However, it is easier to appeal to the Fermi�Dira statistis

obeyed by a system of two idential fermions.

The overall angular momentum of the nn system must then be just one unit of

~ and this may be formed by either the sum of the two spins giving zero (singlet)

and orbital motion L=1 or the sum of spins giving one (triplet) and orbital motion

L=0, 1 or 2. For the S=0 spin-singlet state, we have the following spin wave-

funtion:

1√
2

(
|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉

)
. (6.2.29a)

Note that it is antisymmetri under interhange of the neutrons. Sine they are
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idential fermions, the overall wave-funtion must be antisymmetri and so the

spatial part must be symmetri, whih requires L even. The total spin an then

only be even and so S=0, L=1 is exluded. For the S=1 triplet state, on the

other hand, we have the following three possible spin wave-funtions:

|↑↑〉, 1√
2

(
|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉

)
, |↓↓〉. (6.2.29b)

These are all symmetri under interhange and thus the spatial part must be

antisymmetri, giving L odd, whih will only aommodate L=1 ombining with

S=1 to give total spin one. We must therefore have S=1, L=1, negative spatial
parity and �nally Pπ=−1.
Exerise 6.2.5. By onsidering the intrinsi parities of the proton and neutron,

together with their known orbital and spin alignments inside the deuteron, explain

why theoretially we expet Pd=+1.

6.2.8 The physial onsequenes of parity violation

The proposal then was to measure the dependene of a deay rate on a pseudo-

salar quantity suh as p·s. The reason for this is quite simple: suppose that the

transition matrix element or quantum amplitude for some deay rate (or indeed

any prodution proess) takes the general form (p and s are any pair of relevant

momentum and spin vetors)

M(p, s) ∝ a + bp·s, (6.2.30)

with a and b salar quantities not depending (linearly) on either p or s. Then,

sine p is a polar vetor, it hanges sign under the ation of parity inversion while

s, a pseudovetor or axial vetor, does not. The b term will thus hange sign with

respet to the a term under P and so

∣∣MP
∣∣ 6=

∣∣M
∣∣, (6.2.31)

where M
P
stands for the orresponding matrix element under parity inversion.

Suh a dependene would then be an unambiguous manifestation of the parity

violation that Lee and Yang sought.

Now, although it is learly not possible to apply P, as suh, experimentally, the

presene of suh a term would be detetable from the spatial dependene implied.

For example, for a �xed spin s, we have similarly that

∣∣M(−p)
∣∣ 6=

∣∣M(+p)
∣∣ . (6.2.32a)

And so it is su�ient to ompare, e.g., the deay rates for �nal-state eletron
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momenta (p) parallel and antiparallel to the polarisation axis (s) of the deay-

ing nuleus. Note that the two statements are entirely equivalent. A �nal-state

eletron observed moving, say, parallel to the nulear spin, moves in the opposite

diretion in the parity-inverted experiment. Note �nally that analogously, for �xed

p, we also have ∣∣M(−s)
∣∣ 6=

∣∣M(+s)
∣∣ . (6.2.32b)

6.2.9 Parity violation in β-deay

The invitation to perform an experiment to detet suh parity violation was taken

up shortly after in 1957 by Wu et al. at Columbia University in New York. The

basi requirement of polarising the initial-state deaying nuleus then led Wu to

selet Co60
as it has a nulear spin of J =5 in natural units (with also a large mag-

neti moment). The experiment was by no means simple; in order to substantially

polarise the obalt speimen and avoid depolarisation by thermal motion, very low

temperatures and thus new refrigeration tehniques were neessary.

Measurement of variations with respet to p would require either two idential

detetors or two independent runs with a single detetor being plaed �rst above

and then below the deaying speimen. However, the di�ulty in ontrol over

systematis would make any di�erene found highly suspet. The observation

rendered in Eq. (6.2.32b) was thus exploited and the polarisation axis was �ipped

by inverting the applied (vertial) polarising magneti �eld. Still, some ontrol

over systematis was desirable and so advantage was taken of the full deay hain.

The basi β-deay proess is

Co60 → Ni60 ∗ + e− + ν̄e, (6.2.33)

where the nikel daughter (J =4) is produed in an exited state. The subsequent

transition to the ground state is a two-step proess involving double γ emission.

Both transitions are of the eletri-quadrupole (E4) type with a harateristi

double-lobe angular distribution. The presene of nulear polarisation may thus

be heked by observation of the relative γ-ray intensities in the polar (i.e. vertial)
and equatorial (i.e. horizontal) diretions; the emitted photons prefer to lie in the

equatorial plane rather than along the polarisation axis.

The proedure thus essentially onsisted in ooling the obalt speimen to

∼0.01K and applying a magneti �eld along, say, the z diretion. The refrigeration
system was then swithed o� and ontinuous read-outs were taken of both the polar

β �ux and the polar and equatorial γ intensities. This was then repeated with

the polarising magneti �eld inverted. The results are displayed in Fig. 6.9 and

an be summarised via the following angular deay distribution for the eletrons

with respet to the polarisation diretion of the Co60
nulei (as suggested by
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Figure 6.9: Results of the parity violation experiment performed by Wu et al. (1957).

The γ anisotropy and the β asymmetry with the polarising magneti �eld pointing up

and down as funtions of the time after swithing o� the ryostat.

Lee and Yang):

I(θ) ∝ 1 + α
v

c
cos θ, (6.2.34)

where, given cosθ=±1, the asymmetry parameter α is e�etively measured dir-
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etly. Wu et al. found α negative and gave a lower-limit estimate of |α|>∼ 0.7. In
fat, α is negative for eletrons and positive for positrons. More preise measure-

ments show that, in general, |α|=1; i.e. parity is maximally violated in β-deay.

�The sudden liberation of our thinking on the very struture of the physial

world was overwhelming.�

Chien-Shiung Wu

Sine the energies are so low that orbital angular momentum an play no role,

one an make an argument to infer the eletron spin by noting that ∆J =−1 for

the nulei in this deay and therefore the eletron�neutrino pair must arry away

one unit of spin aligned in the positive z diretion, i.e. both spins must be aligned

along the same positive z diretion. Sine the eletron tends to move along the

negative z diretion, it must have heliity −1;∗ in other words, it is left-handed.

Note that these �ndings were on�rmed by almost simultaneous experiments

on muon deay, arried out at the same time Garwin, Lederman and Weinrih

(1957). We shall disuss muon deay shortly.

�Disoveries in physis often depend on looking toward a new diretion,

quite often with the very latest detetor tehnology. Parity

non-onservation is an exeption. The reason it was not disovered [earlier℄

was not beause it was at the margin of detetor tehnology, but simply

beause people did not look for it.�

Tsung-Dao Lee

Indeed, suh an experiment ould have been performed thirty years earlier and it

is probable that the e�et had atually been observed as early as the twenties but

not reognised. In fat, it had been only in the thirties with the work of Wigner

that the role of parity had beome to be fully appreiated.

6.2.10 The heliity of the neutrino

The experiments performed by Wu et al. and by Garwin et al., while unequivoally

indiating that parity is indeed violated and that the eletrons (positrons) emerging

are left (right) handed, did not provide any indiation as to the relative spin

alignment of the (undeteted) neutrinos. Just a few months later Goldhaber et al.

(1958) thus set out to measure the heliity of neutrinos produed in β-deay. The
method devised is ingenious (see Fig. 6.10), ombining as it does a number of

non-trivial physial e�ets and phenomena.

∗
Reall that heliity is de�ned as h := p̂·ŝ and therefore −1<h<+1.
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Figure 6.10: Apparatus for analysing the irular polarisation of γ-rays in the experi-

ment to measure neutrino heliity performed by Goldhaber et al. (1958).

The proess used was K-apture:

Eu152 + e− → Sm152 ∗ + νe
|→ Sm152 + γ, (6.2.35)

J = 0 1 0

in whih the samarium daughter nuleus subsequently de-exites via γ-emission.
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The spin atually measured was that of the emitted photon. The analysing magnet

and blok of magnetised iron surrounding the soure served to �lter out one or

other of the two possible γ heliities: a photon may be absorbed by an atomi

eletron if and only if their spins are opposite (the eletron then �ips its spin

to onserve angular momentum); onversely, a photon with spin parallel to the

eletrons in the blok of iron will pass relatively unhindered.

−→
γ
⇒ +

e−

←
γ
⇒ +

e−

→ . . .
photon diretion absorbable unabsorbable

(6.2.36)

Sine the γ-emission proess involves a J =1 nuleus deaying into J =0, the
photon evidently arries the same spin as the original nuleus (again orbital angular

momentum is exluded), whih in turn must be opposite to that of the neutrino.

In order to extrat the neutrino heliity, information is also needed on its

diretion of motion (without diretly deteting it). The lower samarium resatterer

is only e�etive for those photons with energy exatly orresponding to the �rst

exited state (from whih the photons were originally produed). Now, the e�et

of the nulear reoil in suh proesses results in emitted photons with slightly less

than the exitation energy while absorbed photons need slightly more. Therefore,

were both the emitting and absorbing samarium nulei both stationary, there ould

be no absorption. However, in the K-apture proess, for whih the aptured

eletron is essentially at rest while the neutrino is emitted with a non-negligible

energy, the daughter nuleus reoils. Suh a reoil may be su�ient, if it is in the

right diretion, to provide the neessary extra energy to the subsequently emitted

photon. Thus, only a photon produed from a nuleus already moving in the same

diretion (and therefore opposite to the neutrino) may be resattered and �nally

deteted.

To reap, the photon and neutrino move in opposite diretions and also have

opposite spin projetions; they therefore have the same heliities. By omparing

the ounting rate with the magneti �eld applied in the positive and negative

vertial diretions, Goldhaber et al. were thus able to infer the neutrino heliity or

handedness. The results demonstrate that the neutrino too is always left handed.

Similar experiments on antineutrino emission (using, e.g., Hg203
) show that the

antineutrino is instead right handed (as too is the positron emitted in β+
-deay).

Exatly why this should be so is not yet known. The onstrution of the deay

matrix elements a�orded by the Dira desription allows us to desribe the e�et:

essentially the two terms in Eq. (6.2.30) represent the Fermi and Gamow�Teller

transition amplitudes respetively and it is the interferene between the two that

auses the di�erene between the two momentum�spin alignments.

∗
However,

∗
Inidentally, this indiates that, in order to detet parity violation, we must study deays in
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quite why the weak interation behaves this way is unexplained.

∗

6.2.11 Cabibbo theory

The �nal topi of this setion onerns the attempts to measure the Fermi oupling

onstant with preision and the reoniliation of the apparent disrepanies so

unovered. As already noted, there are a variety nulear deays that permit rather

preise extration of the value for G
F

. What we have not yet disussed is the

broader phenomenology of the weak interation. Just as nulear β deay ouples a

hadron transition urrent (n↔p) to that of an eletron�neutrino, other deays and
interations are observed (with omparable rates) involving, e.g., a muon�muon-

neutrino urrent and also transitions between p, n and strange baryons, suh as

Λ0
, Σ0,±

and Ξ0,−
(these last ontain two strange quarks). In partiular, the muon

deays via

µ− → e− + ν̄e + νµ. (6.2.37)

All partiles involved here are elementary; this proess is therefore a perfet an-

didate for a preise determination of G
F

and measurement of the muon lifetime

leads to (Patrignani et al., 2016)

G
F

= 1.166364(5)× 10−5 GeV−2. (6.2.38)

Now, already at the perent preision level a disrepany beomes manifest:

the nulear-deay data are systematially about 5% lower than rates alulated

using the µ-deay value for G
F

. The disrepany still stands after all possible

soures of orretion are taken into aount. On the other hand, the measured

rate for the strangeness-hanging deay

Λ0 → p+ e− + ν̄e (6.2.39)

appears to be only around 5% of its predited value�other suh deays display

similar values.

†
This observation pointed Cabibbo (1963) to the solution.

The entral point here is the question of interation basis states: the masses

of the various hadroni states involved are ertainly not generated by the weak

interation but are most likely a result of (yet to be understood) strong-interation

whih both Fermi and Gamow�Teller transitions ontribute.

∗
We note too in passing that the opposite behaviours of the eletron and positron (or neutrino

and antineutrino) indiate that there is a parallel and also maximal violation of the harge-

onjugation symmetry C.
†
We note in passing that the energetially allowed Λ0→p+µ−+ ν̄µ also ours with a ompatible

rate (i.e. taking into aount the redued phase-spae), thus providing a demonstration of the

universality of the weak interation between the leptons e and µ.
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e�ets. However, the mass eigenstates, with whih we then identify the physial

partiles that we detet and that propagate in the laboratory, need not neessarily

oinide with the eigenstates of the weak interation. Comparing the two deays

above (n and Λ0
) we see that the �nal states are idential. Now, both n and Λ0

are neutral and so may mix without violating harge onservation (or indeed any

other well-respeted onservation law) and so we may hypothesise a basis set of

weak-interation states (ψW

), in terms of whih, the mass eigenstates (ψ) are

ψn = cos θ
C

ψW

n + sin θ
C

ψW

Λ , (6.2.40a)

ψΛ = − sin θ
C

ψW

n + cos θ
C

ψW

Λ . (6.2.40b)

The angle introdued is the Cabibbo angle and the onstrution is so designed

as to maintain the orret overall normalisation. If we thus assume that it is

only the weak neutron state that ouples to a proton, then in nulear β-deay the

orresponding matrix element will be multiplied by a fator cosθ
C

, whih beomes

cos2θ
C

in the deay rate, whereas the Λ0
-deay rate will reeive a fator sin2θ

C

.

So, if the value of the Cabibbo angle is suh that sin2θ
C

≃0.05, then the problem

is solved. The urrent value for the angle is (Patrignani et al., 2016)

sin θ
C

= 0.2253± 0.0008. (6.2.41)

With this simple quantum mehanial mixing e�et, the three di�erent de-

ay types (n↔p, strangeness-hanging and purely leptoni) are reoniled with a

single, universal, weak oupling onstant G
F

. We should note that Oam is kept

happy as the same angle also desribes well similar deays of the pseudosalar

mesons, the pion and the kaon. Why this should be so an only be understood

with advent of the quark model.

6.2.12 The extension of Cabibbo theory

The modern language for hadroni interations uses quarks as the elementary

�elds. A proton is omposed of two up quarks (harge

2/3) and one down (harge

−1/3) whereas a neutron has one up and two down; the Λ0
hyperon ontains one

eah of up, down and strange (also harge −1/3): thus,

|p〉 = |uud〉, |n〉 = |udd〉, |Λ0〉 = |uds〉. (6.2.42)

The proess of β-deay then beomes the transmutation of a d- or s-quark inside

the parent hadron into a u-quark:

d → u+ e− + ν̄e (neutron β-deay), (6.2.43a)
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s → u+ e− + ν̄e (Λ0 β-deay). (6.2.43b)

And the Cabibbo mixing beomes quark mixing, whih we now write in a more

ompat form: (
d

s

)
=

(
cos θ

C

sin θ
C

− sin θ
C

cos θ
C

)(
dW

sW

)
. (6.2.44)

Again, it is assumed that only the weak d-quark state ouples to the u-quark.
Two questions now arise: �rstly, if dW ouples to u, to what does sW ouple?

The answer, provided by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani (1970), is the c-quark,
whih was duly disovered four years later (Aubert et al., 1974; Augustin et al.,

1974; Bai et al., 1974). The seond question regards the spei� (simple) form of

the mixing and the possibility of violating CP (or, equivalently, T ). It was, in fat,
soon disovered that CP is also violated (Christenson et al., 1964). Given that our

method of onstruting theories via urrent�urrent interations guarantees the

maintenane of CPT , a violation of CP implies a orresponding (ompensating)

violation of T .∗ Reall that in quantum mehanis the operation of temporal

inversion involves omplex onjugation (the relevant operator is antilinear) and

therefore the presene of an imaginary phase in the mixing matrix would lead to

T violation and ould thus explain the observed CP violation.

†

So, an we inlude an imaginary phase in the Cabibbo mixing matrix (whih

in priniple in quantum mehanis may be omplex)? The answer is no, for a 2×2
mixing matrix that is. The reason is that there are onstraints (unitarity) and also

phase ambiguities (of the external quark states), whih redue the number of true

degrees of freedom to just the one, real, Cabibbo mixing angle. In short, if we all

the matrix U , then unitarity requires U †U =1 (whih represents four onstraint

equations: three on Euler angles and one on a phase). Moreover, the global phases

of eah of the four external states (d, s, dW and sW) are irrelevant and may be

rede�ned at will�one, however, is a referene point; so that only three are truly

free. This all leaves just one (real) Euler angle: θ
C

.

The general result, well-known in matrix theory, for an n×n matrix is that the

number of independent parameters is given as:

1
2
n(n− 1) real (Euler) angles (6.2.45a)

and

1
2
(n− 1)(n− 2) imaginary phases. (6.2.45b)

∗
Compare this to what we disovered in β-deay: there both P and C are maximally violated,

but in just suh a manner that the produt CP is preserved.

†
The e�et of the imaginary phase here is rather similar to that introdued earlier to desribe a

metastable state, where we wrote m≡m0− iΓ/2. Clearly, the general deay proess does itself
provide an arrow of time.
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For n=2, we see that the Cabibbo formulation is orret and minimal. However,

for n=3, as shown by Kobayashi and Maskawa

∗
in 1973, preisely one non-trivial

imaginary phase may be introdued and thus T and onsequently CP may be

violated. Note that this predition ame before even the c-quark had atually been
disovered. It implies though the existene of two further quarks: beauty or bottom

(b) and top or truth (t), both of whih have sine been observed experimentally.

†

6.2.13 First detetion of neutrinos

In order to detet neutrinos, a reation should be sought that is initiated by a

neutrino, produing a �nal state that would otherwise be inaessible. Just suh

a proess is

νe + p → n + e+. (6.2.46)

Note, of ourse, that it is atually an antineutrino that is involved here. The

idea of Cowan and Reines in 1956 was then to exploit antineutrinos produed

via β-deay in a nulear reator (typial �uxes are of order 1012−1013 s−1cm−2
).

The positron so produed annihilates almost immediately with an eletron, lead-

ing to two γ-rays, whose ombined spetrum starts at twie the eletron mass.

The neutron may be deteted via subsequent nulear apture (Cowan and Reines

used Cadmium), whih is also aompanied by γ-emission. The near oinidene

of the two events (the neutron-absorption photon is emitted within 5µs of the

positron-annihilation signal) then provides a lear and unambiguous signature for

the antineutrino interation.

∗
One half of the 2008 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded to Yoihiro Nambu for �the disovery

of the mehanism of spontaneous broken symmetry in subatomi physis� and one quarter eah

to Makoto Kobayashi and Toshihide Maskawa for �the disovery of the origin of the broken

symmetry whih predits the existene of at least three families of quarks in nature.�

†
The more ommonly adopted terms are beauty and top although bottom is also often used.

†
The 1995 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded �for pioneering experimental ontributions to

lepton physis� jointly with one half to Martin L. Perl �for the disovery of the tau lepton� and

with one half to Frederik Reines �for the detetion of the neutrino.� Clyde Cowan died in 1974.
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Chapter 7

Nulear Fission, Fusion and Energy

7.1 Nulear �ssion

We have already provided a simple desription of nulear �ssion via the proess of

quantum tunnelling. Here we shall present the phenomenologial details relevant

to energy prodution and disuss some of the tehnial problems involved.

7.1.1 Fission and deay hains

What was disussed earlier was nulear deay via spontaneous �ssion; however, in

many ases an otherwise energetially disfavoured �ssion proess may be assisted

by the absorption of a low-energy neutron. A typial deay via indued nulear

�ssion is the following:

U235
92 + n → Rb93

37 + Cs141
55 + 2n. (7.1.1)

This proess is exothermi and therefore energetially allowed even for thermal

neutrons. There are various ombinations of possible deay produts; the example

exhibits the typial asymmetry in mass number A of the two daughter nulei. In

fat the fration of �ssion deays produing equal or very similar mass numbers is

experimentally found to be muh suppressed with respet to to suh a �nal state

(by a fator of around 600).
Now, the above proess atually ours via three distint stages. First of all,

the neutron is absorbed to produe an exited state of U236
92 . Note that the ground

state U236
92 is atually more stable than U235

92 (i.e., m236<m235+mn). The exited

state is however highly unstable and immediately undergoes the �ssion proess

U236
92

∗ → Rb94
37 + Cs142

55 . (7.1.2)

195
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Sine now A is muh smaller, both the daughter nulei �nd themselves to be

neutron rih; that is, N/A∼0.61, whereas typial values for stable nulei lie around
0.59 for these values of A. Finally therefore, within a time period of order 10−16 s,
the two daughter nulei emit a variable number of so-alled prompt neutrons (this

proess is desribed as evaporation). Typial mean values for the number of prompt

neutrons are shown in Table 7.1. Note that while the mean number varies with

Table 7.1: Typial mean numbers ν of neutrons emitted in nulear �ssion.

U233 U235 Pu239

ν 2.48 2.42 2.86

both A and Z, the shape of the distribution and its variane are roughly onstant.

Very often the deay produts are also unstable and the proess ontinues (also

via β and γ deay), thus forming a so-alled deay hain. This then an also give

rise to so-alled retarded neutrons emitted muh later. Two typial examples of

suh hains are

Rb93 6 s−→ Sr93 7 min−−−→ Y93 10 hr−−−→ Zr93 10
6

yr−−−→ Nb93 , (7.1.3a)

Cs141 25 s−−→ Ba141 18 min−−−−→ La141 4 hr−−→ Ce141 33 days−−−−→ Pr141 . (7.1.3b)

The energy release or Q-value is very large and depends on the preise �nal

state. For example, the U235
�ssion desribed above (7.1.1) has Q=181MeV,

whih is essentially all transferred to the emitted neutrons. The average �ssion

Q-value for U235
is about 200MeV. Reall that this energy is atually generated

via the Coulomb repulsion between the daughter nulei, whih omes into play

one the barrier has been overome. The initial form is in the kineti energy of the

neutrons, but it �nally emerges as both heat and radiation. Moreover, the emitted

neutrons may then, in priniple, provoke further �ssion, leading to the possibility

of a hain reation.

7.1.2 Controlled hain reations

Natural uranium ours as 99.28% U238
(τ1/2 =4.468×109 yr) with only 0.72% U235

(τ1/2 =7.038×108 yr). The mean number of neutrons produed in the indued �ssion

of U235
is 2.5, whih means that a hain reation is, in priniple, sustainable. In

priniple, if the number of neutrons produed per �ssion is greater than one, then

a hain reation is possible.

Exerise 7.1.1. Using the given lifetimes alulate how long ago the two isotopes

would have been in equal onentrations. Of what is this �gure an estimate? How
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muh of the U238
will have deayed after the formation of the Earth's rust sine

that time? How muh energy is liberated per nuleus of uranium in the U238
92 →

Pb206
82 hain? Hint: the deays are only of the α and β type; use the formula of

von Weizsäker for the atomi masses given in Table 3.1.

Now, the neutrons produed in nulear �ssion are fast (they are not thermal)

and, sine the ross-setion for indued �ssion by neutron absorption is inversely

proportional to the veloity, this implies a very low probability of induing further

�ssion. That is, in a �nite blok of matter they would be more likely to simply

esape. One thus needs a so-alled moderator, i.e. a material apable of slowing

down the neutrons to thermal energies (a proess known as thermalisation) via

elasti sattering. During this proess some neutrons will still inevitably be lost

and if the e�etive number falls below one, the hain reation will terminate. The

important properties of the moderator are that it should:

• ontain relatively light nulei to maximise the energy absorption in ollisions;

• have a low ross-setion for neutron apture;

• be very dense (i.e. solid) so as to maximise the ollision probability.

A material that well ful�lls these riteria is graphite(beryllium has been used,

also water and heavy water): the arbon nuleus has A=12, the ross-setion for

neutron apture is about 3.4mb and it is a densely paked solid. This then is the

basis for the �rst so-alled atomi pile onstruted by Fermi and olleagues in 1942

at Chiago University (in a disused rakets ourt); see Fig. 7.1. Control rodsmade

C U C U ··· U C

Figure 7.1: A shemati view of the �rst atomi pile.

of admium, indium, and silver were used to absorb the neutrons and to measure

their �ux. While admium and indium absorb neutrons; silver beomes radioative

when irradiated by neutrons and an therefore be used for �ux measurement, i.e. to

monitor the �ssion rate. The hain reation ould thus be ontrolled by inserting

or withdrawing the rods. Note that, gambling on the validity of his alulations,

Fermi had made absolutely no provision for no radiation shielding or ooling of

the reator.

Fermi's four-fator formula

It is usual to de�ne the multipliation fator k∞ as the number of neutrons per

�ssion e�etively available to provoke further �ssion, assuming an in�nite-volume
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sample. We then have the following three ases:

k∞





< 1 subritial,

= 1 ritial (a nulear reator),

> 1 superritial (meltdown or a nulear bomb).

(7.1.4)

The e�etive k∞ is a produt of various fators ontributing to a redution in the

number of neutrons �nally available. First of all, some neutrons are eliminated via

other proesses, suh as U235 (n,γ) U236
. De�ning σA the overall ross-setion for

non-�ssion absorption and σF that for �ssion, for ν the mean number of initially

produed neutrons per �ssion, we have the so-alled reprodution fator

η = ν
σF

σF + σA
. (7.1.5)

For pure U235
, σA≃97b and σF ≃584b and thus for ν≃2.5, we have η≃2.08.

However, as we have seen, naturally ourring uranium is a mixture ontaining

99.28% U238
, for whih σA≃2.75b and σF is zero. Therefore, we should use

σi = 0.0072 σ235
i + 0.9928 σ238

i with i = F or A, (7.1.6)

whih leads to

σF ≃ 4.20 b and σA ≃ 3.43 b. (7.1.7)

The resulting reprodution fator is now only η≃1.33. This may be improved by

enrihing natural uranium: for example, if the fration of U235
is raised to just

3%, then we obtain η≃1.84.
Next we must onsider the e�ieny of the thermalisation proess. Now, some

fast neutrons may ause �ssion (with ross-setion σ≃1b). This provides a small

inrease in the reprodution fator ε≃1.03. In graphiteabout one hundred olli-

sions are neessary to thermalise a fast neutron. During this proess, in whih the

energy drops from several MeV to essentially zero, the neutrons must pass through

the region 10−100 eV. Here many resonanes our, for whih the apture ross-

setion is enormous: σ≃1000b. Therefore, in order to maximise the e�ieny of

the moderator, the standard geometry is one of suessive layers of uranium inter-

leaved with graphite, whih does not apture neutrons. The distane over whih

neutrons thermalise in graphite is about 19 cm and so the typial thikness of the

layers is just that.

If we de�ne now the frations of fast and thermal neutrons that survive apture

f and p respetively, both fators turn out to be about 0.9. Putting all this
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together, we �nally obtain the so-alled four-fator formula:

k∞ = η ε p f (7.1.8)

and inserting the numbers already given, we �nd k∞≃1.54 (1.11) for 3% enrihed

(natural) uranium.

The six-fator modi�ation

One �nal onsideration must be made before obtaining a pratially useful �gure:

the material we are onsidering will not have in�nite spatial extension and therefore

some neutrons will simply be lost through the outer surfae. If the loss frations for

thermal and fast neutrons are l
therm,fast

, then we have two extra depletion fators

(leading to the six-fator formula), whih we shall however ombine here into one:

(1− l
therm

)× (1− l
fast

) ∼ (1− l
therm

− l
fast

). (7.1.9)

Now, the total loss l
therm

+ l
fast

should learly derease with growing linear dimen-

sion of the uranium�graphite pile and inrease with the total distane that the

neutrons typially travel before induing �ssion. This distane (whih we denote

M , the so-alled migration length) is the ombined e�et of simple di�usion inside

the uranium layers and the distane required to thermalise inside the graphite lay-

ers. Eah being a series of stohasti steps, the two ontributions should be added

in quadrature:

M =

√
L2
di�

+ L2
therm

. (7.1.10)

For graphite, L
therm

=18.7 cm and L
di�

=50.8 cm. From a dimensional analysis,

we expet the neutron loss for esape to be a growing funtion of M/R. Numer-

ial simulations show that for a spherial geometry (of radius R), whih should

minimise losses, a reasonable empirial formula for this loss fator is

k∞ − k ≃ π2 M
2

R2 , (7.1.11)

where k is then the reprodution fator orreted for �nite-volume e�ets.

We may now invert the above formula to obtain an estimate of the ritial

dimension; that is, the size required for suh a nulear pile or ore in order to

sustain the hain reation, in other words, for whih k=1:

Rc ≃
πM√
k∞ − 1

. (7.1.12)

Inserting the value alulated for k∞, one �nds Rc∼5m. This then is the typial
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sale of the nulear ore in a �ssion reator.

In order to turn this into a useful and safe power-generating devie, there is

one more question to be addressed: the time sale, whih is an indiator of the

stability of suh a system. There are two basi proesses that the neutrons undergo:

moderation and di�usion. These have the following typial time sales:

τ ∼
{
10−6 s moderation,

10−3 s di�usion.

(7.1.13)

Clearly, the longer of the two times (di�usion) determines the overall time sale

for the hain reation (i.e., from one generation to the next). Now, at eah step

the di�erential equation governing the hange in neutron number is

dN = (kN −N)
dt

τ
, (7.1.14)

for whih the solution is

N(t) = N0 e(k−1)t/τ . (7.1.15)

Thus, if k<1, the number of neutrons deays exponentially and the hain reation

dies out. If k=1, the number is onstant and we have a ontrolled, steady-state,

self-sustaining hain reation. However, if k>1 the number of neutrons (ausing

�ssion) inreases exponentially !

Consider, e.g., the ase k=1.01, i.e. just a 1% inrease at eah step in the

number of useful neutrons produed. The exponential time onstant is then τ/(k−
1)∼0.1 s and thus after just one seond the number N of neutrons is multiplied by

a fator e10∼22,000. This multipliation would our eah and every seond! The

system as suh is therefore highly unstable: just a very small upward �utuation in

the number of neutrons produed will rapidly send the reator into a superritial

state. The solution is to provide ontrollers or absorbers to be inserted as and

when neessary into the pile. These usually take the form of admium rods, whih

may be moved in or out of the pile to derease or inrease respetively the reation

rate.

This then is the basis of a nulear reator for the generation of power. The

energy emerges in the form of heat (the temperature of the pile rises), whih

may then be onverted into mehanial energy and �nally into eletrial power for

domesti and industrial use.
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7.2 Fusion

Just as �ssion releases energy for A>56 (iron�the peak of the binding-energy

urve, see Fig. 3.2), there is also an energy gain when two nulei fuse together to

produe a nuleus with A<56. For example,

Ne20 + Ne20 → Ca40 + 20.7 MeV. (7.2.1)

This is equivalent to ∼0.5MeV/nucleon, whih is similar to the �ssion energy

yield. As always, it is neessary to overome the Coulomb barrier (though now

from outside), whih in the above ase is about 21.2MeV. In other words, we

must supply 21.2MeV, for whih the return is 41.9MeV; this implies a gain of

approximately a fator two.

The problem is though to overome the barrier. One possible method might

be to use an aelerator (whih would then be presumably powered by part of

the energy yield). Typial aelerators an produe a beam urrent of around

10−6A. Therefore, assuming that all the beam partiles atually produe a fusion

reation (whih is, of ourse, improbable), we would generate a feeble 2W. Another

possibility is to use thermal energy: i.e., one might imagine heating up a gas to

a su�ient temperature. Again, using the above example we require a (thermal)

kineti energy of

1
2
×21.2MeV, whih is then given by

3
2
kT . We are thus required

to reah kT ≃7MeV. Translating this into a temperature, we �nd T ≃1011K,
whih is muh hotter than the Sun's ore and ertainly di�ult to attain in the

laboratory.

Let us now take a look at the simplest proesses. First of all, the proess

p+ n → He2 + e− + νe (7.2.2)

although having no Coulomb barrier, is not useful as He2
is not stable. Another

possibility might be

∗

H2 + H2 → He4 + γ. (7.2.3)

Note that the helium nuleus does not have exited states and therefore the exess

energy (or Q-value) must be arried away immediately and this an only be in the

form of γ emission. However, here Q=23.8MeV, whih is greater than either the

neutron or proton separation energy and so the following proesses are far more

probable

H2 + H2 →
{

He3 + n+ 3.3 MeV,

H3 + p + 4.0 MeV.
(7.2.4)

∗
Here we shall use standard nulide notation, for whih deuterium is H2 and tritium H3 .
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Clearly, the more stable the �nal states, the greater the energy released. And thus,

energetially speaking, a better proess is

H2 + H3 → He4 + n + 17.6 MeV. (7.2.5)

However, tritium is very ative, undergoing β−
deay with a half-life of 12.3yr.

The maximum β−
energy is 18keV with a mean value of 6keV. As suh it does

not pose a serious threat to living beings; however, being a gas, it may be easily

inhaled, in whih ase the damage it may ause is greatly enhaned. Moreover,

the energy in reation (7.2.5) is released as fast neutrons.

As already underlined, the He4
nuleus is partiularly stable and has a muh

higher binding energy per nuleon than other nearby nulei. Indeed, as we shall

see shortly, the main proess in the Sun is the fusion of four protons to produe,

via a series of intermediate steps and together with other produts, helium:

4p → He4 + · · ·+ 26 MeV. (7.2.6)

Similarly, the fusion of two deuterons would also provide a sizeable energy:

H2 + H2 → He4 + 24 MeV, (7.2.7)

the di�erene between the two ases being just twie the deuteron binding energy

less the energy arried away by neutrinos. The remaining two possibilities are

H3 +p and He3 +n; however, both involve more exoti and hard-to-reate initial

states. In the Sun further proesses are possible, the �rst being He4
fusion:

He4 + He4 → Be8 . (7.2.8)

This, however, is essentially undetetable sine Be8
deays immediately into He4 +

He4
(τ ∼10−16 s). Moreover, the higher Coulomb barrier present for helium fusion

requires even higher temperatures. A further possible proess is

He4 + He4 + He4 → C12 . (7.2.9)

This however would require the proximity of three initial partiles and is thus

highly improbable. In the sun there is though a small dynamial equilibrium

onentration of Be8
and so the proess

He4 + Be8 → C12
(7.2.10)

also ours, albeit to a very small degree.
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7.2.1 Coulomb barrier penetration

Again, the kinematis is rather simple: for the proesses desribed in Eqs. (7.2.4)

and (7.2.5), we have a two-body non-relativisti �nal state and so the ratio of the

kineti energies is simply

K1

K2

=
p21
2m1

/
p22
2m2

=
m2

m1

, (7.2.11)

where we have used the fat that p1=p2. The lighter objet thus arries away

the larger fration of the energy released. Thus for the deuterium�tritium and

deuterium�deuterium fusion proesses desribed above, the �nal state nuleon ar-

ries away 80% and 75% respetively.

Using the same approximate form for the potential (or Coulomb barrier) outside

the nuleus already used to alulate the Gamow fator in α-deay at the end of

Se. 6.1.1, we have that the height of the Coulomb barrier is just

V
C

= V
max

(r) = α
Z1Z2

R1 +R2

, (7.2.12)

where Z1,2 and R1,2 are respetively the harges and radii of the two initial objets.

The deuterium�tritium ase will learly have the lowest barrier, whih is found to

be about 0.4MeV (note that this is still muh larger than the room-temperature

value of kT ). The Gamow fator is then

G ≃
√

2m

~
2

∫ rb

ra

dr
√
V (r)−Q, (7.2.13)

where m is the usual redued mass, ra is determined from V (ra)=Vmax

and rb
from Q=Z1Z2α/rb. We thus obtain

G ≃ Z1Z2α

√
2m

Q

[
cos−1

√
Q

V
C

−
√

Q

V
C

(
1− Q

V
C

)]
. (7.2.14)

Assuming Q≪V
C

, we may approximate the fator inside the square brakets by

π/2. Q= 1
2
mv2 and so

G ≃ πZ1Z2α/(v/c), (7.2.15)

where v is the relative veloity in the entre�of�mass system.

From the usual dimensional onsiderations, or from the partial-wave expansion

formula e.g. Eq. (4.3.42), we then expet a fusion ross-setion of the following
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form:

σF ∝
1

v2
e−2G. (7.2.16)

And the reation rate is proportional to vσF . For so-alled thermonulear fusion,

we need to onsider the statistial veloity distribution:

n(v) ∝ e−
1

2
mv

2
/kT . (7.2.17)

The fusion rate R will then be given by

R = 〈vσF 〉 (7.2.18)

We therefore have

R ∝
∫ ∞

0

v2dv e−
1

2
mv

2
/kT e−2G

v
. (7.2.19)

The �rst fator in the integrand strongly favours low values of v whereas the seond
is sharply peaked for large values�the overall e�et is strong suppression at low

temperatures. Moreover, evaluation of the integral shows that for mean kineti

energies less than about 1MeV (equivalent to temperatures of around 1010K) the
deuterium�tritium proess is favoured by a fator of about 100.

7.2.2 Plasma on�nement

As already disussed, the prinipal di�ulty in arti�ially induing any suh fusion

proess lies in the Coulomb repulsion (or barrier) between the two protons. That

is, the protons and neutrons must all be brought into lose proximity in order to

su�iently inrease the tunnelling probability. Moreover, one formed, the helium

nuleus must �nd a non-destrutive way to release the exess energy.

The main method being researhed today is that of plasma on�nement

∗
via

very powerful eletromagneti �elds inside a mahine alled a tokamak. The form

of suh a devie is usually a toroidal ontainer having dimensions ranging from

the order of a very few tens of entimetres up to the 6.2m of the International

Thermonulear Experimental Reator (ITER)

†
(spherial designs are also being

experimented). The plasma is then maintained in a irular orbit via magneti

�elds similar to those used in the ring olliders disussed earlier (in ITER superon-

duting magnets will provide 11.8T). The tehnologial problems are enormous:

∗
Plasma is a very hot and dense phase of matter in whih the atoms are all fully ionised.

†
The ITER Tokamak, housed in laboratories sited near Marseille, will be nearly 30 metres high,

and weigh 23,000 tons. The projet is run and funded as a multinational ollaboration involving

China, the European Union, India, Japan, Korea, Russia and the United States. The urrent

plan is to ahieve the �rst plasma in 2025.
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the temperatures and pressures needed are lose to those found in the sun! In fat,

no mahine has yet been onstruted that is apable of sustaining (for a signi�-

ant period) the fusion proess beyond the so-alled break-even point (the point at

whih the energy produed exeeds that onsumed).

Other possible methods, as already mentioned, inlude the aeleration of pro-

tons and/or deuterons via traditional tehniques. The energeti partiles are then

made to ollide with a suitable target where the fusion proess may take plae.

Suh projets are, however, still at a very early experimental stage. It has been

suggested that deuterium absorbed into pellets of palladium might be subjet to

very intense loal eletri �eld apable of squeezing two suh nulei lose enough

to provoke so-alled old fusion. Unfortunately, the reproduibility of the laimed

experimental results has been thrown into serious doubt and as yet no group has

produed signi�ant data.

7.3 The Sun

7.3.1 Basi parameters

The Sun, the entre of the Solar System, is the nearest star to the Earth, from

where we observe it at a distane of very nearly 1.5×1012m (or equivalently

499 light-seonds). It has a radius of 6.96×108m (about 109 times that of Earth)

and mass 1.99×1030 kg, (330000 times that of Earth), whih aounts for about

99.86% of the total mass of the Solar System. The omposition of the Sun by

mass is about 73.5% hydrogen, 24.9% helium and the remaining 1.7% onsists

of heavier elements, inluding oxygen, arbon, neon, iron et. The mean density

is thus about 1.4g/cm3
, whih is not so di�erent to that of water at standard

temperature and pressure, but only a quarter of that of Earth (the ore though

is ertainly muh more dense). Two data that will be important for our disus-

sion are the temperature and so-alled luminosity. What an be measured is the

surfae temperature ≃5.8×103K (though again the ore temperature is ertainly

muh higher) and the apparent (i.e. as measured from Earth) luminosity (or �ux)

F ≃1.4kW/m2
.

Of ourse, the quantity that we need is the absolute luminosity L, whih is

just the total irradiated power. This may however be easily alulated from the

apparent luminosity:

L = 4πR2 F = 3.86× 1026 W, (7.3.1)

where R is the Earth�Sun distane. This implies (via the Einstein relation) a
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ontinuous loss of mass given by

dm

dt
= −4.2× 109 kg/s. (7.3.2)

While this may seem enormous, written in frational form it is atually seen to be

minute:

1

m

dm

dt
= −2 × 10−21 s−1. (7.3.3)

In other words the maximum lifetime of the Sun is of order 1021 s, whih is very

muh longer than the present age of the universe (∼4.3×1017 s).

Exerise 7.3.1. Show that, with suh an energy output, it is impossible that the

Sun be fuelled by hemial reations.

The power output is thus about 2.4×1045 eV/s. If we now assume that a

nulear reation typially releases around 1MeV, then suh an output requires of

order 2×1039 reactions/s. It is reasonable to assume that eah nuleus in the Sun

may partake in one suh reation, after whih it should be onsidered spent. We

may estimate the number of nulei available as follows:

M⊙ ×NA

〈A〉 , (7.3.4)

whereM⊙ is the mass of the Sun (given above), N
A

=6×1026 is Avogadro's number
and 〈A〉≃2 is an approximate average atomi mass number for nulei in the sun.

We thus �nd that there are about 5×1056 nulei available, whih would imply

a maximum lifetime for energy prodution in the Sun of order 1010 yr, a muh

smaller but still aeptable value.

A star suh as the Sun is formed owing to the gravitational attration ating

on a loud of (hydrogen) gas, whih is thus unstable against ollapse. As the gas

ollapses potential energy is onverted into kineti energy and the system heats

up. In the ase of the sun a point is reahed where the temperature and density

of the plasma formed is su�ient to initiate and maintain fusion proesses, whih

then further heat the system and thus provide su�ient pressure to ontrast the

gravitational ollapse and allow the reation of an equilibrium state. Note, however

that the ondition is not one of thermodynami equilibrium as the entre is muh

hotter than the surfae. The energy ontinuously produed in the ore of the Sun

propagates via radiation, ondution and onvetion towards the surfae, where it

is liberated as the radiation that we see and feel from our viewpoint on Earth.
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7.3.2 Thermonulear yles

There are two energy-produing yles in the Sun (Bethe, 1939a,b):

∗
the prinipal

proess is the so-alled p−p yle. This is omposed of three distint steps:

p + p → H2 + e+ + νe Q = 0.42 MeV, (7.3.5a)

p+ H2 → He3 + γ Q = 5.49 MeV, (7.3.5b)

He3 + He3 → He4 + 2p Q = 12.86 MeV. (7.3.5)

To this must be added the rapid annihilation of the positron produed in the �rst

step with an eletron, produing two photons and additional energy:

e+ + e− → 2γ Q = 1.02 MeV. (7.3.5d)

Taking into aount the �nal two protons (thus returning to the system), we see

that the overall e�et an be summarised as follows:

4p → He4 + 2νe + 6γ Q = 26.73 MeV. (7.3.5e)

The two neutrinos emitted at the �rst step eah arry away an average 0.26MeV,
an energy whih is then essentially lost as neutrinos an typially traverse the entire

universe without interating at all. This leaves an e�etive 6.55MeV produed per

proton onsumed. The above is known as the PP-I hain and is dominant for

temperatures in the range (10−14)×106K; it is therefore the prinipal soure of
energy produed by the Sun. However, in general, the last step may be replaed by

others, leading to another two observed branhes and one possible, but unobserved,

�nal state.

The PP-II branh, dominant for temperatures in the range (14−23)×106K,
proeeds as follows:

He3 + He4 → Be7 + γ Q = 1.59 MeV, (7.3.6a)

the beryllium nuleus may then apture a free eletron in the plasma,

Be7 + e− → Li7 + νe Q = 0.86 MeV, (7.3.6b)

∗
The 1967 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded to Hans Bethe �for his ontributions to the theory

of nulear reations, espeially his disoveries onerning the energy prodution in stars.�
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lithium-7 soon breaks up via proton absorption,

Li7 + p → He4 + He4 Q = 17.35 MeV. (7.3.6)

Here 90% (10%) of the neutrinos produed in the seond step arry away an

energy of 0.861MeV (0.383MeV), depending on whether the lithium-7 is left in

the ground state or an exited state, respetively.

The PP-III branh, dominant for temperatures above about 23×106K, is as
follows:

Be7 + p → B8 + γ Q = 0.14 MeV, (7.3.7a)

B8 → Be8 ∗ + e+ + νe Q = 14.02 MeV, (7.3.7b)

Be8 ∗ → He4 + He4 Q = 3.03 MeV, (7.3.7)

Again, we must add the annihilation of the positron produed in the seond step

with an eletron, produing two photons and the usual energy:

e+ + e− → 2γ Q = 1.02 MeV. (7.3.7d)

The PP-IV (or HEP) branh is theoretially predited as possible, but has yet

to be observed:

He3 + p → He4 + e+ + νe Q = 18.80 MeV. (7.3.8)

To this we may add another very rare proess: pep (a form of eletron apture)

for the �rst step in the prodution of deuterium:

p+ e− + p → H2 + νe Q = 1.44 MeV. (7.3.9)

Now, returning to the PP-I yle, we note that the �rst step (7.3.5a) is a weak

proess (in addition to having the Coulomb barrier to overome) while the others

are all due to the strong interation. The time sale of the single yle is thus

determined by that of this step. The yle frequeny may be most easily (and

reliably) estimated as the total power output divided by the energy released per

yle:

fpp ≃ P
tot

⊙ /Qtot

pp ≃ 1038 Hz. (7.3.10)

Assuming the Sun to be initially more or less all protons, we an estimate the true
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expeted lifetime:

τ ∼
M⊙
4mp

1

f
≃ 3× 1018 s ≃ 1011 yr. (7.3.11)

This rather long time is due to the one very slow weak-deay step in the PP-I

hain, whih ats as a bottle nek to the entire proess�fortunately for us on

Earth!

There is one further hain, whih is responsible for approximately 2% of the

energy prodution in the Sun, the so-alled arbon�nitrogen�oxygen (CNO) yle.

Theoretial models show that this should dominate for slightly higher temperatures

than those found in the Sun (

>∼ 17×106K). As with the PP yles, there are

di�erent possible branhes of the CNO yle too; here we shall just disuss the main

CNO-I branh. In this yle the arbon, nitrogen and oxygen omponents remain

onstant on average and essentially merely at as atalysts for the ontinuous

onversion of protons into helium. The six steps, thus forming a ontinuous loop,

are:

C12 + p → N13 + γ, (7.3.12a)

N13 → C13 + e+ + ν, (7.3.12b)

C13 + p → N14 + γ, (7.3.12)

N14 + p → O15 + γ, (7.3.12d)

O15 → N15 + e+ + ν, (7.3.12e)

N15 + p → C12 + He4 . (7.3.12f)

The nett e�et is

4p → He4 + 2e+ + 2νe + 3γ. (7.3.13)

Note, of ourse, that the neutrinos produed have di�erent energies to those of the

PP yles.

As we have already noted, in order to fuse, the initial-state nulei must over-

ome the Coulomb barrier, requiring that they move into very lose proximity.

This neessitates large energies and therefore, for thermally driven fusion, very

high temperatures�note that, owing preisely to the presene of the Coulomb

barrier, the ross-setion is indeed a growing funtion of energy in the relevant re-

gion. It is estimated that the ore temperature of the sun is of order 107K, whih
is equivalent to kT ∼1keV. suh an energy is still learly far below the Cou-

lomb barrier, but the tails of the statistial distribution evidently ontain enough

high-energy nulei to sustain the fusion proesses.
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7.3.3 Stellar models

As already indiated, stellar models assume a natural equilibrium between gravit-

ational fores and thermodynami pressure:

• Suppose that, via natural �utuations, the nulear proesses were to slow

down, the redued energy prodution would then allow the temperature to

fall and thus too the pressure; the gravitational attration would then om-

press the ore ausing the pressure and temperature to rise, whih would

lead to inreased kineti energies and thus inreased fusion rates.

• If instead the nulear proesses were to aelerate, the extra heating would

ause the temperature to rise and thus too the pressure; the gravitational

attration would then be partially overome and the ore would expand,

lowering the pressure and temperature, whih would in turn lead to dereased

kineti energies and dereased fusion rates.

A omplete stellar model must learly neessarily exploit and ombine our

knowledge of:

• thermodynamis,

• nulear and partile physis,

• �uid dynamis.

Put all together, these lead to what is known as the standard solar model (SSM).

While we annot provide a omplete desription in this brief setion, we shall

explain the underlying ideas.

We shall start with an estimate of the equilibrium energies: the easiest method

is based on the virial theorem,

∗
aording to whih the average potential and

kineti energies are roughly equal: thus,

E
grav

≈ 2E
kin

. (7.3.14)

Assuming the Sun to have a uniform spherial mass distribution, the gravitational

potential energy is given by

E
grav

=
3

5

GM2
⊙

R⊙
∼ 1041 J. (7.3.15)

∗
The virial theorem atually states that for a potential of the form rp, the average potential and
kineti energies are related by pE

pot

=2E
kin

.
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Exerise 7.3.2. Derive the above formula.

Hint: onsider adding an initially in�nitely separated spherial shell of mass of

thikness dr to an existing uniform spherial distribution of radius r.

The total kineti energy, assuming the Sun to be mainly protons, is

E
kin

= Np 〈12mpv
2
p〉. (7.3.16)

Using the fat that M⊙≡Npmp, we may thus dedue the mean veloity of protons

within the Sun:

〈v2p〉
1/2 ∼ 3× 105 ms−1, (7.3.17)

whih implies that they are non-relativisti. On the other hand, if we onsider the

mean kineti energy, we �nd

〈1
2
mpv

2
p〉 ∼ 0.5 keV. (7.3.18)

Suh a high kineti energy as ompared to typial ionisation energies implies that

the protons in the Sun's ore are almost entirely ionised and thus we have a plasma.

Assuming further that

〈1
2
mpv

2
p〉 ∼ 3

2
kT, (7.3.19)

we �nd T ∼5×106K as the mean temperature inside the Sun's ore.

7.3.4 The solar neutrino problem

From the SSM, one an alulate the solar temperature as a funtion of r and

dedue the surfae temperature from the Stefan�Boltzmann law

W = σT 4, (7.3.20)

where, we reall, Stefan's onstant is

σ =
2π5k4

15c2h3
= 5.67× 10−8 J s−1m−2 K−4. (7.3.21)

From these data, the SSM leads to a temperature at the entre of the Sun

T ore

⊙ = 1.5× 107 K (7.3.22)

The importane of this result is to indiate the dominant proess in the energy

prodution of the Sun, whih is thus on�rmed as the PP-I yle. One the pro-

dution mehanism is known, the neutrino �ux is then rather preisely determined

by the measured power output. We just need to add a �nal observation on the
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origins of the di�erent parts of the neutrino spetrum:

low E ≤ 0.42 MeV: (PP-I yle) (7.3.23a)

and

high E = a few MeV: (CNO and other yles). (7.3.23b)

The �rst measurements of the solar-neutrino �ux date bak to 1964 and the

experimental work of Davis

∗
at the Homestake Gold Mine in Lead, South Dakota,

see also the related theoretial alulations of Bahall (1964). Using two 500-gallon

tanks of perhloroethylene (a �uid ommonly used for dry-leaning) as detetors,

Davis measured the rate of the prodution of Ar37
from the neutrino-apture

reation

νe + Cl37 → Ar37 + e−. (7.3.24)

The �ndings were

Φexpt

ν ∼ 0.4Φth

ν . (7.3.25)

It should be noted, however, that the neutrinos deteted by Davis were of high

energy (>0.814MeV, the threshold for the reation) that is, those generated by

the CNO yle. For these the temperature dependene of the predited �ux is

partiularly strong:

Φth

ν ∝ T 18
ore

. (7.3.26)

Suh sensitivity to the model details made it neessary to arry out experiments

on the lower-energy neutrinos; i.e. those produed in the PP-I yle. One suh

measurement was performed by the GALLEX (GALLium EXperiment) ollabor-

ation at the INFN Gran Sasso National Lab., whih ran between 1991 and 1997.

The detetor onsisted of 30 t of gallium, whih is sensitive to very low-energy

neutrinos, and the proess exploited was

νe + Ga71 → Ge71 + e−, (7.3.27)

for whih the threshold is 0.23MeV. It is therefore sensitive to neutrinos produed
in the PP-I hain, for whih the upper energy limit is 0.42MeV.

The PP-I solar neutrinos, via the above weak interation, transformed less

than one gallium nuleus per day into germanium, whih after hemial extration

is deteted via observation of its radioative deay produts. The theory in this

ase is muh less suseptible to unertainty. Most of the energy irradiated by the

Sun is produed by the PP-I yle, in whih eah step produes about 25MeV and

∗
The 2002 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded one half jointly to Raymond Davis Jr. and

Masatoshi Koshiba �for pioneering ontributions to astrophysis, in partiular for the detetion

of osmi neutrinos.� and the other half to Riardo Giaoni �for pioneering ontributions to

astrophysis, whih have led to the disovery of osmi X-ray soures.�
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exatly two eletron neutrinos of 0.41MeV. Sine, as already alulated, the power
output of the Sun is 2.4×1045 eV/s, the fusion proess must have a rate of about

1038 cycles/s and so we may expet a neutrino prodution rate R⊙
ν ≃2×1038 νe/s.

The expeted solar-neutrino �ux at Earth is then

ΦEarth

ν ≃ R⊙
ν

4πr2S−E

≃ 6× 1010 ν/cm2/s. (7.3.28)

The GALLEX ollaboration reorded just around two thirds of this �gure (see, eg,

Hampel et al., 1999), thus on�rming Davis' and Bahall (1964)'s results. That

only one third of the neutrinos are �lost� an be explained via mixing angles, whih

may redue the osillation e�ets.

The true signi�ane of Davis' �ndings was long in being understood owing

to the various theoretial problems surrounding its interpretation. First of all,

the question of the SSM is entral: the omparison is always with a theoretially

estimated �ux based on our desription of what happens inside the Sun. Clearly,

the GALLEX results essentially sweep away suh doubts, as the sensitivity of the

PP-I dominane to the temperature is not so deliate.

There is, however, one further unertainty: our poor knowledge of the nulear

neutrino-apture ross-setion for these energies. Owing to the very low ross-

setions, neutrino measurements are always fraught with di�ulties and so the

ross-setions used to estimate the neutrino �uxes (for all experiments) are again

essentially based on theoretial estimates, whih may or may not be orret, de-

pending, as they do, on our (poor) knowledge of the nulear wave-funtion. For a

long period there was thus a tendeny to dismiss the results as being due to in-

auraies in the desription of either the Sun or the low-energy nulear neutrino

ross-setions.

Somewhat after the GALLEX results were published the Sudbury Neutrino Ob-

servatory (SNO) produed more onvining evidene for osillation e�ets. The

SNO detetor onsisted of 1,000 tonnes of heavy water, held in a 6-metre radius

ontainer situated in the Creighton Mine in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. The deu-

terium in the target an interat with neutrinos via both harged-urrent (W±
)

and neutral-urrent (or Z0
) exhange, whih is then sensitive to all neutrino types.

This experiment was thus able to on�rm the overall solar neutrino �ux while at

the same time measuring the eletron-neutrino �ux.

If the results are taken at fae value, one is fored to seek a partile-physis

explanation. The most natural (sine already observed in other systems) is the

phenomenon of (quantum) osillation.

∗
Put simply, the idea (already proposed in

∗
The 2015 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to Takaaki Kajita and Arthur B. MDonald

�for the disovery of neutrino osillations, whih shows that neutrinos have mass.�
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1957 by Ponteorvo) is that a quantum-mehanially mixed state (i.e. via super-

position of states from a di�erent basis) may transform itself into another over

some time interval. Sine the experimental apparatus used by Davis was typi-

ally only sensitive to eletron neutrinos, if the transformation is into, say, muon

neutrinos, these will then go undeteted and the measured �ux will be redued. A

neessary ondition for suh osillation is that the neutrino have a non-zero mass.

Suh an explanation then subverts one of the basi assumptions of the so-alled

standard model (SM) of partile physis: namely, that the neutrino be massless.

Of ourse, there is atually no experimental result that requires the neutrino to

be massless and we otherwise only had (albeit extremely low) upper limits on its

mass.

Further experimentally, on�rmation that this might indeed be the explanation

ame from the Kamiokande and Super-Kamiokande experiments in Japan, see for

example Shiozawa (1999) other experiments produed similar results. The idea

there was to measure the �ux of neutrinos produed by osmi-ray ollisions in the

atmosphere (so-alled atmospheri neutrinos) and ompare the results for those

produed immediately overhead with those oming from the other side of the

Earth. The time di�erene is su�ient to allow those travelling further to undergo

the transmutation mentioned and thus at least partially �disappear�. We shall now

brie�y explain the quantum mehanis of suh osillation phenomena.

7.3.5 Quantum osillation

The double potential well in quantum mehanis niely demonstrates one of the

more surprising phenomena assoiated with quantisation: namely, osillation.

Consider the situation in whih there are two idential square wells (in one di-

mension for simpliity) su�iently separated so that the form of the solution to

the Shrödinger equation loally in the neighbourhood of either well is not appre-

iably a�eted by the presene of the other. In other words, the solution within

the region of the wells is very lose to that of a single isolated well. The form of

the well and the x dependene of the orresponding two lowest-energy eigenstates

are represented in Fig. 7.2.

The time-dependent solutions may thus be represented generially as

ψ0,1(x, t) = u0,1(x) e
− i

~
E0,1t, (7.3.29)

where the preise form of u0,1(x) is entirely irrelevant for the present purposes.

These then represent the �unperturbed� energy eigenstates of the system and

are those with independent temporal evolution. However, if now some �interation�

with the system introdues a partile into one of the wells (the left, say) the state

indued does not orrespond to a pure eigenstate. In other words, a di�erent basis
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V (x)

ψ0(x)

ψ1(x)

Figure 7.2: The double potential well and the x dependene of the orresponding two

lowest-energy eigenstates.

(it might be alled the �oupation� basis) is neessary to desribe suh an external

interation:

uL,R(x) ≃ 1√
2

[
u0(x)± u1(x)

]
. (7.3.30)

Suh a state desribes the system at the instant t=0, when the partile is intro-

dued into the left- or right-hand well. This annot now be a stationary solution

and at later times the evolution will be given by (we shall take the left-hand ase

for de�niteness)

ψL(x, t) = 1√
2

[
u0(x) e

− i

~
E0t+u1(x) e

− i

~
E1t
]
. (7.3.31)

However, if we wish to know the probability of �nding the partile in one or

other well, we should deompose over the L/R basis:

ψL(x, t) = 1
2

[(
uL(x) + uR(x)

)
e−

i

~
E0t +

(
uL(x)− uR(x)

)
e−

i

~
E1t
]

= 1
2

[
uL(x)

(
e−

i

~
E0t +e−

i

~
E1t
)
+ uR(x)

(
e−

i

~
E0t− e−

i

~
E1t
)]
. (7.3.32)

Let us now introdue the average energy E≡ 1
2
(E0+E1) and the energy di�erene

∆E≡E1−E0. We then �nally have

ψL(x, t) =
[
uL(x) cos

1
2~
∆Et− iuR(x) sin

1
2~
∆Et

]
e−

i

~
Et . (7.3.33)

The oe�ients of uL,R(x), whih determine the probabilities of �nding the partile

in the left- and right-hand wells, therefore osillate:

PL = cos2 1
2~
∆Et = 1

2

[
1− cos 1

~
∆Et

]
. (7.3.34a)
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PR = sin2 1
2~
∆Et = 1

2

[
1 + cos 1

~
∆Et

]
. (7.3.34b)

Note that the frequeny is thus

1
~
∆E (and not half that). In other words, the

partile e�etively osillates between the two potential wells with a frequeny equal

to the di�erene of the natural frequenies assoiated with the two states.

To onlude this exursus, let us underline a ommon aspet of suh phenom-

ena: the original system possessed a symmetry (in this ase under parity reversal),

whih the external interation (i.e., the proess by whih the physial state is

reated) does not respet. This is a su�ient (and indeed neessary) ondition

for the indued mixing, whih lies at the heart of the phenomenon of quantum

osillation. Note too that this is basially the same phenomenon known as �beat-

ing�, whih ours when two osillating systems with slightly di�ering naturally

frequenies (or modes) are oupled.

In order to translate the above formalism to the phenomenon of partile os-

illation, one may think of the distint oupation of the two potential wells as

representing the two di�erent weak-interation eigenstates (νe and νµ, say
∗
), while

the two superpositions (ψ0 and ψ1) represent the mass eigenstates. Now, the real

neutrino situation is slightly more ompliated: two suh bases may, in general, be

related by a mixing angle (analogous to that of Cabibbo). In the above simple ex-

ample the two basis sets used are atually preisely equivalent to a rotation through

45◦
(sin π

4
=cos π

4
= 1√

2
) and is thus a very partiular ase. In general therefore, the

osillation probability is multiplied by a fator sin22θ, where θ is the mixing angle

between the two basis states. It also turns out that, given the very small mass

of neutrinos ompared to their kineti energy in typial experimental situations, a

better desription is obtained by onsidering momentum eigenstates and not those

with respet to energy as here. Finally, just as in the quark mixing ase, there

are atually three basis states and so the mixing requires a three-by-three matrix,

whih also allows for CP violation in the neutrino (or lepton) setor.

Applying all this to the neutrino ase (and simplifying to just two neutrino

speies we �nd that in the limit Eν≫m (taking vν≃ c) we may rewrite the time-

dependent transition probability as

P (νe→ νµ;t) ≃ sin2 2θ sin2

(
1.27∆m2L(t)

Eν

)
, (7.3.35)

where ∆m2=m2
2−m2

1 is in eV2
, L(t) is the distane travelled in metres, Eν is the

neutrino energy in MeV and θ is the relevant mixing angle.

∗
Note that what we de�ne to be, say, a muon neutrino is the state that is produed in assoiation

with a muon; i.e., it is de�ned by the weak interation and therefore need not neessarily be a

mass eigenstate.
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Exerise 7.3.3. Using the earlier formula for the osillation probability, but with

a non-trivial mixing angle, derive the above formula.

Hint: onsider the two neutrino states as eigenstates of momentum (p say) and

use the Einstein relation E2=p2+m2
(in the limit E≫m), to rewrite the energy

di�erene as a mass-squared di�erene.
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Chapter 8

The Standard Model

In this �nal, very brief, hapter we shall simply outline the onstituents and general

form of the so-alled SM of partile physis. While there is insu�ient time in

suh a ourse as the present to delve into detailed explanations or derivations, it

is hoped to provide the student with a meaningful glimpse of the piture we now

have of the fundamental interations in physis and at least a knowledge of the

elementary partiles omprising the SM.

8.1 Fundamental fores and partiles

8.1.1 The table of fores and partiles

The building bloks we now have in our hands onsist in a number of quarks and

leptons, interating via the exhange of several di�erent types of spin-one bosons.

Leaving aside gravity and not yet wishing to omment on the last state to be

experimentally identi�ed (the Higgs boson), these are grouped aording to type

and generation (or family) in Table 8.1.

Eah generation omprises four fermions (and their antipartiles): a down-

type quark (eletri harge −1/3), an up-type quark (harge +2/3), a harged lepton

(harge −1) and a zero-harge neutrino. Eah lepton and quark pair are to be

onsidered as interation partners in the sense that the orresponding weak states

transform into one another under the e�et of the weak interation. However, as

we have seen earlier, the states listed (with the exeption of the neutrinos) atually

orrespond to mass eigenstates while the weak-interation basis involves a rotation

or mixing (CKM) matrix. As we move down the table the mass inreases, as too as

we progress from left to right aross the generations (although little is yet known

of the neutrino masses). The origin of suh a hierarhy is still a omplete mystery

and is presumably bound up in a more omplete theory, whih has still to be
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Table 8.1: The elementary matter and fore �elds of the standard model; the only �elds

missing from this table are the spin-zero Higgs boson and the spin-two graviton.

leptons

{
νe νµ ντ
e µ τ

quarks

{
u c t

d s b

}
g

(QCD)





γ
(QED)





W±
, Z0

(weak)

︸ ︷︷ ︸ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
generations eletroweak

︸ ︷︷ ︸ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
fermions spin-one bosons

developed.

A further remarkable fat is the nature of the spins of the various �elds in-

volved: all matter �elds are fermioni. This is vital for the nulear and atomi

strutures we observe (and of whih we are made); e.g., without the Pauli exlusion

priniple all atoms would be hemially very similar and the biologial rihness of

our world would be impossible. Moreover, all (exhange) fores are mediated by

spin-one or vetor bosons, whih in the basi formulation at least are massless.

This leads to the gauge priniple (or symmetry), whih has the important merit of

guaranteeing that quantum orretions do not radially hange the appearane of

the partiles and their interations (masses, harges et.). Indeed, all attempts to

onstrut �eld-theoretial models not possessing suh a symmetry are plagued with

ambiguities and essentially unontrollable so-alled renormalisation (or quantum-

orretion) e�ets.

8.1.2 The three interations

In physis then there are just four fundamental fores: gravity, eletromagnetism,

the strong nulear fore and the weak nulear fore. In partile and nulear physis

phenomenology the �rst has little diret importane (e.g., the Bohr radius of a

gravitationally bound hydrogen atom would be muh larger than the radius of the

universe) and so, although it should be said that in a omplete theory it must be

inluded, we shall only disuss the other three here. We shall, in addition, attempt

to present the urrent state of a�airs and brie�y desribe how a more omplete

theory might unify these interations.
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The strong nulear fore (QCD)

The strong nulear fore is desribed in terms of the quarks and antiquarks, whih

ombine to form all the known hadrons (qqq baryons and qq mesons), and the

gluons that they exhange (just as the photon is exhanged in the eletromagneti

interation)�the other partiles listed in the above table do not partiipate in the

strong interation. The theory is known as quantum hromodynamis (QCD), the

motivation for the olour onnetion being the fat that there are atually three

distint (but equivalent) strong harges (red, green and blue, say), with symmetry

group SU(3)
ol

.

The need for three �olours� arises from the observation that, for example, the

spin-

3/2 baryon resonane ∆++
with sz= 3/2 must be omposed of three u quarks

all in an s-wave and all having spin up. Suh a totally symmetri wave-funtion

would be in omplete ontrast with the Pauli exlusion priniple or Fermi�Dira

statistis. The simplest way to avoid this on�it is to assign a new quantum

number to the quarks, having at least three distint values, over whih the wave-

funtion may then be antisymmetrised. A three-quark baryon state may thus be

represented shematially as:

|B〉 = εijk qi qj qk, (8.1.1)

where i, j and k represent the three olour harges, while a quark�antiquark meson

is simply

|M〉 = qi qi. (8.1.2)

The idea to adopt the olour analogy arises from the requirement that suh a

state be olour neutral (just as atoms are eletrially neutral) and the observation

that the three primary olours ombine to form white (note that the above baryon

state, being antisymmetri in ijk, is e�etively olour neutral while the neutrality

of a meson is trivial). This new harge then beomes the natural andidate for

the interation responsible for the bound state and the strong fore observed in

nulear physis. Indeed, suh non-Abelian theories � here the gauge group has an

SU(3) symmetry � had already been oneived and studied theoretially by Yang

and Mills.

A partiular property of the interation is that quarks (and gluons, whih

turn out to be olour harged too, unlike the eletrially neutral photon) are so

strongly bound inside hadrons that they an never be deteted as free states�

however, this property, known as on�nement, has yet to be proven from �rst

priniples; the solution to the theory is unfortunately just too omplex. It an,

however, be modelled by attributing an e�etive string-like omponent to the fore

�eld at large distanes that grows linearly with separation. That is, in addition

to the elementary Coulomb-like ontribution to the quark�antiquark potential, we
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assume an e�etive linear part:

V
QCD

≃ α
S

r
+ br, (8.1.3)

where α
S

(or α
QCD

) is the �ne-struture onstant of the strong interation while

b is a phenomenologial so-alled string tension, experimentally dedued to be of

order 1GeV/fm (f. the baryon mass and size).

A further property, ommon to all quantum �eld theories, but of partiular

importane in QCD, is the so-alled running of the oupling onstant α
S

. In

quantum �eld theory one an show that all oupling onstants are subjet to

quantum orretions (due to the vauum polarisation generated by virtual fermion�

antifermion �utuations), whih depend on the energy sale of the proess under

onsideration. In the ase of non-Abelian theories suh as QCD and also the weak

part of the uni�ed eletroweak interation (see later) the behaviour is suh that

α dereases at high energies (or short distanes). The reason is an antisreening

e�et due to the spontaneous vauum prodution of gluon�gluon pairs. As already

noted, the disovery of this e�et merited a Nobel prize for Gross, Politzer and

Wilzek.

The impliation is that, while the e�etive interation in QCD is too strong

for perturbation theory to be applied at low energies (i.e. to the bound-state

problem), we are still able to perform useful alulations for high-energy proesses

(just as in QED, for example), as studied in modern-day aelerator experiments.

Theoretially, to lowest meaningful order in perturbation theory, we �nd

α
S

=
12π

β0 ln(Q
2/Λ2

QCD

)
, (8.1.4)

where Λ
QCD

is a new parameter that must be measured experimentally (the urrent

value is of order 100−200MeV) and β0 is a �rst-order perturbative oe�ient

alulable in quantum �eld theory (β0=33−2Nf , where Nf is the number of

energetially aessible quark �avours in the physial proess under study). This

behaviour is fully on�rmed by a multitude of experimental results. Note that

Λ
QCD

is not tehnially a new free parameter as it merely replaes the value of the

oupling onstant for some given referene Q2
.

The weak nulear fore

The weak nulear fore is well desribed at low energies by Fermi theory, as already

disussed; it is seen as an interation at a single spae�time point involving four

�matter� �elds diretly. All fermions may partiipate in suh proesses and it is

the only interation to whih the neutrinos are subjet. However, if we onsider
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the high-energy behaviour of the theoretial ross-setions as alulated by Fermi,

we see that they grow as E2
CM

and so would eventually diverge. That this must

be so follows from a simple dimensional analysis: the Fermi oupling onstant G
F

has dimensions MeV−2
and therefore at high enough energies suh that all masses

may be negleted, the form of any ross-setion must be

σ ∝ (~c)2G2
F

E2
CM

× f(θ). (8.1.5)

The implied eventual violation of unitarity is a signal that Fermi theory annot be

onsidered as omplete and is at best an (albeit very good) approximation to the

true interation at low energies.

Suh a problem does not our in, e.g., QED. There the good behaviour may

be traed to a dimensionless oupling onstant and the photon propagator, whih

arries the interation between two separate spae�time points (the two interating

urrents). In suh a theory the high-energy form of any ross-setion must be

σ ∝ (~c)2 α2

E2
CM

. (8.1.6)

The solution in the weak theory is then to introdue a similar boson to arry the

interation between weak urrents. It turns out that three suh �elds are neessary:

W±
and Z0

with masses around 80GeV and 90GeV respetively.

Indeed, it is just the large mass in theW±
and Z0

propagators that renders this

interation apparently weak while the oupling onstant itself is of the same order

as (and slightly larger than) the eletromagneti oupling α. The modi�ation

is depited diagrammatially in Fig. 8.1. In mathematial terms, the e�et is to

e−

νµ

νe

µ−

−→ W±

e−

νµ

νe

µ−

Figure 8.1: The ure for the divergent behaviour of Fermi theory via substitution of

the four-point oupling with a boson propagator à la QED.

replae the single Fermi onstant with two loal verties, separated in spae�time,

eah representing the same weak oupling onstant g say, and a propagator for the

virtual transmission of the weak boson between the two points:

G
F

→ g
1

q2 −M2
W

g, (8.1.7)
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where q2 is the squared four-momentum arried by the exhange boson.

∗
Thus, at

low energies (q2≪M2
W

) the large mass kills all energy dependene in the propag-

ator and leaves an apparently onstant four-point interation as hypothesised by

Fermi while the high-energy the behaviour (∼1/q2) of the propagator ures the

divergenes of the Fermi theory.

However, it is not quite so simple: the gauge symmetry of eletromagnetism

turns out to be fundamental in guaranteeing the general good behaviour of the

theory and so a mehanism is needed whereby the e�etive masses of the new bo-

sons are generated via an interation energy (muh as one might imagine happens

to a photon inside a diamagneti medium). This is the so-alled Higgs

†
meh-

anism, a spontaneous breaking of ertain symmetries in the initial theory, whih

requires the introdution of a new salar �eld�atually two doublets, of whih the

visible remnant is the muh sought-after and reently disovered Higgs boson. The

onstrution of suh a theory also requires a partial uni�ation of the weak and

eletromagneti fores. The work leading to the formulation of the full eletroweak

theory is due to Glashow, Salam and Weinberg.

‡
The model thus onstruted has

a riher gauge symmetry than merely the U(1) of QED: we now have something

like SU(2)
W

×U(1)Y .
§

One further interesting indiation oming from the weak interation regards

the number of generations. Among the deay hannels of the Z0
boson there is

the possibility to produe a neutrino�antineutrino pair. Eah generation (having a

light neutrino 2mν<mZ
0
) thus adds an important ontribution to the deay rate

for the Z0
. The measured value is ompatible with exatly three light neutrinos.

Eletromagnetism

We have already disussed the eletromagneti interation: it is the best under-

stood; many quantities are measured experimentally very preisely and an also be

∗
Note that for the e−νµ→µ−νe sattering proess depited, simple kinematis fores q2< 0.

The high-energy limit is then q2 large but negative and the so singularity q2=M2

W

is always

avoided.

†
The 2013 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to François Englert and Peter W. Higgs

�for the theoretial disovery of a mehanism that ontributes to our understanding of the origin

of mass of subatomi partiles, and whih reently was on�rmed through the disovery of the

predited fundamental partile, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN's Large Hadron

Collider.�

‡
The 1979 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to Sheldon Lee Glashow, Abdus Salam and

Steven Weinberg �for their ontributions to the theory of the uni�ed weak and eletromagneti

interation between elementary partiles, inluding, inter alia, the predition of the weak neutral

urrent.�

§
The U(1)Y refer to a quantum number known as hyperharge (Y ), whih is atually a ombin-

ation of eletri harge and strangeness.
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alulated to very high preision using standard quantum �eld-theoreti perturb-

ative tehniques. All the quarks, together with the harged leptons are subjet

to eletromagneti fores. In this ase the oupling onstant is known to inrease

with growing energy sale. Suh behaviour has been on�rmed by the LEP ex-

periments, whih extrated a value of α
QED

at an energy orresponding to the Z0

mass. It is found, as predited, that it hanges from the standard low-energy value

of lose to 1/137 to about 1/128.

8.1.3 Running oupling onstants and grand uni�ation

As noted earlier, in quantum �eld theory all oupling onstants run; that is, they

vary with the energy sale of the spei� proess under onsideration�for both

QCD and QED this phenomenon is well veri�ed experimentally. Now remarkably,

the largest of these dereases (rapidly) while the smallest inreases, with the result

that all three tend towards a roughly ommon value for energies around 1015GeV
(see Fig. 8.2). This suggests that there may be a single fundamental interation

with some large gauge group, SU(5) for example, whih somehow spontaneously

breaks down into the sub-groups SU(3)
QCD

×SU(2)
W

×U(1)Y . Note that what

we have desribed earlier for the eletroweak theory does not onstitute a true

uni�ation of the two fores as there remain two separate and unrelated oupling

onstants; a fully (grand) uni�ed theory (or GUT), as just desribed, would have

just one unique oupling onstant at the higher energy sale, whih would then run

di�erently in the di�erent setors to arrive at the three (di�erent) known ouplings

of QCD and the eletroweak theory at the energy sales relevant to present-day

physis.

There are many problems for the onstrution of suh a grand uni�ed theory.

In partiular, the new exhange bosons it would simply lead to interations that

an hange quarks into leptons and vie versa. A partiular onsequene of this

is the possibility for the proton to deay (via e.g., p→ e+π0
). In the simplest

extensions of the SM the predited lifetimes are typially of order 1030−31 yr while
the urrent experimental upper limits are of order 1034 yr.

As an learly be seen in Fig. 8.2, the three ouplings do not atually meet

at a ommon point in the SM. However, if there were other (new and as yet

unknown) �elds, the energy dependene would hange. In partiular, the presene

of (very heavy) so-alled supersymmetri partners to the known partiles (so-alled

squarks, sleptons, photinos, gluinos et.) ould alter the running of the oupling

onstants in suh a way they might indeed all oinide at one partiular energy.

The new uni�ation point turns out to be of order 1016GeV (see Fig. 8.2). This is

ahieved, however, if and only if the spartile masses are around 1−10TeV. Suh
a limit suggests that they might well be within reah of the LHC.
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Figure 8.2: The running of the three oupling onstants for the SM on the left and

the so-alled minimal supersymmetri SM on the right. From top to bottom the urves

are respetively for the QED, weak and strong oupling onstants. The �gure is taken

from Kazakov (2001).
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Appendix A

Bakground Notes

A.1 The muon

As a forerunner to the problem of desribing the strong interation, as we see

it today, let us examine the ase of the muon. Disovered independently by

Anderson and Neddermeyer (1936) and Street and Stevenson (1937) in osmi-

ray experiments, the muon was onsidered a prime andidate as the partile (then

known as the mesotron) suggested by Yukawa (1935)

∗
as the exhange �eld re-

sponsible for the strong interation. With a mass of 106MeV, it appeared more

similar to the baryons than to the other known harged lepton at that time, the

eletron. Aording to Yukawa's theory, suh a mass would lead to a range of

ation around 1 fm or so, whih would orrespond well to the observed �nite range

of the strong nulear fore.

The question then arises as to how to asertain whether or not suh an inter-

pretation is orret. Apart from the experimental evidene, whih we shall shortly

disuss, there are theoretial reasons (not, however, available at that time) for not

aepting suh a role for the muon. Conservation of angular momentum requires

that the exhange partile have integer spin�we now know that the muon is a

fermion. Moreover, the �avour or isospin symmetry (see App. A.2) of the strong

interations requires that the exhange partile have integer isospin too (the pro-

ton and neutron belong to an isospin one-half doublet). A singlet state would not

interat (or at best its interations would be suppressed) and therefore it should

have at least one unit of isospin. Finally, the multipliity of an isospin-one system

is three while there exist only two states for the muon: µ±
, there being no neutral

state.

Evidently though, it is neessary to examine the strength of its interation to

∗
The 1949 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded to Hideki Yukawa for �his predition of the

existene of mesons on the basis of theoretial work on nulear fores.�
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really understand the nature of the muon. Its deay is seen to be weak (τµ∼2µs),
but this alone annot be interpreted as exluding its strong interation; the type of

interation through whih a partile may deay is also determined by the various

onservation laws. In this ase the onservation of energy is su�ient to exlude a

strong deay: the muon is lighter than all known strongly interating partiles and,

in fat, deays primarily to e−ν̄eνµ, none of whih are strongly interating. We

must then study the behaviour of the muon in a strongly interating environment,

e.g. inside the nuleus. The strong interation has a time sale of the order of

10−23 s (a typial deay time for the heavier hadrons suh as ∆++
et.), so we

might expet a muon to be absorbed on suh a time sale by a nuleus (inside

whih any energy imbalane may be easily redressed).

In 1947 Conversi, Panini and Piioni set out to measure the lifetime of what

had then been dubbed the mesotron (the present-day muon) by studying its stop-

ping behaviour in nulear matter; they had already measured the free lifetime. The

experiments they performed turned out to be a disproof of the strong-interation

hypothesis.

In matter (negatively harged) muons lose energy via eletromagneti inter-

ations until they are eventually aptured by an atom and beome bound, just

as an eletron. Sine the muon is evidently distinguishable from the eletrons, it

does not su�er Pauli exlusion and, via photon emission, may asade down to the

ground state. At this point, owing to its relatively large mass, it is muh nearer

to the nuleus than the orresponding K-shell eletron would be. Indeed, for a

harged partile of mass m, the Bohr radius in an atom with atomi number Z is

RB =
Z

mα
, (A.1.1)

whih gives RB
e ≃Z×0.6×10−10m for an eletron. And sine then

RB
µ =

me

mµ

RB
e , (A.1.2)

for the given mass ratio of approximately 200, this leads to RB
µ ≃Z×3×10−13m

for a muon.

The strong interation is evidently negligible at suh distanes; however, the

smaller radius implies that the wave-funtion for the muon will have a higher

density inside the nuleus than would the orresponding eletron, by roughly a

fator 2003. As we shall now show, this represents a su�iently long time spent

inside the nuleus to test the strong-interation hypothesis. Conversi et al. meas-

ured a deay lifetime (i.e. for the disappearane or so-alled K-apture of muons)

of 0.88µs (to be ompared to the free deay time of 2µs). Thus, some form of

interation evidently ours. In order to evaluate the strength of this interation
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it is neessary to estimate the mean free path of muons in nulear matter.

A simple (bak-of-the-envelope) estimate may be performed by onsidering the

volume of the nuleus itself as a fration f of the total volume oupied by aK-shell

muon. This is just the ratio (R
nul

/RB
µ )

3
. Reall that empirially R

nul

=R0A
1/3
,

where A is just the atomi mass and R0≃1.2 fm. Using this and Eq. (A.1.2) we

obtain

f =

(
R
nul

RB
µ

)3

= 0.27A

(
Z

137

)3

. (A.1.3)

For aluminium Z=13 and A=27, giving

f ≃ 6× 10−3. (A.1.4)

This will be roughly the fration of its lifetime that a muon spends inside the

nuleus. Already, one might antiipate that, as a fration of a miroseond, this

still leads to a survival time inside the nuleon many orders of magnitude larger

that the 10−23 s one might have expeted. However, let us �rst estimate the mean

free path (for a strongly interating partile it should not be muh larger than

about 1 fm). The mean veloity of the muon may be estimated from the Heisenberg

unertainty priniple by setting pµ∼~/RB
µ . In a non-relativisti approximation,

this leads to an estimated veloity vµ∼Zα, whih, given that typially Z≪α−1
,

justi�es the approximation a posteriori . Finally, the mean free path is

Λ = v f τ, (A.1.5)

where τ is the lifetime of suh a K-shell state.

Now, sine deay rates are additive and inversely proportional to lifetimes (i.e.

Γ=Γd+Γc and Γ∝1/τ), the rule for ombining lifetimes is

1

τ
=

1

τd
+

1

τc
, (A.1.6)

where τd and τc stand for (free) deay and apture lifetimes respetively. The

measured values are τd=2.16µs and τ =0.88µs in aluminium. We thus obtain

τc ∼ 1.5 µs. (A.1.7)

Inserting this into the formula for the mean free path, Eq. (A.1.5), leads to

Λ ∼ 20− 30 cm. (A.1.8)

In other words, muon survival inside the nuleus far exeeds the expetations for

a strongly interating partile (Fermi et al., 1947). Indeed, the K-apture time τc
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is more suggestive of a weak interation; this ame very muh as a surprise:

�This result was ompletely unexpeted, and we believed at �rst that there

might be some malfuntion in our apparatus.�

Marello Conversi

Indeed, the revelation that apparently the muon therefore had no partiular role

in the general sheme of partile physis prompted Nobel Prize winner Isidor Rabi

to omment, in astonishment:

�Who ordered that?�

A.2 Isospin and SU(2)

In nulear and partile physis a number of symmetries are apparent. Most simple

is the existene of a large number of so-alled mirror nulei : that is, pairs of nulei

that di�er only by interhange of the number of protons and neutrons. One suh

example is

B11
5 ⇌ C11

6 . (A.2.1)

While the hemial properties of B11
and C11

atoms are obviously rather di�erent,

the nulei are indeed very similar. When one takes into aount the variation due

to the e�ets of Coulomb repulsion, one might even say they are idential, as far

as the strong interation is onerned, that is.

Evidently, suh a symmetry must have to do with a orresponding symmetry

at the nuleon level. That is, we assume it to be just the manifestation of a deeper

proton�neutron symmetry. In fat, at the hadroni level in general we see muh

the same sort of mirror behaviour in various partiles:

• The mass of the neutron and the proton are very similar; indeed, although

the proton has a positive harge and the neutron is neutral, they are almost

idential in all other respets. In fat, inasmuh as eletromagneti e�ets

may be ignored with respet to the strong interation and taking into aount

that, as we now know, there is a small up�down quark mass di�erene, they

might be onsidered as two di�erent states of the same fundamental �eld.

• The strong interation between any pair of nuleons is idential, independ-

ently of whether they are protons or neutrons. That is, the proton�proton,

proton�neutron and neutron�neutron fores are the same. Again, to see this

phenomenologially, one must �rst subtrat eletromagneti e�ets.

• In a similar fashion, the three known pion states π+
, π0

and π−
are also very

similar. Indeed, the two harged pions have exatly the same mass while the
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neutral pion is just slightly lighter. Moreover, apart from very systemati

di�erenes, whih are in fat explained by the isospin piture we shall now

disuss, their strong interations with matter (protons and neutrons) are also

the same.

In 1932 Heisenberg thus introdued isotopi spin (or isobari spin) to explain these

observations. The standard ontration of the name is now isospin.

We know from quantum mehanis that when the Hamiltonian of a system

possesses a disrete symmetry, e.g. with respet to spatial inversion, this manifests

itself through a degeneray of the energy states of the system. Consider, for

example, the various energy levels of the hydrogen atom.

In partile physis mass is equivalent to energy (sine E=mc2) and so the near

mass degeneray of the neutron and proton indiates a symmetry of the Hamil-

tonian desribing the strong interations. The neutron does have a slightly higher

mass and so the degeneray is not exat. However, here (as the ase would be in

general for quantum mehanis) the appearane of a symmetry may be imperfet

as it an be perturbed by other fores, giving rise to slight di�erenes between

otherwise degenerate states. Indeed, the proton is harged while the neutron is

neutral and therefore eletromagnetism must play a di�erent role.

Heisenberg noted that the mathematial desription of the observed symmetry

rendered it similar to the symmetry struture of orbital angular momentum or

spin, hene the term isotopi spin or isospin. In mathematial terms, the isospin

symmetry is due to an invariane of the strong-interation Hamiltonian under

the ation of the (Lie) group SU(2). The neutron and the proton are plaed in

a doublet (a spin-

1/2 or fundamental representation) of SU(2). The pions, being

evidently a triplet are assigned a spin-one or adjoint representation of SU(2).
The mathematial struture (or algebra) is then quite simply that of the usual

angular momentum. Isospin is desribed by two quantum numbers: I, the total

isospin, and I3, the spin projetion along the quantisation axis. The proton and

neutron thus both have I= 1/2; the proton has I3=+1/2 or `isospin up' while the

neutron has I3=−1/2 or `isospin down'. The pions naturally belong to the I=1

triplet, with π+
, π0

and π−
having I3=+1, 0 and −1 respetively. In Dira

notation of the form |I,I3〉, for the nuleon pair, we thus write

|p〉 = |1/2,+1/2〉 and |n〉 = |1/2,−1/2〉 (A.2.2)

while the pion triplet beomes

|π+〉 = |1,+1〉, |π0〉 = |1, 0〉 and |π−〉 = |1,−1〉. (A.2.3)

The pairs of quantum numbers above then have the samemathematial signi�ane

as the l,m pairs for angular-momentum states.
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For a nuleus the situation is a little more ompliated. The I3 assignment

is straightforward: a nuleus ontaining Z protons and N neutrons learly has

I3=(Z−N)/2. However, the question of the overall isospin is ambiguous: the

omposition of A isospin-

1/2 objets an lead to any value from the minimum of 0

(

1/2) for A even (odd) up to the maximum possible A/2. It is found empirially

that light nulei in their ground state usually have the smallest value of I that an
aommodate the I3. For example, the deuteron He4

and C12
ground-state nulei

all have I=0.
An important onsequene of isospin symmetry and its mathematial struture

is the possibility to apply Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients to ombinations of partiles.

A simple example is the deay of the so-alled spin-

3/2, isospin-3/2 ∆ resonanes,

whih may be generially desribed as ∆→Nπ (N being a nuleon, p or n). For
onreteness, let us onsider the state ∆+

, whih may be indiated as |3/2,1/2〉.
There are two distint possible �nal states: pπ0

and nπ+
or |1/2,+1/2〉|1,0〉 and

|1/2,−1/2〉|1,1〉 respetively. Now, a glane at a table of Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients

tells us that a spin-

3/2 state may be deomposed into the following ombination of

spin-one and spin-

1/2 objets:

|3/2,1/2〉 =
√

2/3 |1/2,+1/2〉|1,0〉+
√

1/3 |1/2,−1/2〉|1,1〉. (A.2.4)

The squares of the oe�ients provide the branhing frations: namely,

2/3 into

pπ0
and

1/3 into nπ
+
. These non-trivial frations are experimentally well veri�ed,

thus on�rming the SU(2)�isospin piture.

The fat that the lighter nulei in the ground state usually have the lowest

possible value of I onsistent with their I3 may be partially understood by onsid-

ering the antisymmetrisation requirements for fermions (Fermi�Dira statistis).

The set of six-nuleon states with, say, I=3 ontains the state I3=3, with all

six nuleons protons. For suh a state, the wave funtion must be antisymmet-

ri under nuleon interhange of any pair. In ontrast, the I=0, I3=0 state need
only satisfy antisymmetrisation of the three protons and three neutrons separately,

but not between the protons and neutrons; antisymmetrisation is thus less of a

onstraint here.
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